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101 a Outline of the Problem
There are many problems in science in which 
experimental data may for theoretical reasons best be 





in which y describes a decay-type process and t 
represents measurement made at equally or unequally 
spaced time intervals.
These problems are classified into three cases 
(Willers, 1948):
(i) whenever decay-type processes are involved, 
such as radioactive processes, e .g« the 
absorption of gamma rays by lead, quoted as 
an example in Guest (lp6l). The problems 
also arise where radioactive material is 
used to trace the behaviour of a biological 
system.
(ii) in decay-type process with damped oscillations, 
such as charging processes,
(iii) with phenomena, which arise by separations of 
purely periodic processes whose periods do 
not have integral ratios, such as brightness 
fluctuations of variable stars, or oscillation 
processes.
The features of these cases are, in the first 
case the exponents ^ are all real, while in the second 
and the third case, they may be complex or purely 
imaginary.
In many cases we do not know the zero line to
which the process decays, so there will be a term
t = 0 , which belongs to the value ^  = 0 , so we add
an extra term (constant) to (1,1.1), which becomes
n
q  = Cq + ^  exp (-
il I
i = 1 (i )n and N ^  2n + 1
It is desired to fit the set of equations (1.1,1) 
to N observations of y at times t^, t^.,..,t^ where 
N ^  2n 0 In determining the parameters c^ and ^ , 
where these parameters or their combinations have
physical or biological significance, it is not 
sufficient that the set of equations (l.l.l) merely 
approximate closely to the data, but it is necessary 
that the parameters be accurately estimated and 
that estimates of the errors of the parameter be 
obtained*,
Our interest is the investigation of the 
decay-type problem* This problem is demanding
much attention in the medical field especially in
in
the use of tracers iPè biological systems (Berman 
and Schoenfeld, 1956; Glass and Nordin, I963;
Glass and De Garreta, I967; Robertson, 1962)*
An experiment usually involves injecting radioactive 
tracers in biological system, and then determining 
the amount of radioactive substance (y ) as a 
function of time (t^)$ Prom the collected data
one tries to draw conclusions about the system, 
that is, the number of compartments (exponents) 
involved, how they are interconnected and how 
accurately they can be estimatedo
A two compartment system which deals with 
the use of labelled uric acid to estimate the 
compartment size and turnover of uric acid in man
(Glass et al., I968) lias been investigated. Tbe 
details of this study will be given later.
The major difficulties, in exponential curve 
fitting problems are that we are dealing with a series 
of non-linear equations and that the data are only 
approximating the function y(t) over a finite range 
in t. Lanczos (l957)> has pointed out that there 
are a number of simple and straightforward mathematical 
solutions to the exponential fitting problem, but 
unfortunately enormous practical problems arise when 
they are applied to experimental data from physical 
or biological sources. The main reason for this is 
the exceedingly non—orthogonal behaviour of the 
exponential functions. In most cases the accuracy 
required is far beyond that usually available. The 
high correlation between the exponential functions 
makes the matrix involved in estimating the required 
parameter ill-conditioned (see Chapter 5).
In practice it is found that in most biological 
systems the non«orthogonality of the exponential functions 
is evident, i.e. that the data is represented by the 
equation (1*1.l) in which the ^ » s  do not differ 
from one another by order of magnitude. If this is
the case that the ^  *s do differ from one another, 
then the exponents are reasonably orthogonal, and the 
solution can be determined to a reasonable degree of 
accuracy. Indeed the "peeling off technique" is 
quite satisfactory in this case (see Section 1.3) and 
can be applied*
1.2o The Two Compartment System
Let be the amount of
substance in compartment i and
.G t be the amount of 
1J . J
substance going from compartment 
i to compartment j in time & t, 
further let be the amount 





Then if the fraction of substance going from
compartment i to j is the same for labelled or
unlabelled substance, *?^ .v . (s t is the amount of
J
labelled substance going from compartment i to j 
in time G t.
Hence considering labelled substance, we have
7^2+ ^ 2 1 ^ 1 ^ * -  ^ 2 ^ ^  = ""2 + S  Vg 
and Vq + = Vq 4vp,
from which we obtain






These equations form a set of first order differential 
equations and their solution may therefore be written 
as
j^ (t) = exp (- p< ^  t) + Aj^ g exp { -  o (  ^ t),
(1.2.1)
where
^21 - ( 01 + &
(1.2.2)
and




Usually the experimental data are measures of
the concentration of amlabelled substance v^(t) as a
function of time. Then it is required to fit a sum
of exponential to the data, and so obtain values of
the constants A^^, *02' 1 and ^  2 8.nd from these to
determine the parameters of the model \ and
. A more detailed description and discussion of 
the model will be given in Chapter 7«
In this thesis we need to provide some fit if 
at all possible* Frequently an experimenter would 
know ratios of exponentials involved and would know
8the accuracy of observations, in which case our 
objectives are:
(a) to devise a satisfactory method to fit 
exponentials,
(b) to determine accuracy of results corresponding 
to given accuracy of data,
(c) to see any modifications, change of
time interval could make fitting more accurate,
(d) to see the significance of weighting factors 
in least-squares applications,
(e) to determine the number of exponents from 
a particular set of data.
1*3* Previous Methods
A number of fitting procedures are possible, 
each resulting in different solution. The main 
idea is to establish a practical procedure which 
will produce the best approximation for fitting the 
data of each kind of experiment taking into 
consideration the type of experiment and also the 
statistical errors of the fitted parameters.
Ve will now describe two existing methods*
(i) Graphical Peeling Off Method
This method (Perl, I960) is the most common one 
and is used to resolve a decay curve into its components 
using a graphical procedure* Here the data are plotted 
on semi-log paper and the curve resolved by repeated 
subtraction of straight lines*
The method is certainly the easiest to perform, 
it may be considerably refined by using a least- 
squares procedure to fit straight lines, and some 
error estimation becomes available* The difficulty 
in this method is inherSiLd in the subtraction 
procedure where some of the new generated y 's become 
negative and their logs become imaginary, although 
when the decay ratios of the exponentials are widely 
separate (low correlation), so that the effective 
range of values of t determine only one component, 
this does not usually occur*
(ii) Prony * s Method
Another mathematic^^approach to this problem
A
has been suggested by Prony (Hildeg^brand, 1956)*
In this method the function is given in equidistant
values (v.,t.), where t . = t_ + ih, for i = o (1)N ' 1 1 '  1 0
If we write x = exp(-^ h), r = l(l)n, then
the set of equations (1.1* 1) will beco me
where = Cj, exp (- ^tg) .
If further, we let x be the roots of ther
equation
n n-1
X + V- X1 r •  + V^ —  0 J
10
(1.3.2)
then the observations f^ are related by the difference 
equations
h + n + 1  h + n  “ °
(1.3.3)
where i = o (i )n - n
11
There are thus (n - n + l), such equations 
which can be solved for the n quantities v^,
using the method of least-squares provided 
N ^  2n - 1 p
The algebraic equation (1.3«2) may then be
solved to determine the values of x and hencer
P^r( ~ ” 1x1 x^/h) , and finally the values of the
coefficients from (1.3* 1) by using least-squares 
method*
The limitations of this method are that it 
requires equal intervals of time and, more important, 
that the errors in the observations will add errors 
in the difference equations* The results from 
Prony ' s method are usually erratic (Hildea^brand, 
1956), the ot's were often negative or complex 
instead of positive values needed by the experiment.
1.4, Least-Squares Solution
Let us assume that we have N+1 pairs of 
measured values ( ? where i = 0,1,,.,,N,
Ve know it is rarely possible to fit these values, 
so we expect to have a set of residuals or
12
differences
- f(t^) f  0
(1.4.1)
between the observed values and the calculated ones.
Some measure of the residuals and an estimate 
of the unknoTvn parameters are required to fit the 
measured values* There are different approaches to 
this problem such as the least-squares, the maximum 
likelihood and the minimum variance methods. These 
methods are described in many text books including 
Guest (1961), Fraser (l95l), Scheffe (1958)*
If we consider that *s are elements of a 
vector, then as Froberg (1964) has mentioned, we 
want to find an approximation that makes these 
elements small, so the most natural measure is some 
characteristic of the vector norm. Then we get
the principle that the approximation should be 
chosen so that the norm of this residual's vector 
is minimized. The norm we should use depends 
on the nature of the problem* If we use the 
Euclidean norm, we get the least-squares method
13
but if on the other hand we use the maximum norm, 
we obtain the Chebysev approximation method*
For simplicity and because of statistical 
considerations (see 2.3) we will use the least-square 
procedure in our investigation* The least-squares 
principle which was proposed by Legendre (I805) and 
subsequently by Gauss (I809) and Laplace (I8II), 
states that "of all possible solutions, the most 
satisfactory is that which renders the sum squares 
of the errors a minimum"•






and assume that the functions { c i ,t .) areif r r 1
completely known^ ^or N values of t, we have a 
set of N linear equations* If N is equal to n, 
then there is a unique solution (Lanczos, 1957)
providing the determinant of* the system is not 
equal to zero * There is one set of values c^ ,
Cg, •••> that will satisfy the above equations
14
If N is less than n then there are less equations 
than unknown parameters and in general there is an 
infinite number of solutions, each of which represents 
a curve passing through the given points* In this 
case the problem ismcompletely determined and we can 
not find a single best fit, unless we have some extra 
information.
If N is greater than n, then in general there is 
no solution. In this case the least-squares makes 
it possible to have a best solution for the system.
The problem in these circumstances is exactly the 
linear regression problem which has been studied in 
many text books, e.g* Guest {1961),
On the other hand if the functions ^  r '^i ^
in (1,4.2) are not knoTvn, where these functions are 
non-linear in the unknown parameters the
solution of these equations introduces a more 
difficult problem. This can be solved by changing 
the variables or using approximation methods based 
on Taylor’s series expansion (Guest, 1961),
We may note that in the case of changing the 
variables, the transformed observations must be 
weighted even if the original observations were of
15
all equal weights (Chapter 4), We shall refer to 
these weights and their estimation in Chapter 4,
' The important features of the non-linear work 
will be presented in Chapter 2 where two methods 
based on some modifications of Newton-Raphson procedure 
are discussed and applied to the exponential fitting.
We are able to provide an estimation of the standard 
errors of the estimated parameters. The study of 
special cases and uniqueness for some other cases 
are included in Chapter 3,
The most important point in our objective stated 
in Section 1*1, is the modification in spacing of the 
observations, which is analysed in Chapter 5.
A description of the programs involved in the 
calculations of the numerical work is given in 
Chapter 6.
The practical application of this research 





2*1. General Formulation for y. f . = ^ c co , t . )1 1 T r 7^r^ r x 'r= o
The fitting of exponentials may be treated as a 




involving a linear combination of functions . t^)
each containing a parameter » Proceeding in the 
normal way of least-squares, we set
S = ^  t  i  31=1 r=0
(2.1.1)
and to determine the unknoTvn parameters c^ and o( ^ , 
we require to minimize S obtaining




- 2 c^Y'w. [  °
(2.1.3)
/
where <j^ >g ( C< ^  9^s( ^ s'^i)' ® = 0(l)"-
¥e have a set of non-linear equations to solve 
for the parameters ^ q , ••., ^  The presence
of the 04 *s in non-linear form presents great difficulties 
in solving the problem* The equations must be solved 
iteratively* From the review of Powell (Walsh, I966), 
there is a number of iterative techniques for solving 
the non-linear problems* The nature of the problem 
and what information we have got about it, will determine 
our choice of»an iterative procedure which could be 
possible•
The solution of the non-linear problem is no 
longer necessarily unique and although in most practical 
cases, we have found the solution unique, we cannot 
prove this * Some comments on uniqueness are given in 
Chapter 3*
18
We are going to use the three methods in our 
solution; two of them are based on the use of 
generalized Newton—Raphson iterative technique, 
which is given in many text books including Modern 
Computing Methods (1962), The third method is 
developed by Berman et al. (1962).
(i) Two Stage Minimization Method
In.this method, we first minimize S (equation
2 ,1.1) with respect to the c*s (equation 2.1.2)*
On substituting the values of the c ’s in S, we obtain
S which is a function of the ^ ’s only. This may




^  S ^-- = 0, for all^
cs
19
Ve therefore have a set of non-linear equations 
to be solved only for the c4^, namely
where the dash denoted differentiation with respect 
to and in which the c^ are functions of the
These equations may be solved iteratively by 
Newton-Raphson as will be shown in detail later*
(ii) One Stage Minimization Method
In this method we estimate the coefficients 
in the same way as in the first method, then 






for s = o(l)n
giving
3 L s _  +'ÿ-ZA—  So + - r - ^ — G<r = 0 ,




for s = o(l)n.
By solving these equations, we can determine 
the corrections S c ’s and ^ ^ ’s. Then adding the
s to the initial values of the ^*s and iterating 
until the maximum correction is very small.
21
(ill) Berman * s Method
In tills metliod (Berman et al., 19^2), the 
coefficients are estimated from the set of equation
(2.1.1) by using the least-squares method as we 
did in the previous method, then determining the 
correction for the parameter by using a Taylor 
expansion and the least-squares method in the 
following way.
Considering f^ = c^ ^  ^( ^ , t^ the
solution corresponding to a least-square fit, f^^ 




s • • •
(2 .1.8)
where
%  °n ^2(n + l)
22
Approximating (2.1.8) with only the first order 
term, we get
then- applying the least-squares procedure to the new 
sura squares of residuals
* = /cL- w. IL Yi - ^  i >
1=1 j=0
(2.1.9)
where y . is the best available estimate for f.^* 1 1
A set of normal equations may be generated 
from equation (2.1.9) and a least-squares solution 
for the $ Xj may be obtained.
23
2.2. Formulation for Exponentials
We will now give details of the methods as they 
formally apply to exponentials, expressing these in 
matrix terms which are appropriate for computation.
The sum squares of the residuals which will 
now be minimized aMüe
S = ^  c^exp(- t^) J , where
N
1
i=l 1 1  (2 *2.1)
T . . V .
It will be convenient to use the following 
notations ;-
N N
V , s =  tl)'
1=1 1=1
N N




. s = s) ’ '^ r = ^ T ' ^ i y .  exp(_^^ t^ ) ,
1=1 i=l
N ' N
= %TwjL^i Gxp(- t^) , p^ = %Tw^v^t^ exp(-X^ t^),
i=l " i=l
N
and q = ^ZTw. v . t exp( - ^  . t . ) , for r and s = 0(l)n.
I *  a 1  3. 3- r  IL
1=1
¥e may note that when r |î s
r
(i) Using Two Sta^e Minimization
The unknown parameters c^, c^, •••, now can
"be determined from the set of equations (2.1.2), which 
can be written as
Ac = a, (2.2 ,2 )
25
■where A is a square symmetric positive definite matrix
•with elements a , c and a are vectors with elementsr, s
c and a respectively, r r
Applying the generalized Newton-Raphson procedure
to the set of equations (2.1.3)» taking into account
the variations of the c with respect to the , wer r
obtain




for r = 0(l)n.
To determine ---- , we differentiate equation
k
(2 .1.2) with respect to the ^  *s, then we get
X*- ^  * r
s=0 s=0 k ”^*^k
(2.2.4)
26
ifrî^k, then (2.2.4) becomes
n
a b , c, ,r , s ------  = r,k k
s=0 k
but if r = k, then (2.2.4) becomes
X T  ^ , s  - X } k , s %  - ^k,k°k - ^k = 0 «
s=0 O P \ s=0
. (2.2.5)
It will be convenient to express the set of 
equation (2.2.3) in matrix terms.
»
(CK - Z - BH) = - P,
(2,2.6)
where C, B and H are square matrices with elements
^  c
d , b and h respectively; h - ®
r,s' r;s r,s " r,s ^  x*
and H is determined from the set of equation (2.2.5)
which is (in matrix terms) AH = BK - V, where K and
V are diagonal matrices with elements c and p' r r
respectively; .Z is a diagonal matrix with element
27
(the correction vector) and P are vectors with 
elements and •
Equation (2.2,6) may be solved to determine the 
correction vector ^ft and this will be added to the
vector of^ values of the ' s and the iteration 
is repeated until the maximum absolute value of is
very small. .
(ii) Using One Stage Minimization Method
\
The coefficients are determined from equation
(2.2 .2 ). For the corrections of the coefficients 
and the exponents, we have
= °0 + ^l,Xl +......  + ^r,n°n "
(2,2.7)
r r s





" 3 X 2
r
= 2 c^( dn,r°r + ‘^ r.o'^O + '^r.l^l + " °  + '^r,n°n"^r)
and
2g
= 2 c c d , for r and s = 0(l)n. r s r , s ' '
¥ e  may substitute these values into the equations 
(2.1.6) and (2.1.7)» then we obtain
X S X = z, (2.2.9)
29
where X is a square symmetric matrix with elements
X _ = ------------------------------------, X is a vector with elements c- , c_ ,
j,k 3 xj^ x^  ^ 1 ’ 1
o o . , c^, ^ 0 *  ^ 1 ^  ^ is a column vector
for the corrections with elements Ç  c^, ^  c^,
S % »  g X, 0 * S X  3^» « . = , X  ^ and z is the column
svector with elements z, =  --—------  for k and j
x^
= 0(l)(2n+l), and can determine the corrections S  c^
and ^  ^  from these equations and proceed as we did 
r
in (i ) .
(iii) Using Berman *s Method
. The coefficients are determined from (2,2,2) 
as in the previous methods. To determine the 
corrections, we have
n
f, = '2Z c exp(- d  ) , for i = l(l)N
Differentiating f^ with respect to c^ and we get
  = exp>(-Xt.) and — — t . exp (- X  t , )
^ "3 X r  r ' .r i'
30
Substituting these values in equation (2,1.5)» we 
obtain
N ^  n
R ^  (1 - exp(- ]
(2.2.10)
Applying the least-squares method to equation (2.2.10), 
we get
^  R '7 w.Ty - X  (1 - t-Sit )o + S  c exp(-i<
exp(- X  t . ) = 0  ^ r X ^
• ^ 7 ^  = "^ihC^i “ 2 7  exp(-l^ t.
exp(-o( t^ ) = 0
that is to say
n N _ n N
T l ^ o g  2 7 7  ’w’i exp(-( << + #< )t ) - cgG«( % r  w t ,
5=0 i = l  ^ r s X g_Q S s X XA
. , s
exp(-( K  r  + s ) t ^) =*■ è *3
31
n N_ n
% Z  w t exp(-( + X  )t ) -
s=0 i=l s=0
N
«p(-( * t ' i )  - ~
^  S Sfor ail values of r, where —^ --  and —  are given
by (2.2,7 ) and (2.2.8), The above equations may be
expressed in matrix terms such as
Q d q = h. (2 .2.11)
where Q is a square symmetric matrix equal to
gq is a column vector for the corrections, with 
elements $ c^, % c^, ... S c^, -
^ « «, — o * g and h is the column vector with elements
1 "3 S 1 "3 S 1 *9 S "a S
' ' 3 c ’ ■ ^ '3c,’ ***’ ' /  '3c ’ ^ ° ’n
32
A q
Berman has used the approximations ÿr— :  and
A h  . . . „. , instead of —  ---  and — —:- for his solution,
^  <=r
These approximations in fact are not reliable in the 
sense that the errors in the observations will add 
errors in the difference equations and this could 
cause the ill-conditioning of the matrix which was 
involved in the solution of the parameters.
It can be shown that all the three methods 
ultimately converge at the same rate but that the 
initial rates of conveWm considerably.
This will be illustrated by the artificial and 
experimental data which we have fitted in Chapter 
7a
2,3, Uncertainties in the Parameters
The least-squares solution of c has the 
following properties (Plackett, I96O, and Draper,
19^6 ) s
(i) The vector c which will minimize the sum 
squares of the residuals does not depend 
on any distribution properties of the 
errors,
33
(ii) The elements of c could be expressed as a
linear function of the observations y^, y^,
(iii ) If M is the variance-covariance matrix of 
the vector c, then
M =
N - (n+l)
where the diagonal terms of M provide the 
variance of c, the off diagonal terms provide 
the covariance between the elements of c and 
N-(n+l) is the number of degrees of freedom,
(iv) The least-square estimate of c is better 
than any other unbiased estimate of c, in 
the sense that it has the least variance.
To justify (iii), let us consider equation
(2,2.2 ) which is
Ac = a = E¥y,
/
where A = E¥E and E is a matrix with elements'
. — 1-  ^ f ®  ^ ^ 1 Tsi ' s Xe = exp ( X  t.) or s = 0(l)n, E is the
transpose of E, ¥ is a diagonal matrix for the
34
weights with element w^ and y is a column vector for 
the observation y^. From (ii) we have
®r " ^rO ^0 ^rl ^1   ’
. ^ T i l  1
= ^  ^0 ^rl "l   + K n
_N




Ug = exp(- X  gtj^ ) and z^ = 27 7  A"g u^.
s=0
N ._ hii'vi^SJL 2
Then the variance of c jgr > w v a r i a n c e  ofr f—T 1 r
i 1=1 1.
w.^ y. if z is independent of y*s and w.^ y. isX I r X X
calculated with equal weights.
Now c = A  ^ a .
= A”^ EWy = (a “^E¥2)(w2y),
2
then Z —  w .z is equal to the diagonal elements 
1=1 ^
35
of (a ~^E¥^ ) ) which, is equal (a ""^ ), hence
—1 Svariance (c ) =s A --------  >
^  -  (n+l)
—1 sand covariance (c ,c ) = A ------:--,
^  s' N - (n+l)
Some writers, e.g. Berman (1962), have applied 
similar results to the case of exponential fitting, 
treating the coefficients and the exponents separately 
It is clear, however, that the coefficients c^ and 
the exponents X  ^  are related and that any estimates 
of uncertainties should be based on that fact. In 
these circumstances, more accurate estimates can be 
obtained from considering the matrix which is involved 
in determining the corrections % c^ and $ X
The two stage minimization method does not
provide these estimates, since it treats the
coefficients and the corrections for the exponents
separately (the matrix to determine these corrections
is not symmetric), but the one stage minimization
gives these estimates, where variance ( ( x .) =
J J J
S/(N-(2n + l )) and covariance ( ^  x^ , G x^) = X S /
(N—(2n + l)), for j and k = 0(l)2n + l. ¥e use these
36
estimates for the measure of the uncertainties of the
parameters when we use the two stage minimization
method. In the case of Berman’s method we obtain
the estimation of the uncertainties where variance
( $ q .) = S/(N-(2n+l)) and covariance ( $ q .,G q. )J 0 J J K
= q "^ S/(N-(2n+l)), for j and k = 0(l)2n+l.
The accuracy of our estimate as detailed above 




STUDY OF PARTICULAR CASES
3•1• Introduction
It has been pointed out (Cornfield et al,,
i960), that the solution of the non-linear equations 
for the fitting of exponentials by least-squares are 
not necessarily unique. The analysis showed that, 
in the case of two exponentials, there existed at least 
one other stationary point which was not a true 
minimum.
In this chapter we will discuss the problem of 
uniqueness. To our knowledge the problem has not 
been solved at the present time, and the work given 
here may assist towards the general solution. In 
particular the result of Cornfield is explained,
3*2, Single exponential
We shall begin with the study of the simple case 
of fitting a single exponential with no constant term, 
i.e. tfuexp (-b t^), (3 .2 .1)
Clearly we can take a logorithmic transformation
5E
with, appropriate weights (see also 4.2), i.e. we 
could fit
Iny = Ina -bt, 
a normal linear regression. The solution for this 
problem is unique; this suggests that for general 
case, the.solution may be unique; at least with 
weights w^ proportional to l/y^ .
An alternative approach for uniqueness is as 
follows. The sum squares of residuals of (3.3.1) 
will be
S = " a exp (-bt^)^. (3 .2 .2 )
1 =  1
By the usual least-squares method we may obtain 
the coefficient a , i.e.
a = 2 - 7 exp(-bt^y 277. (-2bt^) , (3.2.3)
1=1 f 1=1
This value of a may be substituted in (3 .2.2) 
giving S(b) = s(b,a(b)), which is a function of b 
only. The minimum function S(b) with respect to b 
may be studied.
We have
ds _ ^ s  ^  S
db /%b ^ db "3b ', S i n c e 3a
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je
so that S has a minimum for the same value of b 
as S • Further
2* ,->2 -r.2
Etnd
= 2a - a exp(-bt^)) t^exp (-bt^)  ^ (3.2 .7)
= - exp(-bt^) l^y^ - 2a exp(-btj^y^Wj^ exp(-2bt^)












I = 2a')^^t^^ exp (-bt^) |^a exp (-bt^) - y ^
- (-bt^)|^2a exp(-bt^) - y exp(-btj
M
2It is required to show that d S is positive
db^
when b has the root given by equation (3*2 .4 ) or
alternatively that dS^  changes sign from -ve to +ve.
db
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Ve find that we can only establish this for the case 
when the observations y^ are given by an exponential, 
i.e. when
A
y^ = a exp (-b^ t^)
In this case equation (3o3«2) will be
A
a = a exp ((b -
where u. = w. exp (- 2 bt.)•1 X 1
Substituting the value of y^ and a in equation
(3 .2 .4) we obtain
—I— —^ = a 1 y  tT. t . exp ( (b-b )t. ) - t / u . 
« _ -L. L*—  1 1  o'x^ ^  1^ G ^)t^) [_ jx ^ exp( (b-b^)t^)'
A, - y  _ _
= a ( Zj^ -z) = a Cov (t^,z^),
where z^= exp( (b-b^) ) ,2! =
and Cov (t .,z.) is the covariance between t., z..' X X X X
Now if b = b^ (the optimum value of b), then
if b is less than b then'^S is less than 
<î>b  ^ °
zero, since decreases with t^ and if b is greater
than b , t h e n S  is greater than zero, since z .
° -^b ^
increases with t.. Thus there is b = b , say, forX o
which s(b^) is less than S(b^) where b^ does not equal
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In the general case, where the y ’s are not given 
exactly by exponential value but have some error, this 
suggests that only one solution exists and is unique.
We examined this numerically by calculating the fit of 
various sets of data which had been deliberately 
artificially rounded to ranging accuracy.
Ten artificial decay observations we generated 
from the curve
= a exp
where a = 10.0 and b^ = 0.4, for t = 0 (1) 9»
The observations were then rounded to (i) 5»
(ii) 4, (iii) 3» (iv) 2, (v) 1 place (s) after the
decimal point. These five sets of data (table (1)) 
were then fitted using the method above. The results 
are given in tables (2) and FigU3fg£(l).
We may notCfrom these results when b is equal
to zero, that the coefficient is equal to the
mean of the observations, the sums squares of the
residuals is equal to the sum square of the deviations
from the mean, the first and second dirivatives are
less than zero. When b tends to infinity the coefficien
tends to y^, the sum squares of the residuals is equal 
10
^  y the first and the second derivatives tend to 
i=2
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t y (5ûp) y (4dp) y (3dp) y (2dp) y (Idp)
0.0 1O.ÜOOÜO 10.0000 10,000 1 0.00 10.0
1 .0 6.70320 6.7032 6.703 6.70 6.7
2 .0 4.49329 4.4933 4.493 ■ 4.49 4 .#
3 . 0 3.01194 3.011 9 3 .0 1 2 3.01 3 . 0
4 .0 2.01897 2.01 90 2.01 9 2 .02 2.0
5 .0 1 .35335 1 .3534 1.353 1 .3 5 1 .4
6 .0 0. 9071 8 0.9072 0.907 0.91 0 .9
7 .0 0.60 810 O.608I 0.608 0.61 0 .6
8 .0 0.40762 0.4076 0,4ü8 0.41 0 .4
9 .0 0.27324 0.2732 0.273 0.27 0.3
Table (1 )
Ten observations generated from the single 
exponential curve y (t )= 10 *O0xp{-O.4t ) , 
with 5j4 3^ ,2^ud 1 decinal place (s ) accuracy .
Tables 2
The tabulation of the coeffioient , the sum squares of 
residmls , the first derivative and the second derivative 
for various values of the exponent (EXPO) ,using the data of 
Table (1 ) # The minimum sum sqmres of res id Is of 4 , 8  m-I 1 
Cf Table 2 (i) in the case of data accurate to 5 decinal places 
as one would expect , much snailer than for example the 
corresponding 3 .6. w-3 of Table 2 (v) far data accurate to
1 decinal place .
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EXPO. COEFFICIENT Sf 3 iOr RES, FIRST DER. SECOND DEF I
0 000 + 2 9777 8 +0 + 9 2869 a * 1 «B 4 7052 a 2 • 3 2755 a 42
' 0 100 *5 292 1 8 +0 + 4 7943 a  ^I .3 9485 a 2 41 6106 a 43
0 200 + 7 4248 a +0 4.1 7383 a +1 » 2 1509 a 2 41 7165 a <* 3
0 300 + 8 9766 8 +0 + 3 3834 a * 0 -7 6325 a 1 41 0453 a + 3
0 400 0000 » + 1 *4 8539 a " 1 1 + 4 8338 a 6 45 2580 a 42
0 500 0651 a +1 <>2 0735 a ^0 + 3 6740 a 1 42 4017 a 42
0 600 1055 » +1 + 6 6639 a +0 + 5 266 1 a 1 49 4733 a 4 1
0 700 + I 1293 a +1 + 1 2260 a ♦ 1 *5 6058 a 1 42 1549 a 4 I
0 600 + 1 1421 a +1 + 1 5102 a + 1 45 8176 a 1 n 1 4911 a 4 1
0 900 1 1 1474 a + 1 + 2 381 1 a + 1 45 5700 a 1 «3 2369 a 4 1
I 000 1477 a +1 *2 9203 a + 1 45 2032 a I «13 9809 a 4 1
I 100 144 6 a * 1 * 3 4202 a * 1 44 7914 a 1 « 4 1926 a 4 1
200 1393 8 * 1 + 3 8754 a * I 44 3739 a I -4 1240 a 4 1
I 3 00 + 1 1326 » * 1 + 4 2955 a +1 43 9712 a 1 • 3 9133 a 4 1
i 400 + 1 1252 » +1 + 4 6735 a * 1 43 5934 a 1 -3 6369 a 4 1
I 500 1 173 « * 1 + 5 0152 a * 1 43 2446 a 1 «3 3376 a 4 1
I 600 + 1 1094 » * 1 + 5 3234 a + 1 4 2 9259 a 1 n 3 0386 »' 4 I
1 700 1015 a +1 + 5 6013 a * 1 42 6364 a 1 -2 7525 a 4 I
I 600 0939 8 + 1 + 5 8517 a + 1 42 3747 a 1 -2 4552 » + 1
I 900 + 1 0866 a +1 *6 077 1 a +1 42 1387 a 1 "2 23 9 4 a 4 1
2 000 ♦I 0 7,9-6 » +1 * 6 2802 a 1 41 926 1 8 1 " 2 0 154 a 4 1
2 ioo 0731 a + 1 1 6 463 1 a * 1 41 7349 a 1 « 1 5126 a 4 I
2 200 0670 « + 1 + 6 6278' a +1 41 5630 a 1 1 6296 a 4 1
2 300 0613 a * 1 + 6 7762 a +1 41 4064 a 1 ■ -I 465 1 a 4 1
2 400 ♦ \ 0560 a +1 + 6 9100 a +1 4l 2694 a 1 -I 3173 a 4 1
2 500 051 1 a + 1 + 7 0306 a * 1 41 1444 a 1 « 1 18 4 6 a * 1
2 600 0466 a + I ♦ 7 1393 a * 1 41 0320 a 1 -1 0656 a f 1
2 700 0424 a + I + 7 2374 a + 1 49 3088 a 0 «9 5889 8 *0
2 800 + l 0386 a + 1 4,7 3258 a + 1 48 3986 a 0 «8 6314 a 40
2 900 ■+; 0352 a +1 ♦ 7 4056 a ♦ 1 + 7 5792 a 0 #7 7722 a *0
3 000 ♦ I 0320 a ♦ 1 + 7 4777 a + 1 46 6412 a 0 .7 0009 a 40
3 100 + i 0290 a + 1 + 7 5427 a + I 46 1764 a 0 • 6 3054 a 40
3 200 0264 a +1 + 7 6014 a + 1 45 5772 a 0 -5 686 1 a 40
3 300 + 1 0240 a +1 + 7 6544 a ♦ I 45 037 1 a 0 w 5 1269 a 40
3 400 02 17 a + 1 *7 7023 a ♦ 1 + 4 5500 a 0 md 6239 a 40
3 500 + 1 0197 a ♦ I- + 7 7456 a * 1 4 4 1106 a 0 "4 1715 a 40
3 600 + l 0 179 a + I ♦ 7 7847 a + 1 43 7 142 a 0 -3 7642 a 40
3 700 + 1 0 162 a * 1 *7 8200 a + 1 43 3564 a 0 •» 3 3976 a 40
3 500 + I 0 147 a +1 + 7 8519 a  ^1 43 0335 a 0 -.3 0673 a 40
3 900 0133 a * 1 *7 8308 a * 1 42 7419 a 0 *»2 7696 a 40
4 000 0121 a * 1 + 7 9069 a * 1 42 4785 a 0 m  2 5013 a 40
• , - Table 2(1) -
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EXPO. COEFFICIENT s tS.OF RES • . FIRST DER. SECOND def .
0 000 42 9777 » 0 49 286a 8 1 "4 7052 8 2 n 3 2754 a <- ;
0 100 45 292 1 H 0 44 7942 8 1 m 3 9455 a 2 41 6 1 06 8 + :
0 200 47 4248 M 0 41 7382 8 1 -2 1509 8 2 41 7165 8 4:
0 300 48 9766 W 0 43 3633 8 0 #7 6324 8 1 41 0453 » 4:
0 400 49 9999 8 0 43 8614 8 8 «7 3073 8 5 45 2579 8 4 (
0 500 4 1 0651 8 1 42 0735 8 0 43 6739 a 1 42 4017 8 4 1
0 600 41 1054 8 1 4 6 6637 . 8 0 45 2660 8 1 49 4729 8 4
0 700 4 1 1293 8 1 41 2260 8 1 45 8057 8 ■ 1 42 1547 8 4
0 600 41 1421 8 1 4l 8102 8 l 45 8175 a 1 -1 4911 B 4
0 900 41 1 474 8 % 42 3810 8 l 45 5699 a 1 ■ 3 2366 8 4
1 000 41 1477 8 1 ■ 42 9202 8 1 45 2030 8 1 #3 9806 8 4
l 100 41 1446 8 l 43 420 1 8 1 44 7912 8 1 «4 1925 8 4
1 200 41 1393 8 I 43 6783 8 1 44 3736 a 1 « 4 1239 8 4
1 300 41 1326 8 1 44 2954 8 1 43 9711 8 1 -3 9132 » 4 !
\ 400 41 1252 8 1 44 6734 8 1 43 5933 8 1 -3 6360 8 4
1 500 1 173 8 1 45 0150 8 1 43 2445 8 I -3 3375 8 4
1 600 41 1094 8 1 45 3233 8 1 42 9258 a 1 , m 3 0385 8 4]
l 700 4 1 1015 8 1 45 601 1 8 l 42 6364 » 1 "2 7524 '8 4:
600 4 1 0939 8 1 45 8515 8 1 42 3747 8 1 «2 465 1 R 4
l 900 41 0866 8 1 4 6 0769 8 1 42 1386 8 1 -2 2393 a 4 1
2 000 41 0796 8 1 46 2800 8 1 41 926 1 a 1 -2 0153 R 4 !z 100 41 0731 8 l 4 6 4629 8 1 41 7349 » 1 » 1 ei25 B 4 !
2 200 41 0670 8 1 4 6 6276 8 1 41 5629 8 1 "l 6296 8 4 !
2 300 41 06 13 8 l 46 7760 8 . 1 4l 4083 8 1 * 1 4650 8 4 !
2 400 41 0560 a 1 4 6 9096 8 1 41 2693 » 1 -1 3172 8 4 !
2 500 41 0511 8 1 47 0304 8 1 41 1444 a 1 -1 1346 8 4]
2 600 41 0466 8 l 47 1391 8 1 41 0320 a 1 -1 0 6 5 6 8 4 !
2 700 41 0424 8 1 47 237 1 8 l 49 3085 8 0 «9 5886 8 4 (
2 900 41 0366 a % 47 3256 8 1 48 3983 8 0 ,8 631 1 8 4(
2 900 41 0352 8 1 47 4054 a 1 47 5790 8 0 ,7 7719 8 4(
3 000 41 0320 a l 47 4774 8 1 4 6 84 10 8 0 ■ 7 0007 8 4C
3 100 4 1 0290 8 l 47 5 425 8 1 46 1762 8 0 • 6 3082 8 4(
3 200 41 0264 8 l 47 6012 8 1 45 577 1 8 0 # 5 6060 8 4C
3 300 41 0240 8 l 47 6542 8 1 45 0369 8 0 -5 1267 8 4C
3 400 41 0217 8 1 47 702 1 8 1 4 4 5498 8 0 -4 6238 8 4 (
3 500 41 0197 8 1 47 7454 8 1 44 1105 8 0 • 4 1713 8 +  c
3 600 41 0179 8 l 47 7644 a 1 43 7141 8 0 » 3 764 1 8 4 C
3 700 41 0162 8 1 47 5198 a 1 43 3563 a 0 «3 3975 8 4C
3 600 41 0147 8 1 47 8517’ 8 1 43 0334 8 0 • 3 0672 9 4 C
3 900 41 0133 8 1 47 8805 8 1 42 74 1 ô 8 0 «2 7696 8 4C
4 000 41 0121 8 1 47 9066 8 1 42 4765 N 0 .2 5013 8 4C
Table 2(il)
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EXPO. COEFFICIENT s.s ,0F RE$ $ FIR8T DER, SECOND DER 1
0 000 + 2 9776 » 0 ♦ 9 2869 B "^1 -4 7050 B ♦2 « 3 2760 B 4
0 100 + 5 2920 9 0 + 4 7944 H *1 -3 9484 B *2 *1 6105 B 4
0 200 + 7 4246 » 0 -^1 7.334 B *1 «2 1509 B *2 + 1 7164 B 4
0 300 + 8 9765 9 0 + 3 384 1 B + 0 „7 6332 B *1 >1 0453 8 4
0 400 + 9 9995 9 0 + 4 446 1 B "7 #7 6760 B «3 45 2560 B 4
0 500 *1 0651 V 1 + 2 0728 B ^0 + 3 6732 B ■^1 42 40 18 B 4
0 600 + 1 1054 9 1 + 6 6624 B + 0 *5 2655 B M 49 4742 » 4
0 700 + l 1 293 » 1 tl 2255 B <-1 *5 8053 B ^1 42 1557 B 4
0 500 + 1 1421 9 1 + 1 81 0 0 8 + 1 + 5 8172 B <-1 « 1 4904 8 4
0 900 1474 9 1 + 2 3807 B + I * 5 5696 B + l « 3 2362 B *
l .000 + l 1477 0 1 *2 9200 » + l + 5 2029 B *1 "3 9803 B 4
l 100 *1 1446 a 1 + 3 4199 8 + l + 4 791 1 B M "4 1922 B 4
l 200 <'l 1393 s 1 *3 8760 B + 1 + 4 3736 B + I «4 1236 9 4
l 300 •M 1326 » 1 + 4 295 1 B «3 97 10 B + 1 a 3 9129 B 4
\ 400 + l 1252 K 1 *4 6731 B *1 + 3 5932 B -*■1 • 3 6 3 6 6 B 4
\ 500 I 173 N 1 *5 0147 B + 1 + 3 244 4 B *1 «3 3373 8 4
l 600 + l 1094 a 1 + 5 3230 a ♦ 2 9257 B ' •» 3 0364 8 4
X 700 + l 1015 9 1 + 5 6005 B *1 + 2 6363 B *1 »2 7523 ■ B 4
1 500 + 1 0939 B 1 + 5 851 1 B *1 + 2 3746 B *1 •*»2 485 1 Yi 4
X 900 + 1 0566 B 1 + 6 0766 B *1 42 1386 B + 1 M 2 2392 8 4
z 000 + 1 0796 » l + 6 2797 B + 1 ♦ l 9260 B + 1 «2 0153 B 4
2 100 *1 073 1 » 1 + 6 4 6 2 5 » '*I * 1 7348 B M • 1 2 125 B 4
2 200 + 1 0670 B 1 * 6 6273 B + 1 + 1 5629 B «I 6296 B 4
2 300 + 1 0613 » 1 6 7757 B + 1 4 1 4063 B + l «1 4650 8 4
2 400 + l 0560 a 1 + 6 9094 B *1 41 2693 B + l «1 3172 B 4
2 500 *1 05 11 B 1 + 7 0300 a + 1 41 1444 B + 1 « 1 1846 B 4
2 600 * 1 0466 S 1 + 7 1387 B + 1 41 0320 B + 1 1 0656 B 4
2 700 + l 0424 B 1 *7 2368 B + 1 49 3084 B 40 «9 5885 B 4 (
2 600 + 1 0386 8 1 + 7 3252 B *1 48 3983 B 40 n 6 63 10 B 4 (
2 900 0352 » 1 + 7 4051 B tl 47 5789 B 40 m7 7719 B 4{
3 000 0320 B 1 + 7 477 1 B *1 4 6 84 10 B 40 «7 0007 B 4(
3 100 + 1 0290 B 1 + 7 542 1 B + 1 4 6 1762 3 40 «6 308 1 8 4 (
3 200 + l 0264 a 1 + 7 6008 B M 45 5770 B 40 • 5 6359 B 4 (
3 300 + l 0240 B 1 + 7 6539 B *1 45 0369 B ♦0 #5 1267 S 4(
3 400 + 1 0217 a 1 + 7 70 17 B + 1 44 5490 B 40 -4 6238 B 4(
3 500 + 1 0 197 8 1 *7 7450 B + 1 44 1105 B 40 «4 1713 B 4(
3 600 + 1 0179 a 1 ♦ 7 784 1 B *1 43 7 14 1 B 40 .3 764 1 8 4 (
3 700 + 1 0162 8 1 '»•? 8 194 B + l 43 3563 B ♦0 -3 3974 B 4C
3 500 *l 0147 B 1 ♦ 7 8513 B -^1 43 0334 B 40 " 3 0672 a 4t
3 900 + 1 0133 8 1 + 7 8802 B + 1 42 7418 B 40 • 2 7695 B 4 Ç
4 000 + l 01 2 i 8 1 + 7 9063 B + 1 42 4785 B 40 m 2 5013 8 4C
Table 2(iii)
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EXPO, ' COEFFICIENT s, s,OF RES, FIRST DER, SECOND DEP1,
0 000 *2 9770 K 0 *9 2829 8 1 ^4 7028 8 2 • 3 2722 8 42
' 0 100 <■5 2900 » 0 + 4 7927 8 1 «3 9464 B 2 41 6096 B 4 3
0 200 *7 4230 B 0 4 1 7381 B 1 .2 1500 B 2 + 1 7153 8 4 3
0 300 + 8 9745 a 0 4 3 3864 B 0 • w 7 6326 B 1 41 0446 8 43
0 400 49 9 9 7 6 a 0 4 5 5706 8 5 -5 3 115 B 2 4 5 2545 8 *2
0 500 0 6 4 9 B 1 42 0670 B 0 43 6665 B 1 42 4006 8 42
0 600 1 0 5 2 » 1 *6 6495 8 0 45 258 1 8 1 4 9 4735 8 4 1
0 700 1 29 1 B 1 41 2238 8 1 45 7982 B 1 42 1605 8 4 1
0 600. 1419 9 1 41 8073 B 1 45 6 1 06 » 1 • 1 4835 8 4 1
0 900 + l 1472 H 42 3774 B \ 4 5 5638 B 1 "3 2286 B 4 1
I 000 + l 1475 B 1 42 9161 B 1 4 5 1976 B 1 «3 9733 B S' 1
1 100 M 1445 B 1 43 4155 B 1 44 7867 B 1 « 4 1858 B 4 I
1 200 1392 B 1 4 3 8733 8 1 44 3699 8 l ■ «4 1181 B 4 1
l 300 1325 8 1 4 4 2900 B. 43 9677 B 1 «3 908 1 B 4 1
1 400 + 1 1251 8 1 44 6677 B 1 43 5904 8 1 «3 6325 B 4 1
l 500 41 1172 B 1 45 0090 B 1 43 2420 8 1 •*3 3 3 3 8 B 4 1
1 600 + I 1 0 9 3 B 1 4 5 3171 B 42 9236 B • 3 0354 B S’ 1
X 700 10 14 B l 4 5 5947 B 1 42 6345 8 1 ■ 2 7 4 9 7 8 4 1
X eoo + l 0935 B 4 5 6449 8 1 42 3730 B 1 « 2 4828 B 4 1
X 900 + l 0565 B 1 4 6 0702 B 1 42 1372 B 1 » 2 2373 B 4 1
2 000 + l 0796 B 1 4 6 273 1 B 1 4l 9243 8 1 M 2 0136 8 4 1
2 100 + ï 0730 B 1 46 4559 B 1 41 7333 B 1 *^1 811 1 8 4 1
2 200 + l 0669 ta l 4 6 6205 B 1 4l 5620 8 1 • 1 6284 P 4 1
2 300 + l 0612 B l 46 7 6 8 9 B l 41 4075 B 1 " 1 4640 B 4 1
2 400 41 0560 B l 46 9025 B 1 41 2686 B 1 • l 3163 B 4 1
2 500 + 1 051 1 B l 4 7 0230 B 1 4 1 1437 B 1 • »» 1 1636 B 4 1
2 600 41 0466 B 1 4 7 1317 B 1 41 0314 8 1 -1 0649 P 4 1
2 700 41 0424 B 1 4 7 2297 B 1 4 9 3034 8 0 -9 5 5 2 5 8 40
2 6 0 0 41 0386 B 1 47 3181 B 1 48 3939 B 0 «6 6258 C 40
2 900 41 0351 »■ 1 47 3979 B l 4 7 5750 B 0 «7 7673 8 4 0
3 000 41 0319 B l 47 4699 8 1 46 8375 8 • 0 . n 6 9966 R 40
3 100 41 0290 B 1 47 5349 B 1 46 1731 B 0 » 6 3046 B 40
3 200 41 0264 B 1 4 7 5936 B 1 45 5742 B 0 .-5 6 8 2 8 8 4 0
3 300 41 0239 B 47 6466 8 1 45 0344 8 0 . «5 1239 B 40
3 400 41 02 1 7 a 1 47 6944 8 1 4 4 5476 B 0 m4 6213 R 40
3 500 41 0197 B 4 7 7377 8 1 44 1085 B 0 #4 1691 8 40
3 600 *1 0179 B l 47 7767 B 1 43 7 123 8 0 m3 7622 B 40
3 700 41 0162 8 1 47 8120 B 1 43 3547 8 0 • 3 3 9 5 7 P 40
3 600 41 0 1 4 7 B l 47 3439 8 1 43 0319 8 0 • 3 0656 8 40
3 900 41 Ci 33 B 1 4 7 8728 B 1 42 7 4 0 5 8 0 -2 7652 R 40
4 000 41 OUI 8 1 47 8988 B 1 42 4 7 7 3 8 0 " 2 5000 » 40
Table 2(iv)
• '
' .  ■ EXPO, C O E F F I C I E N T s # 5 , 0 F SES, F I R S T  DER, ■ SECOND DER f
0 0 0 0 *Z 9 6 0 0 9 0 4 9 2 7 1 6 8 1 mA 7 0 2 4 8 2 m3 2 3 3 3 8 *  t
' 0 100 45 2 9 4 0 B 0 44 7 8 3 4 8 1 m 3 9 4 3 0 8 2 * 1 6 1 1 4 »
0 2 0 0 47 4 2 5 7 8 0 41 7 3 2 7 8 1 m 2 1 4 6 1 8 2 41 7 1 4 8 8 « c
0 3 0 0 46 9 7 6 7 8 0 4 3 3 6 6 2 8 0 « 7 6 0 3 6 8 1 41 0 4 3 5 8 * c
0 4 0 0 49 9 9 9 5 8 0 43 6 2 4 5 8 3 41 3 7 3 6 8 1 4 5 2 46  1 8
0 5 0 0 41 0 6 5 0 » 1 4 2 0 6 5 9 8 0 ■ 4 3 6 7 5 7 8 1 42 3 9 5 3 8 £
0 6 0 0 41 1 0 5 4 8 1 4 6 6 7 8 4 P 0 4 5 2 6 6 2 8 1 49 4 4 2 2 : 4 1
0 7 0 0 41 1 2 9 2 » 1 41 2 2 7 4 8 1 45 8 0 3 3 » • 1 42 1 4 2 3 8 4 1
0 8 0 0  . 41 1 4 2 0 8 1 4l 8 1 1 3 8 1 4 5 8 1 4 9 8 1 -l 4 9 4 3 P 4 1
0 9 0 0 41 1 4 7 3 8 l 4 2 3 8 1 9 8 1 4 5 5 6 7 2 8 1 m 3 2 3 5 7 8 4 1
0 0 0 41 1 4 7 6 8 I 42 9 2 0 9 8 1 45 2 0 0 6 8 1 ' « 3 9 7 8 0 S 4 1
loo 41 1 4 4 5 8 - 1 4 3 4 2 0 5 8 1 44 7 8 9  1 8 1 m 4 1 8 9 3 8 1
1 2 0 0 41 1 3 9 2 8 1 43 8 7 8 5 P 1 4 4 3 7 2 0 8 1 "4 1 2 1 0 » 4 1
I 3 0 0 41 1 3 2 6 8 I 4 4 2 9 5 4 8 1 4 3 9 6 9 6 8 ' 1 « 3 9 1 0 6 8 4* 1
4 0 0 41 1 2 5  1 8 1 4 4 6 7 3 3 8 1 43 5 9 2 0 H ' 1 • m 3 6 3 4 8 8 6 1
5 0 0 41 1 173 8 l 4 5 01 4 8 8 1 4 3 2 4 3 4 8 1 m3 3 3 5 8 8 + 1
l 6 0 0 41 1 0 9 3 8 1 4 5 3 2 3 0 8 1 42 9 2 4 8 8 1 , - 3 0 3 7 2 n 1
l 7 0 0 41 10 15 » 1 4 5 6 0 0 7 8 1 42 6 3 5 5 8 1 « 2 7 5 1 3 8 + 1
8 0 0 41 0 9 3 8 P 1 4 5 8 5 1 0 8 1 42 3 7 3 9 a 1 «2 4 34 3 » * 1
■v 1 9 0 0 41 0 6 6 5 8 1 4 6 0 7 6 4 8 I 4 2 1 3 7 9 8 1 «2 2 3 8 6 8 S' 1
2 0 0 0 41 0 7 9 6 P 1 4 6 2 7 9 4 8 1 4 1' 9 2 5 5 8 1 ‘ ■ 2 0 1 4 7 P à 1
2 100 41 0 7 3 1 P 1 4 6 4 6 2 2 8 l 41 7 3 4 3 8 1 ml 5 1 2 0 8 « 1
2 2 0 0 41 0 6 6 9 P 1 46 6 2 6 9 » 1 4l 5 6 2 4 8 1 « 1 6 2 9  1 8 4 1
2 3 0 0 41 0 6 1 2 8 1 46 7 7 5 2 8 1 41 . 4 0 7 9 8 1 -1 4 6 4 6 B *  1
2 4 0 0 41 0 5 6 0 8 1 4 6 9 0 8 9 8 1 41 2 6 8 9 8 1 - 1 3 169 8  ^1
2 5 0 0 41 0 5 1  1 8 1 47 0 2 9 5 8 1 4.1 1 4 4 0 8 1 “ 1 184  2 S * 1
2 6 0 0 41 0 4 6 6 8 1 47 1 3 8 2 8 1 41 0 3 1 6 8 l •l 0 6 5 3 8 * 1
2 7 0 0 41 0 4 2 4 P I 47 2 3 6 2 8 1 49 3 0 5  1 8 0 w 9 5 8 5 8 8 «C
2 6 0 0 41 0 3 6 6 8 1 4 7 3 2 4 6 8 1 48 3 9 5 3 8 0 « 8 6 2 8 5 8 •t-C
2 9 0 0 41 0 3 5 1 8 1 4 7 4 0 4 4 8 1 47 5 7 6 2 8 0 «7 7 6 9 5 8 *c
3 0 0 0 41 0 3 1 9 8 1 47 4 7 6 4 8 1 4 6 8 3 8 5 8 0 •*6 9 9 8 5 8 + c
3 100 41 0 2 9 0 8 1 47 5 4 1 4 8 1 4 6 1 7 3 8 a 0 m 6 3 0 6  1 8 + c
3 2 0 0 41 0 2 6 4 8 l 4 7 6 0 0 1 8 1 4 5 5 7 4 9 a 0 r  5 6 84 0 8 *c
3 3 0 0 41 0 2 3 9 8 1 47 6 5 3  1 8 1 4 5 0 3 4 9 8 0 ^ 5 1 2 4 9 8 + c
* 3 4 0 0 41 0 2 1 7 8 1 7 0 1 0 8 l 44 5 4 8 0 8 0 «4 6 2 2  1 a f 0
. 3 5 0 0 41 0 1 9 7 8 1 47 7 4 4 2 8 1 44 1 0 8 8 8 0 . 4 1 6 9 8 8 + c
3 6 0 0 41 0 1 7 9 8 1 47 7 8 3 3 8 1 43 7 126 8 0 « 3 7 6 2 7 a + c
3 7 0 0 41 0 1 6 2 8 1 4 7 8 1 8 6 8 1 43 3 5 4 9 8 0 • » 3 3 9 6 2 a *0
3 8 0 0 41 0 1 4 7 8 1 47 8 5 0 5 » 1 4 3 0 3 2  1 8 0 m3 0 6 6 0 8 40
3 9 0 0 41 0 133 8 1 47 8 7 9 3 8 1 4 2 7 4 0 6 S 0 m 2 7 6 3 5 8 40
4 0 0 0 41 0 121 8 1 47 9 0 5 4 8 1 * 2 4 7 7 4 8 0 - 2 5 0 0 3 8 40
Table 2(v)
Figures 1
The results cf Tables 2 being plotted j where Figure 1 (i) 
corresponds to Table 2 (i) and so on . The curves A , S  ^Pi and 
F2 represent the coefficient , the sum squares cf residuals j the 
first and the second derivatives respectively (the scaling factors 
are 1 /2 , 1 /2 0 , 1 /1 0 0 and 1 /4 0 0 for AjS,Pl^nd F2 respectively ).
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zero. If is greater than zero, then when h tends 
to infinity, the coefficient will tend to infinity and 
the sum squares of the residuals will tend to
z :  y / .
i = 2
3•3• Single exponential plus constant term 
In this case we have the curve, 
y. = a + aj exp (-ht.) + u.,
Again by the least-squares method we may
determine a and a^  from o 1
s = "2T ■"ity'i - ®-Q " (3.3.1)
i.e. from the equations.
O
= -2 2 ^ 1  exp(-bt^'^exp(-bt^) = 0. (3-3.2)
Those values of a^ and a- may be substituted in
(3 .3 .1), giving S(b) = S(b, a^(b), a^ (b)), which is a 
function of b only. The minimum function S(b) with 
respect to b may be studied.
We have
j s  "3s -as '^s ^       _  ^  s
db "IDb ‘ ^ db a ^ db “ '^b*o 1 ^
since S = -^ =0, so that S has a minimum for
the same value of b as S.
Further
d2S '®2S '7>Zs dao 2g dal
  -   «  +    X    +    X    .
d b  *^b "^t^a db b D a .  d bo 1
1
2a^ ^ b
From equation (3*3*2) we have
a
i = 2.w^(yi - % )  exp(-bt^)/2^iexp(-2bt^)
Now suppose in the perfect fit that
then a^ will become
a1 = ^1 X ^ i  zr«i.
where u^ = w^ exp (-2bt^),
Substituting the values of a_ and y, - a in• 1 ^ 0




ov (t^, Zj, ) %Uj^,
where = exp ((h-b^)t^), z =
and t = %"n.t. u.
Hence we obtain the same result as in 3.2.
3*4. Tifo exponentials
Cornfield am# et al. (1960) have pointed out 
tha>t the least-squares method has several unusual 
features when applied to linear combinations of 
exponentials. They have proved that in the case 
of fitting two exponentials, there exists at least 
one other stationary point which was not a true 
minimum but a saddle point. This can be 
conveniently studied in same manner as Section 3*2.
For the data
y^ = a exp (-ut^) + b exp (-vt^), (3*4.1)
we wish to minimize
s  = ZT C ^ exp (-ut^) - b exp •
Ve may solve for a and b by the normal least-squares 
procedure for linear regression, so that 
a = det a/det .nd b = det b/det, where
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2
det a = Gxp(-utj^) x "Xwj^exp(-2vt^) -Xwj,yj^exp(-vt
X exp (-(u+v)t^),
det b = ^ X- Vj^exp(-2ut) -^^^y^exp(-ut
exp (-(u+v)t^),
= X *  exp(-2ut^) X .  w^iexp(-2vt^)
X
. Substituting these values of a and b in S, giving
S (u,v), which is then a function of the exponents u
and V only. This is clAW^ly symmetric in u and v so
that the normal gradient / ^  S \ to the line u = v
\ 3^ n ^
must be zero.. However as v tends to u, the expression
e
for a and b become und^ermined, and we must therefore 
proceed in the usual way to determine the limit of 
these expressions. We find after much algebra
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exp (-utj. ) exp (-2ut^)
- X^iY^tj, exp ( - u t ^ )  X X T ^ i  exp(-2ut^),
1
- 2 (det a + det b) = ^  w^y^exp (-ut^ )X^^t^exp(-2ut^ )
-  X ^ j _ y ^ t j ^ e x p ( - u t j ^ ) X y ^ t j ^ e x p ( - 2 T x t ^
' n  2 -1 y '
(det) = ^  ■w^exp(-2ut^) ^x^^t exp(-2ut.)
'C), 2
and the sum squares of the residuals will then tend 
in this case to
S = cT* w. L y  -(k^-k t . ) exp (-ut.) J ,
1 = 1 1 . 1  J- 2 1 ^
"3 2 2
where k = -—  ^ (det a + det h)/ -— - (det),
1 < i u
^  '12
and k_ = —  (det b)/— » (det).
2 '3n 'îu
If u^ say, is the value of u which gives the
minimum value of S, then (det b) tends to zero
and S(u,u) tends to s(u^). This implies that the 
exponential (k^-k^t^)exp(-ut^) tends to the single
exponential exp (-ut^).
We can also show that if v tends to zero then 
the original sum squares^,of residuals of the double 
exponentials will tend to S = f  ^i”®* Gxp(-ut^
i.e. a sum squares of residuals of single exponential
plus constant term.
We have shown that under certain conditions,
namely that y is exactly the sum of two exponentials
y . = a exp (-u t.) + b exp (-v t), then there is a
minimum on the line u = v at u = u and a minimum ono
the line v = o at u = u^. It can also be shoim that
on any line u cos Ô + v sin 9 = o , there is only one
minimum. We have not been able to demonstrate the
unique existance of the absolute minimum u = u ,o
V = v^j but these results support this view.
As previously, these results suggest that for 
y subject to error, i.e. y^ = a exp(-u^t^) + b exp
(-V t.) + e ., with some conditions on the errors e ., o r  1 1
% there is a unique absolute minimum within the region 
bounded by the lines u = v , v = o. This hypo the s#)s 
was again tested numerically. A set of data (table 
(>I^ 3) l^gener ated from the curve
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y{t) = 6.0 exp(-vt) + hmO exp(-ut), 
for V = 5, u = 1 and t = 0 (0 .3) 2.7*
The observations were then rounded to 
6, 5 , 4, 3 and 2 decimal places.
The sum squares of the residuals was then 
calculated for v = 0(0.5)7*0 and u = 0(0.5)7*0 
(Figure 2(i)) and was also plotted (Figure 
2 (ii) for the data with 6 decimal places 
accuracy), .
We may note that the minimum value of the 
sum squares of the residuals is at v = 5, u = 1
— CJ
and V ” 1, u = 5i and it is equal to 8.26 x 10 
(for data with 6 decimal places), 2.48 x 10 ^ 
(for data with 2 decimal places). _ The minimum 
on the line u = v at u = 1.5 is 1.44 and the 
minimum on the line v = 0 at u = 2.0 is 0.54.
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t y(6dp) y (5dp) y (4dp) y (3dp) y (2dp
0.0 10.000000 10.00000 10.0000 10.000 1 0.00
0.3 5.337428 5.33743 5.3374 5.337 5.34
0.6 3.492020 3.49202 3.4920 3.492 3.49
0.9 2.484856 2.48486 2.4848 2.485 2.48
1.2 1.816079 1.81608 1.8161 1.816 1.82
1.5 1.340992 1.34099 1.3410 1.341 1.34
1.8 0.992288 0.99229 0. 9923 0.992 0.99
2.1 0.734846 0.73485 0.7348 0.735 0.73
2.4 0.544332 0.54433 0.5443 0.544 0.54
2.7 0.394242 0.39424 0.3942 0.394 0.39
Table (3)
Ten observations generated from the 
double exponential curve
y(t) = 6.0 exp(-5t)=^.C exp(-t) > 
with 6 , 5 j 4 , 3 and 2 ©eclnal places .
Figures 2
In Figure 2(l) , the sum squ3.res of residuals is tabulated 
for v-0(0,5)7.0 and u=0(o^5)7.0 , using the data cf Ihble (3) 
of 6 dec 1 m l  places accuracy .
In Figure 2 (il) , some cf the tabulated values are plotted 
( the scaling factors for v and u are equal tol/lO ) . The minimum 
valufô cf the sum squares of residuals Isequal to 8,26 1&-5 at v=U,5 9 
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Frequently the conditions of an experiment are 
such that certain values of the observations (y^  ^) 
may be less reliable than others. In this case 
greater weights should be given to the measurements 
of higher reliability. This can be done either by 
transformations of the data or by associating weight 
with each observation, the weights form a square 
diagonal matrix of order N (the number of observations), 
with positive non-null diagonal elements, the j th 
element being the weight associated with the observation
During the investigation of many sets of 
experimental and artificial data, several points 
concerning the weighting factors arose. The relative 
accuracies of data in exponential curve fitting are 
due to the different sampling techniques and measurement 
procedure used. In practical cases two different 
procedures are adopted, which we designate as sampling 
over fixed counts (see Section 4,2) or sampling over
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fixed periods of time (see Section 4.3). Artificial 
data have also been introduced to the study of the 
exponential curve fitting problem, notably by Lanczos 
(1957). Since the accuracy of the results depends 
significantly upon the weights used (see Chapter 7 ), 
it is essential that simulated artificial data should 
correspond to the correct sampling procedure. This 
may not in general be the case, and artificial o(
subject only to normal round-off error; this is 
therefore also discussed (Section 4.4),
4.2, Sampling over fixed number of counts
When the time interval is chosen so that the
number of observations (pulses) is the same in all
N 1cases, we have distribution of where % is thet t
measured time to observe N pulses.
The probability that the Nth pulse arrives in 
time t to t + dt is equal to the probability of N-1 
pulses arriving in time t^ to t multiplied by the 
probability of a pulse arriving in time t to t + dt,
which IS exp(- pt) x Pdt
(N-l) !
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N / \The distribution of -r = g is - B(g)dg,
where B(g)dg = -  ^)---- .^^pXrP.t,)-- pat
(N-l) !
JMean of ^ = \ g B(g)dg = U x -pt )^ f^' _ N _  p,' J (N-l) 1 N-l
f*' °
and the variance of ~ = - i g^ B(g)dg - (^^) ,
o




Thus for constant N, the square root of the variance 
is proportional to the mean, i.e. the relative error is
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constant and is accurately equal to 1/square root of 
(N-2)o
So in this case when we have measurements which 
are collected over a fixed number of counts, we multiply 
each term by weight proportional to the inverse of the 
variance.
Hence in our curve fitting problem we minimize
JL
1=1 y. U r=0 J
2
Data collected in this way may also be dealt with 
by applying a logarithmic transformation. The sum 
squares of the residuals will then be
N
s = 2__W ( m  y - in f . ) , (4.2.1)
i=l 3. i i
and to first order this sum is equal f  w .(y . - f .) , 
/ 2
where w^ = ^i^i ® And in particular if the original
data had equal weights, then w . are unequal
The detailed derivation is as follows
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If we consider y. — f . = v., where the v*s are1 1 1
assumed to be very small compared with the y*s, then 
In y^ - In f^ = - In (f^/y^)• Taking only first 
order terms in series expansion of - ln(f^/y^), we 
get
. In - In q  = v^/y^ + +
a J  Vj^/y^ = (y^ - q)/y.
therefore equation (4.2.1) will become
f  2
s = 2   W (y - f ) , (4.2.2)
If we did not apply the transformation, the 
sum squares of the residual was
s = yZ-w^(yi - q)^ , (4.2.3)
i=l ^
Comparing the equations (4.2,2) and (4,2,3), 
then we obtain
h i  - '
^i
/
i.e. w^ = ^ ± Y ± ^  ,
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Hence tlie effect of tlie transformation on fhe
data collected over fixed number of counts is tbat
the new transformed weights (w.)are equal to unity,
/ ^
since w. = l/y. and w. = w.y. = 1.1 1 1 1 1
4.3. Sampling over fixed periods of time
Suppose the probability that an event takes 
place in time t to t + dt is p(t)dt.
Let p(t + (r-l)dt) = p^, for r=l(l)n, then in 
time t to t + T, where T = n dt, the distribution of 
events given by g.f (generating functions), (Aitken, 
1962) is
g.f = (dt)” (p^T + q^^)(PgT + qg) + ... + (p^T + q^ ) 
where q(t)dt = 1 - p(t)dt.
(i) Assume that p is constant over the interval t 
to t + T, The distribution is then the Binomial 
Distribution with g.f = (1 + Pdt(T-l))^, and the 
f.m.g.f (factorial moment generating function) is 
f ,m. g. f s= (1 + — , since T = n dt. The f.m.g.f
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will tend to exp(pTa), as n tends to infinity, and
this is a Poisson Distribution, then the mean is
2 2 2 2 equal to pT and the variance p T + pT - p T = pT.
(ii) Assume that p is not constant. This is a 
Poisson Binomial Distribution, with factorial moment 
generating functions (Aitken, 1962).
f.m.g.f = (1 + p^dt a)(1 + p^ dt a)+ .... +(1 + p^ dt a ) ,
= 1 + a N  p^ dt + a ^  _ p^. dt p ^ dt + . . . .
i=l i=l j=i+l
n _
Hence the mean = ^  p^ dt,
1 =  1
and Ug (second factorial moment about the origin)
n-1 n
2 Pi (it Pj dt.
i=l j=i+l




VL^  (the mean) = ^  exp (-bt ) dt,
t
“ [ exp (-bt) - exp (-b ( t + T ) ^  ,
t+T -t+T








tlien , this means that the variance is equal
to the mean.
We may note that in the finite case for the 
Poisson Binomial Distribution
/
Ug = 2 (pj_P2 + p^p + .... + p^p^ + PgPo +   + PgPn
+ '....  + Pn-1 Pn) ;
= (Pj + Pg + .... + p^) - (p^ + Pg^ +   + p^^),




u„ = ( Pi f  p /  - ( . I t Pi f  + %  Pi,











In the limiting case, as dt tends to zero, we
have
t+T





= “ (l - exp(-bT)) exp (-bt),
as previously obtained.
This does not work for the assumption that p(t) 





« 2 =  J  y  dtg
t t
t+T t+T
= J J ) ^(tg) dtg
and is over the shaded area (Figure^ ).
Dlearly we may write
t+T t+T t+T t+T
4  =  ( ^ + J  X  f(t^)f(tg)dt,
t ^ h
By changing the variables in second term, we get 
y t+T t+T t+T t+T












■ j j dtg f(t^) f(tg)
t+T t+T
J  f(t^ ) dt^  j  f(tg) dtg
t
t+T 2





= \ f(t) dt , so that == 2
'whence
Hence this is true for any form of f(t).
So in this case when we have measurements which 
are collected over a fixed period of time, we multiply 
each term by weight proportional to the inverse of the 
variance, so that each variable is distributed with 
same variance.
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Data collected in this way may also be dealt 
with by applying a square root transformation. The 
sum squares .of the residuals will then be
N _  / 1 1 2
s = 2 (4.3.1)
i=l




which could take the form
S T  1 1 2 1 1 2
s = - q " )  (yi= + q " )  .
(4.3.2)
Comparing the equations (4.3.1) and (4.3.2) we
obtain
, 1 i 2 N _  A 2 i A 2
'"ibi" - q " )  = - q " )  + fi=) ,
i=l i=l
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Hence the effect of the transformation on the
/
data collected over fixed periods of time is that 
is equal to unity since = l/y^.
4.4. Sampling over fixed number of decimal places
In this case which is usually for data generated 
artificially, the observations have the same number 
of decimal places, and the error is rectangularly 
distributed iSrith constant variance, then the observations 
will have uniform weights. So in the case we minimize
® "  Z T c ^  e x p  .
In this case, it is of no advantage to transform 
the data.
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■ CHAPTER 5 
OPTIMUM SPACING
5 • 1 • Introduction-optimum spacing in polynom^dbl
regression
If in equations (2.1.2), the matrix of the normal 
equations and the right hand side are given exactly, 
there are some errors in the numerical solution for the 
coefficients. These kind of errors have been 
investigated by Wilkinson (1963). Ifhen a relatively 
small change in the matrix of the normal equations or 
the constant term (the right hand side), causes a 
relatively large change in the coefficient vector, then 
the set of equations (2.1.2) is said to be ill- 
conditioned with respect to that solution ( F o x  and Myers, 
1968). Hartree (1958) has shoim that the measure of 
ill-conditioning of a system equations can be
1determined by the ratio I ^max I where L and L .J I   I J max minL . *min
are respectively the largest and the smallest latent 
roots of the matrix of the equations. If this ratio 
equal to unity, then the system is well-conditioned, 
but if on the other hand this ratio is large compared 
with unity, then the system is ill-conditioned.
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Plackett (i960), has shown that the ratio
r . m . s »  e r r o r  o f  e l e m e n t s  o f  C/  r . m . s ,  e r r o r  o f  e l e m e n t  o f  A
r . m . s *  e l e m e n t  o f  c ^ r . m . s .  e l e m e n t  o f  A
n o r m  (a) x  n o r m  (a~^),
-  ( M l )
where A is the matrix of the normal equations and c 
is the Vector of the coefficients. The norm condition- 
number norm (a) x  norm (A ^)/(n+l) can be tçiken as a 
measure of ill-conditioning in the matrix A,.
If the functions<^I> ( cf^,t^) in (2.1.2) are 
highly correlated then the system of equations (2 .1.2) 
will be ill-conditioned. The extent of this ill- 
conditioning may be reduced by re-spacing the observations.
This re-spacing has been examined in the case of
polynomials, which are of course linear in the
unknown parameters. Considering the polynomial of 
degree n
p(t) = a^ + a^t + a^t^+ ... + a^t^,
for N observations y^ = y(t^), these observations
being uncorrelated variables with random error v^, 
namely
y(t^) = p(t^) + v^, i = 1(i )N, N n + 1.
The method of least-squares, gives to determine
the coefficients a , a_, .... ao 1 n
/
a = (TWT)"1 TWY = A”1 LTWY.
8C
In this equation a is the column vector of the
coefficient, A is the square symmetric matrix whose
elements are A  ^ w.t.^t.^, for r and s = o(l) n,
i=i  ^ ^ ^
A is the inverse of A, T is the matrix of independent
/
variables, T is the transpose,^ of T, Y is the column 
vector of dependent variables and W is the diagonal 
matrix of the weights.
De la Garza (l95^) has proved that it is possible
to choose n + 1 distinct values x. with \ x ^  1, such
/ / J J
that XHX - T¥T, and which make the maximum variance of
the fitted values as small as possible. He has called
/ /
the matrix T¥T the information matrix and XHX is the
information matrix of re-spacing. Guest (1958)» further 
showed that the values of the independent variables 
which will minimize the maximum variance of the fitted 
values could be obtained from the zeros of the derivatives 
of Legendre polynomial.
Hoel (1958) has discussed how to choose the values 
of the independent variables so that the maximum variance 
of the fitted values will be as small as possible by 
minimizing the generalized variance given by
G.V = I ,
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i.e. the re&p&rocal of Vandermonde determinant.
Hoel has shown that the generalized variance of the 
fitted values of the polynomial p (t) will be 
minimized when the generalized variance of the 
estimates of the coefficient of the polynomial is 
minimized.
The previous methods and their properties do 
not apply to re-space observations from exponential 
functions because of the non-linearity. ¥e may 
however use the correlation coefficients between the 
functions as criteria for re-spacing these 
observations.
5*2. The correlation between the exponential function
Suppose we wish to fit the curve
y^ =: Cq + exp (-u^t^) + c^ exp + v^,
where i = 1(1) N and N ^  2n + 1.
If we put x^(t^) = exp(-u^t^), for r = 1(1) n,
then we have from chapter 2
= -2 2 T  ^ ± [ y ±  -  = o.
i=l ‘ r= 0
where ” 1. This equation could take the form
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= Z T V i  y = C ° r ^ r ’
r=o i=l 1=1 r=o
Xr = ' ^ i ^ r b i ) /  Z ~ " ±  y = 2 -  ^i'
the means. This leads naturally to the form
y± - ÿ = °i b^(t^) - ...+ c j x j t ^ ) - x j .
Now in the new form (about the mean) the normal 
equations will be
A G = a ,
where - x^) (x^( ) -x J /  ZT^i'
\  “ ^'^ibi-ÿ)(xj,(t^) - x^)/ 27
jr
and for r and s = 1(1) n . ¥e may
—  —
note that c is given by c = y - / c xo ^ o r r .
r=l
Dr
If D is a diagonal matrix with elements 
= ( '2fw.(x^(t.) - x^)/ Z I  W^)^,
-1 -1M = D A D
This matrix is the correlation matrix of 
x^(t^). It is a symmjftric matrix with diagonal 
elements equal to unity, and non-diagonal elements
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p , the correlation coefficient between x (t ) r , s r i  ^
¥e may note that A is the covariance between
2X (t,) and X (t.), D is the variance of x (t.) and r ' i ^ s' i r r'l^
a is the covariance between x (t.) and the y*s. 
r r ±
Now the equations to determine the coefficient 
c^, Cg,..., c^ will become
-i * -1 -1 ^  _l -y
D A D D c = D a or Mb = D a, if we put
b = D c.
The coefficient c^ thus depend upon the nature 
of the correlation matrix M. If this matrix is 
ill-conditioned, then the solution of the coefficients 
c^ will be badly determined. It can be shown that 
this is the case if the functions x (t.) are highly 
correlated. In this case, the best defined solution 
can be obtained by choosing the values of t^ such* 
that the matrix M is as well-conditioned as possible.
In the case of two variables, the latent roots 
of the matrix M can be sho-^m to be 1 _+ P , where P is 
the correlation coefficient. If we assume the RHS 
is subject to error e = k^v^ + k^v^, where v^ and v^
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are the latent vectors of M then the error in b 
is given by
M Ç  b = e, 
i.e. ^  b = M^e,
= (kj_v^ + kgVg),
1-  k ^ v ^ ,  i f  Lg,
1
L.
Then \Sbl ^  + \ -i | and approximately of
^1 ^2
order 1 and this is equal 1 e, since
1 ' 1-P
= 1-p in the case of two variables.
For functions x (t.) which are positively 
correlated, the measure of ill-conditioning is 
therefore
■ , where 0 ^  P ^ 1 ,
^min  ^ ^
and clearly we wish to choose the values of t . so1
that P be as small as possible. For given forms of
distribution of t. and given function x (t.), the1 • r ' 1 ^ ’
optimum interval for the two variables case can 
therefore be determined.
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These calculations were therefore carried out 
for the exponentials with x^ ( t ) = exp (-u^t.), for 
different combination of u^ and u^ and different 
number of observations either equally spaced, i.e.
t^ = o, h, 2 h, 3 h, ..., (N-1) h,
or exponentially spaced
= o, h, 2 h, 4 h, 2^"^ h.
In each case, the correlation coefficient, 
interval h; and its minimum value and the corresponding 
value of h (or the optimum interval) could be 
determined. These are given in tables 4 to 15» and 
graphically in figures ^  to**^ .
In the case of exponentials with equal intervals, 
it can be shown that the correlation coefficient 
between exp ( ) and exp (- u ^ t ) is
P = Cov(u^,u^)/(var (u^)var(u^) ) 2 ,
where Cov(u,,u„)= l-®xp(-(u^^+Ug)hN) ^(l-exp(-u^Nh))(l-exp(-UgNh
l-exp(-(u^+u^)h) N (l-exp(-u^h))(l-exp(-u^h))
varfu ) = l-exp(-2Uj^Nh) _ 1 l-exp(-u^Nh) ^
1  :   - (  :  ) ,
2
l-exp(-2u^ h) N l-exp(-u^Nh)
and var(ug) = l~exp(-2u^Nh) ^ 1 ^ l-exp(-UgNh)
1-exp(-2u^h) N l-exp(-u^h)
When N tends to infinity and h does not tend to
Tables (4) to (15)
The tabulation of the optimum interval(MININT) and 
the 0crresponding minimum correlation coefficient (MINGOR) 
between the exponential functions exp(-Uiih) and exp(-Upih) , 
vBing equal intervals (i=>0,1,N-1 ) and exponential intervals 
(i*=0,1 ,2,2 , ,2^ ^) for different coiribinations of ui (EXI )
and Ug(EX2) , and different number of observations(N) .
1)9 , EX&»2(1 )10 and N=5 .
1)9 , EX2=2(1)10 and N=10 .
1)9 , EX2=2(1)1Ü and N=20 .
1)9 , EX2=2(1)10 and N=30 .
1)9 , EX2=2(1 )1ü and N=40 .
1)9 , EX2=2(1)1ü and N=50 .
0)100 and N=5 .
0)100 and N=10 .
0)100 and N=20 ,
0)100 and N=30 .
0)100 and N=40 .
0)100 and N=50 .
■ Table ;4) for EX1=1 ( EX2=2  )
Table 5) for EX1=1 ( EX2=2 1 )
Table 6) for EX1»1 ( EX2=2 1 )
■' Table 7) for EX1=1 ( EX2=2 (1 )
Table 8) for EX1=1 ( EX2=2 1 )
' Table 9) for EX1=1 (  ( 
- Table 10) for EX1=1 EXS=20 (1
Table 11 ) for EX1=1 EX&=20 (1
' Table 12) for EX1=1 EX2=20 (1
Table 13) for EX1=1 EX2=20(1
' Table 14) for EX1=1 EX2^20 (1
1 Table 15) for EX1=1 EX2=20 (1
-NÜMBE R OF OBS E RV AT I ON S 5
7 ';7-
— - — - - ■- ‘ -- . - -- --- ■--- -.
- V : - - - ' EQUAL I N T E R V A L r XPON i n t e r v a l
——-—- “ -----~ — - - ' ’ * ■ -- -
EX2 M I N I M I M I NCOR M I N Hi  T MI NCOR
— — i  - —  2 -- Of 7 5 4 5 0. 9 7 4 0 0 5 3 5 2 0 9 6 2 0
■ 1 - ■ 3 0 . 6 0 0 1 0 9 4 0 5 0 4 3 0 6 0 9 1 1 8
- -  4 ' - 0 . 5 0 6 4 0 9 130 0 3 6 5 0 0 8 6 9 5
. J .- 5 Of 4 4 2 0 0 6 9 1 1 0 3 2 3 7 0 8 3 5 3
........ 1 - -  6 Of 3 9 4 7 0 6 7 3 5 0 2 9 3 8 0 6 0 7 6
. 7 ' Of 3 5 3 0 0 3 5 9 2 0 2 6 7 8 0 7 8 4 6
----------- J — —  8 — - Of 3 2 6 4 0 3 4 7 3 0 2 4 9 3 . 0 7 6 5 4
9 Of 3 0 4 6 0 8 3 7 3 0 2 3 0 3 ' 0 7 4 9 1
10 Of 2 8 2 9 0 5 2 5 6 0 2 1 7 3 0 7 3 5 1
 ^ 2 3 Of 4 4 2 0 0 9 9 0 7 0 3 1 3 1 0 9 3 6 5
“  — 2 ----4 ' Ot 3 7 7 6 0 9 7 4 0 0 2 6 9 3 0 9 6 2 0
Lt.. 2 ■ ; 5 0 . 3 3 4 4 0 9 5 6 7 0 2 4 0 6 0 9 3 6 2
— _ 2 - --- 6 ■ Ot 3 0 2 5 0 9 4 0 5 0 2 1 7 9 0 91 13
2 7 Of 2 7 4 3 0 9 2 6 0 0 2 0 2 6 0 3 8 9 6
S 0 . 2 5 6 2 0 9 1 3 0 c 1 8 7 5 0 8 6 9 6
. ; 2 9 0» 2 3 8 3 0 9 0 1 4 0 1 7 3 5 0 6 5 1 5
10 Of 2 2 2 0 0 891 1 0 1 6 6 3 0 8 3 5 4
: / 3 4 Of 3 1 4 3 0 9 9 5 3 0 2 2 1 9 0 9 9 3 2
5 Of 2 7 3 9 0 9 8 5 5 0 2 0 1 2 0 9 7 3 9
„ £-.. 1.- - .7 3 6 Of 2 5 4 6 0 9 7 4  1 0 1 5 1 1 0 9 6 2 0
- 7 Of 2 3 3 1 0 9 6 2 4 0 1 6 5 3 0 9 4 4 7
r..r. -- - ■ 3 5 -, Of 2 1 6 6 0 951  1 0 1 5 9 2 0 9 2 7 9
9 - Of 2 0 4 4 0 9 4 0 6 0 1 5 0 5 0 9 1 1 9
3 10 0 . 1 9 2 4 0 9 3 0 7 0 1 4 1 8 0 8 9 6 9
—  4 ■ ■- 5 Of 2 4 5 6 0 9 9 7 2 0 1 7 2 ? 0 9 9 5 9
6 Of' 2 2 1 8 0 9 9 0 7 0 1 6 1 4 0 9 3 6 5
"7 ■. 0 ; 2 0 6 9 0 98 2 7 0 1 5 0 5 0 9 7 4 3
. e Of 1 931 0 9 7 4  1 0 1 3 9 9 0 9 6 2 1
•■ —4 - - 9 Of 17 58 0 9 6 5 3 0 1 2 5 9 0 9 4 9 0
• . J . 4 10 Of 1 6 9 3 • 0 9 5 6 7 0 1 2 2 4 0 9 3 6 2
. “ ■'—  - 5 6 Of 2 0 2 4 0 9 96  1 0 1 4 6 3 0 9 9 7 2
7 Of 1 6 6 5 0 9 9 3 6 0 1 3 3 5 0 9 9 0 7
.. 8 Of 1 7 2 2 0 9 6 7 6 0 I 2 3 3 0 9 8 2 0
' L+r.—.— ;---5 . 9 Of 1 6 4 0 0 98 10 0 1 1 9 0 0 9 7 2 3
' ........ '■ 5 "' , - 1 0 Of 1566" 0 9 7 4  1 0 1 1 5 0 0 9 6 2 2
: _6. . 7 Of 1 6 9 9 0 9 9 8 6 0 1 2 1 9 0 9 9 8 0
' -\. 8 _ ' 0 . 1 6 1 0 0 9 9 5 3 0 1 1 7 1 0 9 9 3 2
. 6 - 9 - Of 1 5 2 9 0 9 9 0 5 0 1 1 27 . 0 9 8 6 6
l o' . 0 . 1 4 5 2 0 9 8 5 5 0 1 0 5 5 0 9 7 9 0
.7 . . .  7 7 S Of 1 5 1 2 0 9 9 9 0 0 1 1 1 6 0 9 9 8 5
- " ‘__- ^ y 9 Of 1 4 2 6 0 9 ^ 6 4 0 1 0 6 9 0 9 9 4 3
• Lv - ■.'■ 1 ^ 10 Of 1 3 3 8 0 9 9 2 3 0 1 0 2  5 0 9 8 9 6E^-__: 8 9 Of 1 3 2  1 0 9 9 9 2 0 1 0 1 4 0 9 9 8 9
. . . . 6 . 10 Of 1 2 3 4 ' 0 9 9 7 2 0 0 9 6 6 0 9 9 5 9
rC: .' ; .7 9 10. Of 1 I S 3 0 9 9 9 4 0 0 9 0 6 0 9 9 9 1
86
Table (4)
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS s 10
87
EQUAL i n t e r v a l EXPON INTERVAL
E ^ 2 MI MINT MifiCOR MINI NT MI NCOS
- - Î ’* ' 2 0 5231 Of 9595 0 5040 0.9533
-_Z *:r. I 3 0 4228 0»906S 0 3944 0.9022
“ - - J----4 0 3632 0 *8630 Q 3266 ■ 0,5540
5 0 3202 0*8279 0 2812 0.8140
I 6 0 2900 0*7996 0 2487 0.7507
I 7 0 2653 0*7763 0 2215 0,7524
------: . Q 0 2465 0.7570 0 2026 0.7281
---9 - 0 2273 0.7405 • 0 1 653 0.7070
10 0 2155 0.7264 0 1705 0.5084
...... - 2 3 0 3068 0.9856 ■ 0 2976 0.9853
zMczzL.:::. 2 — 4 0 2646 0.9595 0 2534 0,9533
-- ....— , 2 5 0 2360 0,9323 Q 2212 0.9296
6 0 2 1.51 O.9C6S 0 1992 0.9022
7 0 1996 0.6837 0 1795 0.8770
 ^z ...... Q 0 1 843 0.8630 0 1653 0,6540
----- - . 2 .. 9 . 0 1719 0.5445 0 1542 0.8331
10 0 1 646 0.5280 0 1440 0,6141
™ .  .. 3 4 0 2181 0.9927 0 2121 0.9925
- 3 5 0 1974 0,9774 0 1884 0.9768
. . . -------  3 _ 6 0 1 762 0*9595 0 1692 0.9583
— —  ——  3 7 0 1662 0.9413 0 1561 0.9391
. ... ...  3 3 0 1 573 0.9237 0 1446 0.9203
3 9 0 1485 0*9070 0 1335 0,9023
. 3 .... 10 0 1395 0*6913 0 1 233 0.3852
' 5 0 I 702 0.9956 0 1651 0,9955
4^ ....... . 6 * 0 1591 0.9556 0 1512 0,9853
——- '•—'— 4 — '7 0 1482 0.9731 0 1390 0.9723
.......................4 ....... 6 - -0 1371 0.9596 0 1273 0,9583
.=._i_-._.-^— . ... 9 0 1253 0,9453 0 1 192 0 ,9439
. . _ —  . . . .  4 - 0 1212 0*9324 0 1121 0,9296
6 0 1437 0.9970 c 1363 0.9970
5, .. .  7_ . 0 1 299 0.9900 0 1240 0.9898
■.,■---j._. 5 —  8 0 1219 0,9506 0 1 1 65 0.9803
__5 - 9 0 1 1.7 7 0.9705 0 1103 0,9696
■. 5 : 10 0 1139 0*9596 0 1049 0.9583
. 7 . 0 1204 0.9979 0 1 152 0,9978
5 0 1 1 53 0.9927 0 1087 0.9925
_______ ____ _____ —  6 . 9 0 1116 0.9857 0 1031 0,9853
- 10 0 1076 0.9776 0 0981 0,9769
_  . 7 8 0 1105 •0.9954 0 1022 0,9934
:.: . 7 - ' ■ 9 0 1060 0*9945 0 0969 0,9943
. . _.„ 7 10 0 1016 0.9890 0 0920 0,9336
9 0 1 006 0.9955 0 0913 0,9987
Q .-.10 , 0 0956 . 0,9956 0 0563 0,9953
10 ■ 0 0393 0 . 9 9 9 0 0 0606 0,9990
„ a a œ i =
Tabla (5)
—  ^ . .
- -
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS s 20
aa
EQUAL INTERVAL EXPON INTERVAL
EXI EX2 MI MINT MI NCOR M I N I N T MINCOR
1 " 2 0 3561 0 951 1 0 5429 0 9600
V 3 - 0 2942 0 5865 0 4249 0 9066- - - 4 0 2561 0 532 1 0 3548 0 8606
I 5 0 2257 0 7880 0 3062 0 8231
‘-""I - - 6 0 2094 0 7521 0 2695 0 7918
1 7 ^ 0 1 935 0 7223 0 2432 0 7654
— -1 - — -  ^ — • 0 1773 0 6972 0 2201 0 7428
I 9 0 1687 0 6759 0 2040 0 7232
"-"I 10 0 1615 0 6575 0 1685 0 7060
2 3 0 2 109 0 9327 0 3195 0 9859
2 - 4 0 1610 0 951 1 0 2716 0 9600
2 - 5 0 1656 0 9179 0 2396 0 9326
 ^2 6 0 1541 0 5866 0 2 1 43 0 9066
2 7 0 I 421 0 658 1 0 1957 0 8826
- 5 0 1 300 0 5322 0 1780 0 8600
2 9 0 1230 -0 5090 0 1660 0 8411
2 10 0 1 1 95 0 7863 0 1563 0 8232
a 4 0 1543 0 9912 0 2273 0 9928
-- 3 5 0 1362 0 9723 0 2030 0 9778
3 __ 6 . .0 1232 0 951 1 0 1827 0 9600
■^ -^3 - 7 0 1 186 0 9290 0 1671 0 9417
. 3 6 0 1 145 0 9075 0 1558 0 9237
-- 3 - 9 0 I loo 0 6872 0 1457 0 9066
3 10 0 1055 0 668 1 0 1360 0 8904
■ - 5 0 1204 0 9947 0 1767 0 9957
6 0 1 149 0 9627 0 1619 0 9859
4 7 % 7 - 0 1093 0 9678 0 1499 0 9735
.. 4 a 0 1035 0 9515 Q 1391 0 9600
-- - 4 9 ■ 0 0976 0 9349 0 1285 0 9462
. 4 10 0 0916 0 9185 0 1207 , 0 9326
5 " " 6 0 1 067 ' 0 9965 0 1472 0 9971
.... 7 0 0995 0 983 1 0 1354 0 9902
' ' ' 5 6 0 0920 ■ 0 9770 0 1242 0 981 1
5 9 0 0343 0 9645 0 I 176 0 9703
5 - 10 0 0765 ■ 0 95.12 0 I 120 0 9600
—i_6 ___ 7 0 0391 0 9975 0 1228 0 9979
6 - ~-r^ g 0 0797 0 9912 0 1 158 0 9928
- 6 9 0 0727 0 9827 0 1 100 0 9859
. 6 - 10" 0 068 1 0 9723 0 1050 0 9773
__ _ 7 d 0 071 1 . 0 993 1 0 109 1 0 9934
-— 7 0 0657 0 9933 0 1038 0 9945
.7 . .10 0 0620 0 9865 0 0991 0 9890
- 3 9 0 0616 0 9985 0 0983 0 9953
. . . .  . 6 . .  . .  10 0 0602 0 9947 0 0936 0 9957
;. r. 9 10 0 0585 Q 9988 0 0635 0 9990
Table (6)
— -N U M B E R  OF OBS E RV AT I ON S  = 3 0 - I-..-—" — - -
S~ 7 . e q u a l  i n t e r v a l £ XPON i n t e r v a l
^ - 7  E X I EX2 M I N I M I MI  NCOR M I N I M I MI NCOR
% : 2 0 ,  2 3 4 7 0 . 9 4 6 2 0 , 5 5 4 8 0 9 6 0 6
3 0 . 2 3 5 4 0 . 8 7 9 4 0 , 4 3 5 2 0 9 0 8 1
“ — ——1...■ 4 . .. - 0 . 2 0 8 0 0 . 3 2 1 2 Of 3 6 2 7 0 6 6 3 3
:- 5 - 0 .  1 6 5 3 0 * 7 7 3 6 0 * 3 1 3 1 0 6 2 6 4
^ - -  1 6 0 . 1 6 9 9 0 * 7 3 4 6 0 . 2 7 5 3 0 7 9 5 7
— 7 .V 0 • 1 6 0 5 0 . 7 0 2 2 0 . 2 4 9 5 0 7 6 9 9
—  ----- J - - 8 0 . 1 5 1 0 0 . 6 7 4 8 0 . 2 2 4 7 . 0 7 4 7 9
. 9 - 0 . 1 4 1 4 0 * 6 5 1 3 0 * 2 0 9 0 0 7 2 3 8
— - — -T.--- 1 ---- 10 0 . 1 3 1 9 0 ♦ 6 3 0 3 - 0 . 1 9 4 1 0 7 1 2 1
3 0 . 1 6 6 7 0 . 9 8  17 0 . 3 2 6 0 0 9 8 6 1
=..1- —  2 - 4 0 .  1 5 0 3 0 , 9 4 5 3 0 . 2 7 7 7 0 9 6 0 6
_ 2 ._-. 5 . - 0 . 1 3 1 9 0 * 9 1 2 9 0 . 2 4 5 1 0 9 3 3 7
6 - 0 . 1 2 2 3 0 . 3 7 9 5 0 , 2 1 8 6 0 9 0 8 1
r_. 2 7 0 .  I ' l  60 0 . 8 4 9 1 0 . 2 0 0 2 0 8 8 4 7
'— ■—  2 ■ 8 0 . 1 1 3 5 0 . 5 2 1 7 0 , 1 6 3 0 0 8 6 3 3
9 . 0 . 1 0 5 9 0 . 7 9 7 1 0 . 1 6 9 3 0 6 4 3 9
10 0 .  1 0 4 2 0 , 7 7 4 7 0 , 1 5 9 6 0 6 2 6 4
Z-—.- - 3 . 4 0 . 1 2 2 1 0 * 9 9 0 7 0 , 2 3 2 3 0 9 9 2 9
- 3 5 0 . 1 1 6 0 0 * 9 7 1 3 0 * 2 0 7 2 0 9 7 3 1
- . 6 0 . 1 0 9 4 0 , 9 4 5 5 0 , 1 6 7 1 0 9 6 0 7
:._3 7 - 0 .  1 0 2 5 0 * 9 2 5 0 0 * 1 7 0 3 0 9 4 2 6
. . . 6 0 . 0 9 5 5 0 * 9 0 2 0 0 . 1 5 9 0 0 9 2 5 0
9 0 . 0 8 9 4 0 , 8 5 0 0 0 , 1 4 9 0 0 9 0 8 2
■ ___  3 10 0 . 0 8  13 0 * 3 5 9 1 0 . 1 3 9 5 0 3 9 2 3
5 0 . 1 0 4 9 0 . 9 9 4 4 0 . 1 8 1 2 0 9 9 5 7
;;u.—— - 4 - .6 0 . 0 9 5 3 0 * 9 8 1 8 0 . 1 6 5 0 0 9 8 6 1
■ Ezr-7-L„. 4'..:. 7 0 . 0 3 5 4 ) 0 . 9 6 5 8 Of 1 5 3 0 0 9 7 3 9
4 -—. _ - .8 .._ 0 * 0 7 5 8 0 . 9 4 3 3 Of 1 4 2 3 0 9 6 0 7
' ~ 4 9 0 . 0 7 0 7 0 . 9 3 0 5 Q, 1 3 2 0 0 9 4 7  1
4 . 1 0  .. _ 0 . 0 0 5 9 0 * 9 1 2 9 0 , 1 2 3 0 0 9 3 3 7
.:. 6 0 * 0 5 0 3 0 * 9 9 6 2 0 . 1 5 0 3 0 9 9 7 1
---------  -■ 5 0 . 0 7 1 5 0 * 9 6 7 3 0 . 1 3 8 7 0 9 9 0 4
■ t>"7. Ç : ■ - : 8 ' 0 , 0 6 5 4 0 . 9 7 5 5 Of 12 74 0 9 5 1 4
_______ 5 9 0 , 0 6 1 3  ' 0 * 9 6 2 2 0 , 1 1 9 7 0 9 7 1 3
10 0 . 0 6 0 6 ' 0 * 9 4 3 3 0 , 1141 0 9 6 0 7
- - - - - . . . 7 0 . 0 6 2 6 0 . 9 9 7 3 0 * 1 2 5  1 0 9 9 3 0
c  8 ' 0 . 0 6 1 1 0 * 9 9 0 7 Of I 179 0 9 9 2 9
9 0 , 0 5 9 5 0 * 9 8 1 7 Oi 1 120 0 9 8 6 1
■ I 0^ 0 . 0 5 8 0 0 . 9 7 1 3 Of 1 0 7 0 0 9 7 6 2
' 7 8 0 * 0 5 9 0 0 * 9 9 3 0 0 . nil 0 9 9 8 5
--y .... 9 ■ 0 , 0 5 7 2 0 * 9 9 2 9 Of 1 0 5 7 0 9 9 4 6
;■_______ y 10 0 , 0 5 5 3 0 . 9 8 5 8 0 . 1 0 1 0 0 9 8 9 2
- - 9 0 , 0 5  48 0 * 9 9 0 4 0 . 1 0 0 3 0 9 9 3 3
. 1 0  .. 0 . 0 5 2 5 0 * 9 9 4 4 0 , 0 9 5 7 0 9 9 5 7
k ~r,T.-.rr .-._ç - . 10 0 , 0 4 9 5 0 * 9 9 8 7 0 . 0 9 0 6 0 9 9 9 0
' ai::z.zz- —-- :. .. -
Table ( 7 )
r^ _z. ' ' -----  L. - ■ - -- .1— • ;r. r . ...
-.'.— ._ '. - —-- • — ” '■ ■' -
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS = 40








EXl EX2 MI MINT MINCOR MÎNINT MI NCOR
—  1 • 2 - 0 2447 0 9463 0 5603 0.9610
I 3 0 2043 0 8759 0 43?9 0,9089
T„-j —  -4 - 0 1743 0 8156 0 3664 0,3645
- I 5 0 1 626 0 7663 0 3163 0,8230
1 6 0 1 504 0 72 58 0 2790 0,7977
- V 7 0 1380 0 6918 0 2523 0.7722
-1_ J - -+--- 0 0 1 257 0 6629 0, 2279 0,7504
1 9 0 1219 0 6383 0 2113 0,7316
1 —-- 10 * 0 1 185 0 6171 0 1 966 0,7151
2 3 0 1 473 0 9512 0 3297 0.9862
— -. 2 —... 4 0 1242 0 9468 0 2309 - 0 .9610,
2 5 0 1 1 38 0 9IO6 0 2477 0,9343
-  2 “ 6 0 I 1 30 0 3763 0 2207 0,9059
_ 2 7 0 1069 0 8449 0 2023 0,8857
- 2 - 6 - 0 1006 0 3 1 64 0 1653 0,8645
2 9 0 0942 0 7905 0 1708 0,8454
- 2  ^ 10 0 0879 0 7670 0 1612 0,8280
. 3 4 0 1 129 0 9905 0 2354 0,9930
■ 3 ■ 5 0 1 034 0 9706 0 2092 0,9733
. 3 . 6 0 0934 0 9470 0 1 692 0,9610
- 3 7 0 0834 0 9226 0 171s 0,9431
..3 8 0 0743 0 8987 0 1604 0,9257
3 9 0 0696 0 8760 0 1505 0,9090
3 . 10 0 0643 0 8545 0 1411 0,6932
: 4 5 0 0859 0 9942 0 1 533 0 ,995a
- 4 6 0 0737 0 9812 0 16 6 4 0,9662
V z. 4 -7 0 0670 0 9647 0 1545 . 0,9741
4 8 0 0621 0 9468 0 1439 0.9610
J-,. 4: 9 0 0608 0 9286 0 1337 0,9476
4 10 0 0594 0 9 106 0 1240 0,9343
--- -5 ■ 6 0 0631 0 9961 0 1517 0,9972
_ 5.. . 7 0 0610 0 9-370 0 1402 0,9904
' - 5 - 8 0 0594 0 9749 0 1 291 0,9816
5 9 0 0576 0 9613 0 1203 0,97 15
- — — To ' 0 0557 0 9470 0 1151 0,9610
A .. . 7 0 0556 . 0 9972 0 I 263 0,9980
—— - 6 *“ .3 . -0 0564 0 9905 0 1 169 0,9930
,6 9 0 0541 0 981 3 0 1 130 0,9862
-- - 6 - 10 0 0517 0 9706 0 1079 0,9733
8 0 0533 0 9979 0 1 1 20 0,9955
- 7 9 0 0504 0 9927 0 1067 0,9946
7 10 ' 0 0474 0 9854 0 1019 0,9893
- >■ 5 - 9 0 0464 0 9934 0 1012 0,9938
. * e 10 0 0430 0 9942 0 0966 0,9953





Nl'MSER OF o b s e r v a t i o n s s 5 0
EQUAL i n t e r v a l EXPON INTERVAL
EXI EX2 M NI NT N NCOR M I N I N T MINCORr J - “  ^  ^2 0 2166 0 9460 0 5 63 6 0.9612
3 . 0 1763 0 5738 0 4427 0.9094
- 0 1610 0 8124 0 3655 0.6653
5 0 1455 0 7620 0 3182 0.8290
_ J — — - 6 0 1298 0 7202 0 251 1 0.7989
7 '■ 0 1224 0 6854 0 2540 0.7736
- 0 0 1 186 0 6561 0 2297 ' 0.7519
9 0 1146 0 6310 0 2126 0.7332
- -J Q .... 0 1 105 0 6091 0 1950 0.7169
2 3 0 1248 0 9809 0 3313 0 .9863
2 --- 4 0 1132 0 9460 0 2627 0.9612
___ 2 5 . 0 1107 0 9093 0 2492 0.9346
—  2 6 0 1026. 0 6743 0 2213 0•9094
^ 2 7 0 0944 0 542 1 0 2035 0 . 8S63
- 3 0 0663 0 8 I 28 0 1666 0.8653
r—z-'.-.i- 2 9 0 0763 0 786 1 0 1717 0.3462
- 10 0 0727 0 7620 0 1621 0.3290
3 4 0 1013 0 9903 0 2366 0.9930
- 5 0 0656 0 9700 0 2103 0.9734
— 3 6 0 0753 0 9460 0 1904 0.9612
7 0 0691 0 9212 0 1726 0.9434
- 6 0 0629 0 3970 0 1613 0.9260
•- . 9 0 06 1 4 0 5739 0 1514 0,9095
_ • .3 10 0 060 1 0 852 1 0 1420 0.8938
-:LZZ_rL- : ^ ---5 0 0705 0 9941 0 1345 0.9958
4 — .... 0 '0624 0 9809 0 1673 0.9863
' I . 7 _ 0 0603 0 9642 0 1553 0.9742
_______4
. . . r . -  8 0 0591 0 9460 0 1447 0.9612
4 X. -. 9 0 0573 0 9276 0 1346 0.9479
■ 10 . 0 0553 0 9093 0 1246 0•9346
0 0599 0 9961 0 1525 0.9972
__ _ 7 0 0577 0 9868 0 141 I 0.9905
' “‘--l a " ' 0 0552 0 9745 0 1300 0.9817
. r- 5 : - 9 0 0526. 0 9607 0 1214 0.9717-xr - - g - -.t 0 0 0500 0 9462 0 1 156 0.9612
- 7 . 0 054 1 0 9972 0 1273 0.9980
—  — a 0 0509 0 9903 . . 0 I 195 0.9930
.. 9, 0 0476 0 9809 0 1 135 0.986 3
6 - 10 0 04 43 0 9700 0 1085 0.9734
—— —r_-xi - 7 .8 . . 0 0464 0 9979 0 1 126 0.9985
7 9 0 0425 0 9926 0 1072 0.9947
______ 7
. 10 0 0366 0 9852 0 1025 0.9893
_:-. 9 .. 0 0375 0 9934 0 1017 .0.9988
r_-™- . 8 10 0 0353 0 994 1 0 097 1 0. 9958-
■ 10 0 0324 0 9987 0 0922 0.999 1
Table (9)
- -
—. - ■. ' ■...-, .. :_ ;^ ..
number of o b s e r v a t i o n s =
EX
. - / __ — :
- e q u a l  in TERVAL EXPON INTERVAL
EX2 m i n i n t MINCOR HINIMT MINCOR
— zo - 0.1747 0*7820 0. 1450 0,6581
30 0 .1358 0.7626 0.I 152 0,6259
- 40 0.1163 0.7523 0.1001 0,6087
50 0.1060 0,7464 0,0SQ5 0,5950
-60 - 0.0914 0,7410 0.0661 0,5855
70 0.0729 0.7357 0,0606 0,5794
- 6 0 0 .0623 0,7325 0,0580 , 0,5752
90 0.0606 0,7305 0,0553 0.5720
■ 1 00 ■ -  0.0538 0*7291 0,0523 0.5691
Table (10)
—  ■ —  -___________
NUMBER OF O B S E R V A T I O N S  = 10
EQUAL i n t e r v a l EXPON INTERVAL
E X l  E X 2  M I M I n T M I N C G R  M I N I M I  M I N C Q R
- 1---20 - 0. 1432 0. 6495 0. 1 047 0.5761
, 1_ 30 0. 1 144 0.61 76 0, 07 1 1 0.5133
-'■“ 1“’'— 4 0 -- 0.093 3 0*6003 0.0567 0.4313
. 1 50 0.0734 0.5365 0.0435 0*4560
 1— 6 0 0.0649 0*5773 0.0395 0.4352
- 1 70 " 0.0603 0*5714 0.0332 0.4186
- Qo . 0.0576 0.5672 0.0296 . 0. 4052
1 90 0.0548 0*5639 0.0279 0.3942
_.j.. - 1 00 0.051? 0.561 0 0.0261 0.3847
I'
NUMBER OF O B S E R V A T I O N S  = 2 0
y 4
..v' EQUAL i n t e r v a l  EXPON INTERVAL
EXl EX2 MINI NT MlNCOR MININT MINCOR
I- 20 0. 1 1 35 ■ 0*5556 0. 1 1 47 0.6032
. 1 30 . 0.0912 0*5117 0,035l 0.5523
1 - 40- 0,0701 0.4847 0.0619 0.5189
1 50 0.0606 0.4631 0,0551 0.4965
- 1 - 6 0  0,0:567 0*4571 0.0455 0.4794
L 70 ' 0,0527 0.4490 0.0407 0.4645
^  1 - 60 - 0.0485 0.4423 0,0345 . 0*4522
- 1 90 0.0436 0*4361 0.0307 0.4422
0.0378 0*4305 0.0291 0.4340
*r
NUMB ER OF OBSERVÂT IONS ? 3 0 —
i'-r'-=b -".r -r — ■ e q u a l i n t e r v a l EXPON INTERVAL
EXl EX2 MININT MINCOR MININT MINCOR
—  J- - 20 0.0936 0*5175 0.1172 0*6123
1 30 0.0720 0*4652 0.0594 0.5637
-"1- 4 0 ■ 0.0604 0*4360 0.0643 0.5312
1 50 0.0555 0*4177 0*0566 0*5097
60 0.0507 0.4046 0.0506 0.4937
. : - I .- 70 0.0455 0*3941 0.0437 0.4796
—-- I -- 60 0.0397 0.3852 0,0363 , 0*4677
' I 90 0.0355 0.3763 0,0317 0.4580
I - 100 0.0322 0*3729 0.0299 0.4502
... -^
Table 0 3 )
^NUMBER OF o b s e r v a t i o n s  = 40 ' ;V-. ; /
-rf-T”: T-_ EQUAL i n t e r v a l EXPON INTERVAL
_  EXl EX2 MININT MINCOR MININT MINCOR
I-- 20 - 0*0043 0.4955 0.1183 0 # 6 I 6 7
. . . .  1 30 . 0.0622 0.4399 0.0912 0.5692
1 40 ' 0.0563 0.4090 0.0659 0.5373
L - - 1 50 0.0507 0.3887 0.0573 0.5161
1 60 0.0450 0.3735 0.0514 0.5005
70 0.0336 0.3614 0.0449 0.4872
60 0.0347 0.3523 0.0371 • 0.4751
90 0.0312 0.3450 0,0327 0.4657
100 0.0302 0.3394 0*0303 0,4579
cz.::sz:z:z2.L5.3_ '—— ■
Table (14) - - — - -—-
95
:7 I
" n u m b e r  o f OB S E R V A T I ON S  = 5 0
"’ •' j: ' " . r: EQUAL i n t e r v a l EXPON I N T E R V A L
—.—r EX 1 " E X ’ - M I N I N T MI NCOR M I N I N T MI NCOR
- -  2 0 ■ 0 * 0 7 2 3 0 * 4 0 1 5 0 * 1 1 9 0 0 * 6 1 9 3
. 1 30 0 * 0 5 9 0 0 * 4 2 4 2 0 * 0 9 2 3 0 . 5 7 2 5
= - 4 0 0 . 0 5 2 5 0 * 3 9  15 0 , 0 6 6 7 0 . 5 4 0 8
-  5 0 0 * 0 4 0 I 0 * 3 6 9 3 0 * 0 5 7 7 0 * 5 1 9 0
l ' - - 6 0 0 . 0 3 9 4 0 * 3 5 2 6 0 * 0 5 1 9 0 . 5 0 4 4
— 1 70 0 * 0 3 4 8 0 , 3 4 0 2 0 * 0 4 5 6 0 . 4 9 1 5
- 8 0 0 . 0 3 1 2 0 * 3 3 0 7 0 . 0 3 7 5 . 0 * 4 7 9 4
9 0 - 0 . 0 3  0 0 0 * 3 2 3 3 0 . 0 3 3 2 0 * 4 7 0 2
— j - 1 0 0 0 . 0 2 5 9 0 * 3 1 7 3 0 . 0 3 0 4 0 * 4 6 2 4
Table (15)
Figures (4) to (7)
The plotting of the cca?relation coefficient (p) between 
the exponential functions exp(-u^ih) and exp(-Ugih) as a function 
of the interval (h) and the number of observations (N) , where i=0 (1 
N-1 .
Figure (4) for 1 j  u^» 2 ,  N=5(5)25 and infinity .
Figure (5) for u^= 1 , Ug» 4 , N-5(5)50 and Infinity .
Figure (6) for u^« 1 , u^«10 , N-5 (5)5^ and Infinity .
Figure (7) for Uj« 1 , ^ "5^ » H=5(5)5ü and infinity .
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infinity, then p will tend to
l-exp(” (nj^+Up )h)
Hl-expfuj^h) ) (l-exp(-Ugh) ^  ,
and if h, tends to zero, then p will tend to its
X
minimum value which is 2(u^ x u^)  ^ / (u^ + u^). In 
both cases i.e. when N tends to infinity, h tends 
infinity andy^f^ finite, h tends to infinity; P will 
tend to unity.
5 .3 » Use of tables
Suppose we have two exponents u^ ~ 1 and 
= 2 (u^/u^ = y), and we want to determine the 
minimum correlations between exp(-u^ih) and 
exp(-u^ih), and the corresponding optimum interval 
h, for i = 0, (1) 4 (i.e., 5 observations). • From
table (4), the optimum interval (MININT) is 0.75^5 
and the minimum correlation coefficient (MINCOR) is 
0 .97^0 » for u^(exi) = 1 and u^(FX^) = 2, for equal 
spacing; and MININT = 0.5352 and MINCOR = O.962O, 
for exponential spacing.
As the number of observations increase we may 
note from these tables that the best minimum 
correlation coefficients are those corresponding to
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equal spacing. In the case of using exponential 
spacing, MINCOR decreases as N increases (less than 
20), and then starts increasing with N.
If it happens that we want to determine MININT 
for combinations (ratios) of EXl and EX2 which are not 
in the tables, for example EXl = .1 and EX2 = .2 
for N = 5 1 we still can use these tables (in this 
case table (4)). From this table MININT for 
EX1/EX2 = i  (where the absolute values for EXl and 
EX2 are 1 and 2) is 0.7545, then MININT for EXl /
EX2 = i  (where the absolute values for EXl and EX2 
are .1 and .2) is 0.7545^1^ = 7-545 and the 
corresponding MINCOR is the same, i.e. is equal to
0 ,9740.
In the general case when we have more .than 
two exponentials, we can still use the correlation 
coefficient criteria in re-spacing the observations 
by using MININT which correspond to the largest ratio 
of the exponents. This will be shown for Lanczos 
data in chapter 7-
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CHAPTER 6 
EXPONENTIAL CURVE FITTING PROGRAMS
Programs for the fitting of exponentials in 
accordance with the details of previous chapters 
have been written in Algol for the English Electric 
(now ICL) EDF9 computero The full specification 
and coding of these programs will be found in the 
appendix, together with details of other programs 
written for the calculations of this thesis
6.I0 General exponential curve fitting programs
Three programs are available for the fitting 
of an exponential curve of the form
y  / sj exp (- K^t ) + c^ exp (- ^ 2  ^^ » +c^exp(-- f(^ t )
to m ( ^  2n) observations , t^o The programs 
determine the coefficients c^, c^, the
exponents ^ • 9 and their errors by the 
two stage minimization method, one stage minimization 
method, and Berman’s method respectively (chapter 2)@
Each program allows for sets of data to be 
fitted and different weighting factors to be used.
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The programs require initial estimates of 
the exponents ^  ^  » "^ 2 ' ' ' » ^  n* the
exponent pt ^  is set to zero, then the fit includes 
a constant tav», i,e, the fitted curve is
y /V/ c + c exp (- t) + o , . +c exp t),1 Æ d, n n
Failures can occur in the iterations if the
Initial estimates of the exponents differ considerably
from the final values, or if "overfitting" is
attempted, i,e. the attempted fitting of the data
by an exponential curve with too many terms. Thus
checks are included in the programs to ensure that
the exponents, are always positive, and the
linear equations to determine the corrections to
both the coefficient c and the exponents ft arer ^ r
not singular. A check is also provided to see if 
sometimes it may happen that the diagonal elements 
of the matrix to determine the errors in the 
parameters may be negative.
It may happen in the fitting of exponents that 
the number of exponents is not known exactly. In 
this case, the fitting may be performed for different
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values of n, and an analysis of variance using 
F-test (or variance ratio test) performed to 
determine the exact degree in a manner similar to 
that used for the fitting of polynomials (Guest,
1961) .
A typical scheme of analysis of variance table 
for this case is shown in table (16). From 
F-distribution tables (table (18) of the 
BiomCtrika tables), we could determine the 
probability of obtaining value of F greater than 
the calcul at ed{^
®o"^l m 2value -----  X   for 2 and m-2 degrees of freedom.
2
If the probability is less or equal to O.O5 , then 
one exponential fit is significant, ¥e do the same 
thing for — --- — x —---— and see if the probability
corresponds to this value is not greater than 0 .05-
Smillie and Anstey (1964) have developed a 
method to calculate the probabilities in an 
F-distribution by considering a random variable F 
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wliere corresponds to t h e  greater mean square 
(variance) and n corresponds to th.e lesser mean 
square. Consider#^ also the variable 
(1 -  ?— ) _ (1  _ 2 :
u “
9 ^ -  9 '
wtiicli is approximately normally distributed with
zero mean and unit variance. If F is theo
calculated value of F and u^ is the corresponding 
value of u, then the probability of obtaining F 
greater than F^ is approximately equal to the 
probability of obtaining a value of the standard 
normal variable greater than u^, This 
probability may be approximated by
1 / 1  2 3 h . - h^ (1 + a^ X +  a^ X + a^ x-^  + a^ X )
where x = u/(2)^
a^ = 0.278393, = O.230389, = 0.000972
and a^ = O.O78IO8..
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.The method has been programmed as a 
procedure in the general curve fitting programs,
6.2. The estimation of the initial valves of 
the exponents program
As we know Newton-Raphson procedure needs
a good initial guess for the exponents to converge
to the required solution. We tried to use the
graphical procedure (peeling off 1.3) to estimate
the initial values of the exponents from a set of
data to be fitted. The procedure gave a good
result only when the exponents were very different.
(r
The difficulty in this method is inher#k#d- in 
the subtraction step which produces a negative 
value of the new y*s (in of negative value is 
imaginary),
We have written a program to calculate the 
initial values of the exponents. The results from 
this program were better than the results from 
the previous procedure.
The program calculates the initial values 
of the exponents for the following cases.
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(a) One exponential; in this case the Êurve is 
of the form
= c exp (-ott^).
Evaluating S = ^ T^i Ü  exp( - t^ ^ , for
different values of ^  and choosing the value of 
^  which gives the minimum value of S as initial 
value of the exponent in the general curve 
fitting program.
(h) One exponential plus constant term:- now 
we have the curve
y ^ = c^ exp(-oi^t^) + c^ exp(-«<2t^)
where ^   ^ = o.
Evaluating S = ^ 2^i ^ ^i “ ^1
for = o and different values of (K , until
WC u ^ P
we get the minimum value of S, y*Q->ng this 
value of £>C ^  and = o as initial values for
the general curve fitting program.
(c) Two exponentials, we have the form
exp(-<<^t^) - Cgexp(- ^ 2^i)
Ill
We put ^  ^  = r cos x and ^  ^  = r sin x, then 
evaluating
S = T ^ i C y i  - c^exp(_ X J_Cgexp(_ X gt
for different values of r and x (O ^ x ^  "^/^)
until we obtain the minimum value of S, Then
 ^ and X  ^
Ê .
the values of ^ - in the general
curve fitting program.
We may note that if we put x = TT/4 then 
it is exactly the same as case (a) and if we 
put X = o, it is the same as case (b).
(d) Two exponentials plus constant term: here
we have
y = c^exp(-0< ^t^)+c26xp(- u^2t^)+ c^exp(- •< t )
wliere ^ Z ~ ^ x and = r sin x. Then
evaluating
S - c^exp(- X  ^ tj^)-Cgexp(- Xgtj^)-c^exp(-X^tj^^
for different values of r and x and (O ^  x 4, U/4 )
V^c
until we get the minimum value of S. the
estimated values of £7^ ^, c>(, ^ and  ^ = 0 in the 
general curve fitting‘program.
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6.3* The optimum interval and the minimum 
correlation program
The program generate tables of the minimum 
correlation coefficient between exp(-u^t^) and 
exp(-u^t^) and the corresponding optimum interval 
for different number of observations and two 





The programs described in the previous chapter 
have been applied to data of various typesj generally 
with succès8, in that the data have been adequately 
represented by exponentials * We will comment here 
on three applicationsj to the artificial data 
described by Lanczos in his criticism of exponential 
fitting (Lanczos, 1957)j artificial data generated 
by Glass appropriate to an experimental situation 
and biological data in collaboration with Glass of 
this University and of the Department of Medical 
Physics at Hamersmith Hospital.
7 o1 o The artificial data generated by Lanczos
Lanczos (1957) has given an example of a set of 
24 decay observations to show the numerical 
difficulties which may occur on account of the non« 
orthogonal behaviour of the exponential functions» 
These observations which are presented in table 17
(i), were generated from *the curve
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t y (6dp) y (5dp) y (4dp) y (2dp)
0. 00 2.513^00 2.51340 2.5134 2.51
0.05 2.044333 2.04433 2.0443 2.04
0.10 1.668404 1.66840 1.6684 1.67
0.15 1.366418 1.36642 1.3664 1.37
0 .20 1.123232 1.12323 1 .1232 1.12
0.25 0.926890 0.92689 0.9269 0.93
0.30 0.767934 0.76793 0.7679 0.77
0.35 0,638878 0.63888 0.6389 0.64
0.40 0.533784 0.53378 0.5338 0.53
0.45 0.447936 0.44794 0.4479 0.45
0.50 0.377585 0.37758 0.3776 0.38
0.55 Ü.3I 9739 0.31 974 0.3197 0.32
0.60 0.272013 0.27201 0.2720 0.27
0.65 0.232496 0,23250 0.2325 0.23
0.70 0.199659 0.19966 0.1996 0 .20
0.75 0.172270 0,1 7227 0.1723 0.17
0.80 0.149341 0.14934 0.1493 0.15
0.85 0.130070 0.13007 0.1301 0.13
0.90 O.II38I2 0.11381 0.1138 0.11
0.95 0.1 00042 0.10004 0.1000 0.1 0
1 .00 0.088332 0.08833 0.0883 0.09
1.05 0.078335 0.07834 0.0783 0.08
1 .1 0 0.069767 0.06977 0.0698 0.07
1.15 0.062393 0.06239 0.0624 0.06
Taljle 17(1)
the
lanczos data (24 o'bservations ) generated from
exponential curve
y(t) = 0.095I exp (-t )+0. 8607 exp (-3t )+1 .5576 exp (-5t) , 
with 6,5^4 and 2 dec Inal places accuracy .
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y ( t ) =0 .0951 exp (-t ) +0 o 8607exp(-«3t ) +1 • 557^exp(-5t ) 9 
and are considered to be accurate to half unit of 
the second decimal »
The method which Lanczos has used in fitting 
this data is exactly the same as Prony*s method 
which has been described in section 1 » 3 » Lanczos 
could not find a three exponentials fit to his data, 
but he managed to fit the data to two exponentials»
y(t) = 2 » 202 exp (*-»4»45t) + 0» 3^5 exp -(«1 » 58t ) , 
with sum squares of residual equal to 3®89 x 10%^
In the application of the least«squares 
procedure to this data, it is appropriate to use unit 
weights because the only error is due to round®«off 
error (section 4»4)» Using the three methods of 
section 2» 2 we were unable to determine a three 
exponentials solution» However we were able to fit 
the data to two exponentials, namely
y(t)={2.l05+.052Wp(-(4.5l+.06)t)-t|0»403_+o 053\xpfï.(l.81+.ll)t)
using one stage minimization method, with sum squares 
of residual equal to 1 » 14 x 10**^  after 5 iterations^
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y(t)=^ol05+.052)exp(-(4.57 + .06) + )+^„403 + .053yxp(-(lo81i.ll)t)-
using two stage minimization mefhod^ witli sum squares 
of residual equal to 1 ^ l4 x lO"*^  after 4 iterations §
using Berman* s mettiod, witli sum squares of residuals 
equal to Iol4xl0"*^ after 4 iterations«,
O u r  f i t  i s  b e t t e r  t b a n  t h e  o n e  o b t a i n e d  b y  
L a n c z o S j  i n  t b e  s e n s e  t b a t  t b e  sum s q u a r e s  o f
r
residuals obtained from ou'ife fitting is less tban 
tbe one given by Lanczos metbod©
If we take tbe data to greater accuracy to 
6, 5 and 4 decimal places respectively (table 17 (i))
Instead of tbe 2 decimal places of Lanczos^ we are 
able to obtain a tbree exponentials solution from 
eacb metbodo Tbese solutions are presented in 
table 17 (il).
Ve may note from tbis table tbat in tbe two 
stage minimization method (t) tbe convergence was 
very slow and 85 iterations were needed to give 
accurate solution (using data accurate to 6dp), 
wbere tbe one stage minimization method ( o )  took 3  
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The reason for the difficulty in fitting this 
data is that tbe exponentials, exp (-t), exp (-3t) 
and exp ("5t)g are bigbly correlated© Tbis may be 
seen by examination of tbe correlation matrix for 
tbe tbree functions for tbe values of t appropriate 











It migbt be observed tbat tbe determinant of 
tbis matrix is 3<>805xl0"’^  and tbe latent roots are 
2© 8914, O 010740 and ©001193» so tbat tbe matrix is 
obviously ill*.conditioned© Tbe smallest latent 
root is ©0011931 very approximately therefore we 
see tbat we shall lose about 3 figures in tbe data 
(tbe reciprocal of this smallest latent root is 
about 900)0 Tbis agrees with tbe difficulty in 
fitting tbe data to 2 decimal places or at best 3 
significant figures, and tbe accuracy (2 significant 
figures) in our fit of tbe data to 4 decimals.
Table (18)
This table Is the same as Table (4 ) , but the number of 
observations here is eqial to 24 .
NUHbtR Or ObStKVAIiONS = 2 4 119
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We mayg for tbis data apply tbe techniques of 
chapter 5 to find tbe optimum interval© A table 
corresponding to tbe tables of chapter 5 is given 
here (table 18) for 2h observations© We note from 
tbe table tbat for tbe ratios l/3, l/5 and 3/5 the 
minimum correlation coefficients are 0© 8830, 0©7809 
and 0,9720 respectively^ with corresponding intervals 
0© 27» 0© 21 and 0,12© Of these minimum correlation 
coefficients, tbe largest, and therefore tbe one 
causing tbe most trouble, is corresponding to tbe 
ratio 3/5» the ratio nearest to unityg accordingly 
tbis suggests tbat tbe interval 0©12 should be chosen 
instead of 0.05« Even in tbis case, however we 
would expect difficulty in fitting tbe data, since 
even using tbe two exponential fit, l/(l.-.p) is equal 
to 35 approximately, and we would therefore expect a 
loss in accuracy of nearly 2 significant figures©
We may note tbat in tbis case (using tbe optimum 
interval which is O © 12), tbe correlation matrix is
1©00000 0©90648 0©7995ol
0©90648 1©00000 0©97198 \
0©79950 o ©97198 1©o o o o o J
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t y(6ap) y(5dp) y (4dp) y (2dp)
0.00 2.513400 2.51340 2.5134 2.51
0.12 1.539665 1.53956 1.5397 1.54
0.24 0.962896 0. 96290 0.9629 0. 96
0.36 0.616108 0.61 611 0.6161 0.62
0 .48 0.404072 0,40407 0.4041 0.40
0.60 0.272013 0.27201 0.2720 0.27
0.72 0.1 88110 0.18811 0.1881 0.1 9
0.84 0.133664 0.13366 0.1337 0.13
0.96 0.097547 0.09755 0.0975 0.1 0
1 .08 0.073039 0.07304 0.0730 0.07
1 .20 0.056022 0.05602 0.0560 0.06
1 .32 0.043931 0.04393 0.0439 0.04
1.44 0.035142 0.03514 0.0351 0.04
1.56 0.028608 0.02861 0.0286 0.03
1 .68 0.023646 0.02365 0.0236 0.02
1.80 0.01 9800 0.01980 0.01 98 0.02
1.92 0.016760 0. 01 676 0.01 68 0.02
2.04 0.01431 6 0.01432 0.0143 0.01
2 .16 0.01231 9 0.01232 0.0123 0.01
2.28 0.01o666 0.01066 0.0107 0.01
2.4o , 0.009280 0.00928 0.0093 0.01
2.52 0.008105 0.00811 0. 008I 0.01
2.64 0.007102 0.00710 0. 0071 0.01
2.76 0.006239 0.00624 0.0062 0.01
Table 1 9(i)
The modfflqd lanczos data , using the optimum 
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It might be observed that the determinant of 
this matrix is 3©195x10’ , with latent roots equal
to 2©7872, O© 20730 and ©008529» accordingly since 
the reciprocal of the smallest latent root is about 
ISO, we would actually expect a loss of slightly 
more than 2 significant figures, in gaining 
approximately 1 significant figure by change of 
interval©
The data with 6, 5» ^ and 2 decimal places is 
given in table 19 (i)© The three programs gave 
satisfactory three exponential fits for the data 
to h or more decimal places (table 19 (ii)), but 
again we could not find a three exponentials solution 
to fit the data to 2 decimal place accuracy © In 
this case all three programs gave the same two 
exponentials solution, namely
y(t)={2.229+.03^exp(-(4.44+.05)t)-t(0.280+,03’^ exp(-(l,49iol0)t ) 
with sum squares of residuals equal to 2©57xlO”^ 
after 4 iterations in each program©
As a matter of interest, we also fitted this 
data using fewer observations, namely 12 observations 
at interval 0© 17 and 10 observations at interval 
0©20, both these sets of data covering the same
124
t y (6dp) y (5dp) y (4dp) y (2dp)
0.0 2.513400 2.51340 2.5134 2.51
0 .2 1.123232 1.12323 1.1232 1.12
0 .4 0.533784 0.53378 0.5338 ■ 0.53
0 ,6 0.272013 0.27201 0.2720 0.272
0 .8 0.149341 0.14934 0.1493 0.1 5
1 .0 O.O88332 0.08833 0.0883 0.09
1.2 0.056022 0.05602 0.0560 0.06
1 .4 0.037778 0.03778 0.0378 0.04
1 .6 0.026806 0.02681 0.0268 0.03
1 .8 0.01 98OÜ 0.01 980 0.0198 0.02
Table 20 (i)
The modified lÂnczos data , the optimum
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t y (6ip) y (5dp) y(4dp) y (2dp)
0.00 2.513400 2.51340 2.5134 2.51
0 .17 1.262821 1.26282 1.2628 1.26
0.34 0,662601 0.66260 0.6626 0.66
0.51 0.365099 0.36510 0.3651 0.36
0.68 0.21 2077 0.21208 0. 21 2l 0.21
0.85 0.130070 0.13007 0.1301 0.13
1 .02 0.084145 0.08414 0.0841 0.08
1 .1 9 0.057224 0.05722 0.0572 0.06
1.36 0.040696 0.04070 0.0407 0.04
1.53 0.030072 0.03007 0.0301 0.03
1 .70 0.022938 0.02294 0.0229 0.02
1 .87 0.017943 0.01794 0.0179 0. 02
Table 20(111)
The raodffled lanczos data , using the optimum 
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range as that of Lanczos, but using a larger interval© 
The data and the results are given in tables 20. In both 
these cases, the results are more accurate than those 
of Lanczos, showing the importance of using the 
appropriate intervals©
For this particular example, however, because 
of the strong correlation between the exponentials, 
exp (-3t) and exp (-5t), the data will never be fitted 
accurately and we must expect to lo^se about 2 
signifleant figures© Accordingly for data of this 
type the observations must be correct to 3 " 4 
significant figures in order to give a solution at 
all accurate©
7 o 2© Artificial experimental data
Glass and De Garreta (I967) made a quantitive
analysis of exponential curve fitting for biological
applications by generating a large number of sets of
artificial data with controlled random error which
was derived from the formula
RND pError = - x % exact value,
where RND is a random normal deviate and p is the 
percentage error© The exact values were generated 
from the two exponential functions©
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y(t) = exp («u^t) + exp (*»u^t), 
where t = 0 (2) 20, for three ratios ^2 to
1/ 2, 1/3 and X /h  (the absolute values of u^ were 
0.2, 0 .3, 0 o4, the value of u^ being fixed at 0.1)©
The values of the coefficients were c^ = c^ = 0©5 
and the values of p were 2^, 39^ » 5^ and 10^ for 
each combination of u^ and u^ © The observations 
were calculated by adding the error to the exact 
values. The data thus corresponds to the case of 
constant error.
Ten sets of data were fitted by the program 
using two stage minimization method, for each 
combination of the exponents and error© The data 
were fitted without weights and with the appropriate 
weighting factors (proportional to the inverse of 
the square of observations)©
Glass and De Garreta have compared our results 
with results obtained from a program developed by 
Mar^uardt (1967) which is written in Fortran IV. 
This program was used by Glass on IBM 709O computer, 
at Imperial College, London University, In this 
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to estimate the errors in the fitted parameters 
(that time onr program did not estimate these 
errors)© A simple statistical procedure was used 
by Glass to estimate the parameters error by 
calculating the standard deviation and the coefficient 
variation for the estimates of each of the four 
parameters obtained from each set of data© Glass 
and De Garreta have pointed out that our results 
were better than those obtained by Marquardt in 
both cases without using weights or with weights 
where in the last case the effect of the weights is 
to reduce the parameter error by approximately 
one-third© The results are given in table (21)©
7 o 3• Experimental data
A
The programs have^used to analyse radioactive 
uric acid turnover data in two compartment model© 
This work is described in detail elsewhere (Glass 
et al. 1968, Appendix A) and will be described 
briefly here ©
The two compartments model of section 1 © 2. is 
appropriate to patients suffering from gout, the 
two compartments being uric acid in solution, and
deposited uric acid in crystallized form© From 
an analysis of the injected dose, it is required 
to determine the number of compartments of the 
model (corresponding to the number of exponents) 
and to estimate the volumes of the compartments 
and the turnover rates.
The analysis follows that of the two 
compartment model described earlier (section 1.2). 
Applying the boundary conditions that v^ = 0 when 
t = o, we find that
^21 = -^2' = h i  + h 2 >
and = " ^ 2 ^  o f  ^l" ^ 2^' (7.3.1)
We may note from the solution of (loi,2) and 
(1.1,3) that
“ 01'’' ^1^ ^2* (7.3.2)
^  "^ 2 ° 01 ^12 , (7.3.3)
hence we obtain using (?©3.l), (?.3©2) and (?«3©3)
"^2 (■*'11*^ 2'’' ■*'12 *12)'
01 = ^ “^ 2 (\l + ^12)/(\i 2 + h 2  '^l)'
21 ° *11^12 ( '’^l ®^ 2^  T'(Aj_j_+A^ 2) (A^ «^>< 2 + ^
Usually the experimental data are the measures 
of the concentration of the labelled substance as 
a function of time of the form
y(t^) = exp (" + ^ 2
Then It is required to calculate c^, ^2*^1
and g using an exponential curve fitiing program©
From these values, the parameters of the model may
be calculated. These parameters are
^  = (c d  + c «I )/(c- + c ) , fraction per unit
time passing from
first compartment 
to second comp##6b%!Ê#^ y
= ^ (c_+c )/(c »( _ + o X, ) .fraction per unit
time passing out
of system from 
first compartment,




to second comp-cUffep)en j
= 100/(c^+c^), volume of first compartment,
e.g. m«g.,
Vg = ^ 2 1 ^ 1^2* volume of second compartment,
and the turnover = , units per unit time, e © g
mg/day©
The data analyses were for twenty patients. 
Including four normals, and are given in tables 22© 
In each case, the data were fitted with one (table 
23 (i)) and two (table 23. (ii)) exponentials, using 
the two stage minimization method program which is 
superior to the other methods© The goodness of 
fit of each of the functions to the data was then
Tables 22
The data provided by Glass for* twenty iHtlents 
0(1) to 0(20) .
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examined using F ratio criterion (section 6,l) 
to determine whether a statistically significant 
improvement in fit was obtained by fitting a 
double rather than a single exponential function 
to the data© Tbe data were also fitted both with 
a single and a double exponential functions, with 
first point omitted (except G(9), G(13) and G(l4)), 
since there were several reasons why this point 
may be suspected©
In the course of this investigation it was
found that of major importance was the weight to
be associated with each data point © The weights
depend on the sampling technique and measurement
procedure (chapter 4), i.e. there are two main
considerations which determine the correct
weighting factor which should be used, namely the
primary sampling and the measurement technique. In
this investigation there were three stages in the
sampling process (Glass, personal communication,
1966)g firstly the collection of urine over fixed
time period, secondly taking a fraction from each
(
collection sample and diluting this, and thirdly, 
sampling from this second sample for radioactive 
assay purpose© Fixed time sampling requires L'IwrL
139
PATIENT G PROB.P
G 1) .0737±«oo37 .598+.028 3.81 m-7
G 2) »o496±.oo30 .8o9±„036 6.98 »-7
G 3) «1ü08±.oo4o .606+0O25 3.98 jo~7
G 4) ,0779±.oo42 .395+0021 4.79 » -7
G 5) ,0400io0021 .353+.018 4.58 jd-7
G 6) c06o 6±o0019 .508+.014 2 .09 m-7
G 7 ) ,ü574±o0017 .373±.o12 6.61 n—7
G 8) .0532±.oo17 .539+.016 3.50 m-7
G 9 ) ,0426±.0032 .446+.029 2.45 m -6
G 10) ,075B+«o o i6 .424±.o09 1.25 M-7
G 11) «09o4±.oi i4 .711+.080 3.23 M-7
G 12) .o638±.oo2l o393±.012 2 .24 m-7
G 13) «0518±.0011 «399-1.007 2.11 M-7
G 14) «05l4±.ooil .413+.008 2.23 m-7
G 15) .137±»011 .848+.050 1.25. m -6
G 16) «o446i.ooi2 .366+.010 1.43 m-7
G 17) •075l±.oo43 .493+.026 1.12 m -7
G 18) .o886±.oo39 .286±.013 3.71 m-7
G 19) .0341±.0008 .320+.008 1.49 m-7
G 20) .o4ü4±.ooi2 .464+.012 1.98 m-7
TâBle 23 (i)
Single exponential fitting
( all data points In , ulsing weighting fact on 2 )
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PATIENT Cl 02 Ot, 2
G ) .04124+. 0035 .0517+. 003 9 1.84+. 33 .4951.016
G 2 ) .0379+.0025 . 0244+. 0033 1.53+. 1 6 .6101.024
G 3 ) .040+029 .067+. 030 1. ü8+. 51 .5061.069
G 4 ) .042+. 029 .044+,031 .75+. 3 9 .3031.078
G 5) , 032+. 042 .036+. 002 4.9+5.6 .331.078
G 6) .001 9 .588 . 7799 .5039
NO STB ; PIEMENS QP MATRIX ARE NEGATIVE
G 7) .039+. 433 . O55+. 002 7.7445.1 .3621.013
G 8) . 033+. 04 . 025+, 014 .446+.057 .931.32
G 9) .047+.003 .Ü032+.0032 . 61 9+. 073 -1 11 +. 1 00
G 10) . Ü33+. 01 0 .048+.011 .761.15 .351.24
G 11) . 090+. 011 . 711 +. ü8o
G 12) -.036+. 080 .O68+.003 5.9+9.3 .41 01,01 4
G 13) .0024 .0513 2.137 .397
NO STE ; PIE ME NTS OP MATRIX ARE NEGATIVE
G 14) .049+.063 .025+.064 .421.14 .28+1 .3
G 15) .1691.057 .089+.008 3 .031.85 .683+. 026
G 16) . 045+. 001 ,3 66+. 01 0
G 17) .075+.004 .4931.026
G 18) -886+. 004 .286+. 03
G 19) -.009+. 002 .037+. 001 2.361.98 .3371.008
G 20) ~. 012+. 005 .O48+.005 1.531.75 . 5021.024
PROB.P 
3 .57 îo-5 
3.12 10-5
2.8 M-1












1.65 m-7  
5.99 m-7 




Double exponential fitting 
,( all data points in using vfel^tlng factor 2 )
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•weigliting factor (2), i.e eacla weight is inversely 
proportional to the observation should be used 
(section 4.3)• The final (third stage) sampling 
was effective^llpy a fixed count procedure (section 
4 ,2) and for this data weights inversely proportional 
to the square of the observation should be usedo
However three samples were analysed from each 
sample of urine at this final stage. These three 
samples were in close agreement and the error of 
sampling at this stage was clearly small. The 
major source of error was therefore in the primary 
collection of urine, and accordingly the data were 
analysed using weights inversely proportional to 
the observations®
Our results were compared by Glass with the 
clinical findings on each patient and the correlation 
between the existence of two components and the 
presence of gout was examined® The data were also 
examined for comparison using weights inversely 
proportional to the square of the observations 
(fixed counts sampling); but the results from this 
did not correlate as well as with clinical diagnosis®
The results from fitting the data where the first 
point was omitted, also did not correlate with 
clinical diagnosis. This means that early sampling 
was important,
A program which was developed by Berman (1962) 
for simulation and analysis of biological models 
which also allowed it to be used for exponential 
curve fitting was then used by Glass to analyse the 
data in tjuagn s. of one compartment model, and of a 
two compartment model in those cases where the two 
components had been indicated by our results® 
Hermanns program provides the estimates of the 
parameter of the model which are the turnover rates 
and pool sizes and also it provides the error in 
these parameters and it has the possibility of using 
weights® The program is written in Fortran II and 
it was run by Glass on the IBM 709O computer at 
Imperial College, London University,
A comparison between our results and those 
obtained from Berman*s program has been made (Glass 
et alo 1968, Appendix a)® This indicates that our 
results of the two exponential components were more
1 4 5
compatible with the clinical diagnosis of gout 
than those obtained using Berman*s program,
7*4, Conclusion
The work of this thesis enables exponential 
curve fitting to be satisfactorarily carried out
whenever possible. From estimates of parameters,
however rough, the optimum interval of tabulations
may be found in the manner of chapter and an
estimate of the accuracy of the fit obtained. If
this estimate shows that the parameters can' be
determined to sufficient accuracy, then the programs
described earlier can be used to satisfactorarily
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The Interpretation of Radioactive Uric Acid Turnover Data
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Abstract •
In certain cases, a mathematically significant improvement in fit was obtained by des­
cribing the urine radioactive uric acid clearance curves with a double exponential rather 
than a mono-exponential funtion. This optimum fit was determined by significance tests 
carried out on results obtained by fitting one and two exponentials to the same data using 
the Gilles exponential curve fitting programme. A model is proposed suggesting that the 
uric acid may also exist in a second pool, or physiological form. The parameters of such a 
model, the turnover rates and pool sizes, and their errors have been calculated using the 
Berman programme in a group of twenty patients, including four normals. The values 
obtained by compartmental analysis agree with the results quoted by other workers, 
however, the normal turnover rate appears to be about 15 *’/o higher than that found by 
other workers. In two cases of tophaceous gout, the second pool amounted to approximately 
20 Vo of the total uric acid pool. The accuracy with which the pool size and turnover 
rate may be estimated from serum measurements, has also been investigated.
Extrait
Dans certains cas, une amélioration mathématique significative dans l'ajustement des 
courbes a été obtenue lorsque l'on décrit la courbe de clearance de l'acide urique radioactif 
par une fonction à deux exponentielles plutôt qu'à une seule exponentielle. Cet ajustement 
optimum a été obtenu par des tests significatifs en traitant les résultats obtenus par ajus­
tement d'une ou de deux exponentielles aux mêmes valeurs, en utilisant le programme 
d'ajustement des courbes exponentielles de Gilles. Un modèle est proposé, qui suggère que 
l'acide urique peut aussi exister dans un second compartiment ayant une signification 
physiologique. Les paramètres d'un tel modèle, les taux de renouvellement et la taille des 
compartiments, ainsi que leurs erreurs ont été calculés avec le programme de Berman chez 
un groupe de 20 patients, comprenant 4 normaux. Les valeurs obtenues par analyse com- 
partlmentale s'accordent avec les résultats cités par d'autres auteurs, cependant les taux 
de renouvellement apparemment comme étant 15 Vo plus élevés (que ceux trouvés par 
d'autres auteurs). Dans deux cas de goutte tophique le deuxième compartiment atteignait 
approximativement 20 Vo du compartiment total d'acide urique. La précision avec laquelle 
la taille du compartiment et la constante de renouvellement peuvent être estimées, à partir 
des mesures dans le sérum, a également été étudiée.
224 H. I ,  Class, ]. T.  Scott,  D .  C. Gil les, R. *V. Arnot ,  V.  P. Ho l lowau
Auszug
Ii\ einer Reihe von  Fallen hat es sIch gezeigt, daG die C learancekurve radioaktiver H arn- 
sâure iiu  H arn durch cine doppelte E xponentialtunktion  cher zu erklàren ware aïs durch eine  
m on oexp on en lie lle  Funktion. D ie  optim ale A nalyse einer solchen Kurve wurde m it H ilfe  
von  S ignifikanztesten  durchgeführt, w obei unter V erw endung des Program m es nach GILLES 
einm al e in e Expon.entialfunktion und dann zw ei E xponentialfunktionen  an den gleichen  
experim entellen  D atcn  angevvendct warden. Es wird nunm ehr ein m alhem atisches M odell 
vorgesd ilagen , In dem  H arnsaure noch in einem  zvveiten Pool, bzw . in  einer zw eiten  p hysio- 
iogischen  Form vorliegen  kann. D ie Param eter eines solchen h lod elles, U m satzraten, Pool- 
groGen und deren Fehler w arden  unter V erwendung des BERMAM Program m es in einer 
Gruppe von  20 Patienten, unter denen sich auch 4 N orm ale befanden, berechnet. D ie VVerte, 
d ie durch die K om partem ent-A nalyse erhalten wurden, stim m ten m it A usnahm e der U m satz- 
rate, d ie etvva 15 Vo hoher liegt, mit den Ergebnissen anderer A utoren  überein. In 2 Fallen 
m it G ichttophi betrug dieser zw eite H arnsaurepool etw a 20 Vu des G esam tharnsaurepools. 
SchlieGIich wurde auch die G enauigkeit mit der PoolgroGe und U m satzraten aus M essungen  
der Serum aktivitat bestim m t w erden kbnnen, untersucht.
Introduction
Labelled uric acid can be used to estimate the po'ol size and turnover of uric acid in 
man. B e n e d i c t  et al. (1949), G e r e n  et a l (1950), B i s h o p  et al. (1951) and S e e g m i l l e r  
et a l (1961) have used nitrogen-15 labelled uric acid, Carbon-14 labelled uric acid has 
been used by S o r e n s e n  (1960) for the same purpose. A curve is obtained by plotting 
the relative specific activity of uric acid in the urine against time and the pool size is 
usually estimated by extrapolating the curve to zero time. B i s h o p  indicated that several 
of his curves, and those obtained by B e n e d i c t ,  were not straight when plotted on semi- 
logarithmic paper. This finding was confirmed by S o r e n s e n . B i s h o p  analysed the 
curves empirically into two exponential components in order to extrapolate accurately 
to zero time. S o r e n s e n  (1962) proposed a two compartment system to account for this 
phenomenon and pointed out its association with a patient suffering from tophaceous 
gout. The observation by B i s h o p  of curved rather than straight clearance curves was 
not confined to patients with tophaceous gout. These observations posed several pro­
blems, not the least of which is to determine the optimum method of analysing the 
data. I f  a mathematically significant improvement in fit is obtained by analysing the 
data in terms of a double rather than a single exponential mathematical function, a 
method of estimating pool size and turnover rate in this situation is required. The cor­
relation between the presence of uric acid in more than one "pool” or physiological 
form and the clinical findings was used in this investigation to assess various analytic­
al procedures. The problems of careful urine collection pose many difficulties ancl the 
possibility of carrying out turnover studies from serum samples only has been in­
vestigated.
Methods
100 pc of C-14 labelled uric acid, of specific activity between 0.05 mc/mg and 
0.12 mc/mg, were completely dissolved in 100 ml of isotonic saline by heating but the 
solution was not allowed to boil After cooling, 50 ml were injected into a sealed sterile 
bottle through a 0,22 p millipore filter and the solution was used immediately. Just 
after injection, the uric acid content of the dose solution was measured by a slightly 
modified version of the P r a e t o r i u s  method (1949) and standards for urine counting 
were prepared as described below.
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The patients were kept on a low purine, low protein diet for one week prior to the 
injection and throughout the experimental period.
A blood sample, to be used for background counting, was taken and the patient 
voided urine. 30 uc in 30 ml were injected intravenously over a period of ten minutes.
Blood samples were taken at increasing intervals over an eleven day period. Serum 
w a s  separated, assayed for uric acid content by the P r a e t o r i u s  method, and frozen 
a t - 2 0 ° C
Urine was collected under toluene in six twelve-hour periods followed by eight 
twenty-four-hour periods, care being taken to ensure that each patient emptied his 
bladder at the end of each collection period. The importance of this point will be dis­
cussed below. The uric acid content of each urine collection was measured, and uric 
acid was isolated for radioactive assay.
A ssay o f  U ric  A c id  in U r in e
Two standards were prepared by diluting 1.0 ml of the dose solution to 100 ml, then 
adding 5 and 15 ml of the Vioo solution to 250 mg of inactive uric add which had been 
dissolved in 10 ml of 0.73 Vo (w/v) lithium carbonate, and diluted to 35 ml with distil­
led water. The tubes were placed in a boiling water bath and the uric acid reprecipit­
ated by the drop wise addition of 2N acetic acid. After cooling to room temperature, 
the precipitated uric acid was collected in a sirttered glass funnel and washed with 
distilled water until the eluate was neutral. The crystals were dried overnight at 80^ C 
and stored in a desiccator until assayed. Any breakdown products of uric acid in the 
dose solution which were produced during preparations, were eliminated by this pro­
cedure. Immediate preparation of the standards ensured that no significant breakdown 
of the uric acid could occur in the dose solution since the time of the injection.
Urine samples of known volumes increasing from 10 to 200 ml over the period of 
investigation were removed from the twelve and twenty-four hour collections. To 
these samples 250 mg of inactive uric acid were added and the samples were then 
processed using the method described by S o r e n s e n  (1960).
Approximately 25 mg of the pure uric acid extracted by this method were weighed 
in the counting vials, and after gently tapping the vials to break up any accumulations 
of uric add crystals, 20 ml of scintillator gel were added by pipette (Help et al., 1960). 
The vials were shaken vigorously to disperse the suspension evenly, cooled at T  4° C 
and counted in an automatic liquid scintillator counter. Duplicates were made of at 
least four samples. Two 25 mg samples of each standard were prepared in the same 
way, and two background samples of 20 ml of the gel were used. A  total of 30,000 
counts were obtained from the majority of samples, the lowest number of counts being 
7,000 when the sample to background ratio was 7 :1.
The percentage of the injected dose contained in each standard sample and the 
weight of uric acid originating from urine in each sample was calculated. The percent­
age of the dose/mg of uric acid in each urine collection was then estimated and the 
results plotted against the midtime of the collection period (Figures 1 and 2).
A ssay o f  in Serum
A standard solution was made by diluting 1.0 ml of the dose solution to 500 ml. 
Duplicate serum, standard and background samples were prepared by adding 1.0 ml 
of serum, standard solution and inactive serum, respectively, to 10 ml of scintillator 
(Bray, 1960). The samples were shaken and kept for three hours to allow the protein 
precipitate to settle. They were then cooled for twenty minutes at -f 4'^  C, and counted 
in an automatic liquid scintillation counter. 10,000 counts were obtained in samples 
taken up to tivo days, and the total counts decreased to a minimum of 1,000 for the
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Fig. 1. Graph sh ow ing percentage o f the in ­
fected dose per m g. o f uric acid in urine, 
plotted against the m id-tim e o f  each collec­
tion period. T hese data w ere fitted by one  
exponential.
Fig. 2. Graph sh ow ing percentage o f  the 
injected dose per mg. o f uric acid in urine, 
plotted against the m id-tim e of each col­
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Fig. 4. Graph sh ow ing the greatest d isagree­
m ent obtained betw een urine and serum  
m easurem ents. The increased concentration  
o f activity in serum  sam ples towards the end  
of the investigation  period could be due to 
re-appearance o f C-14 in breakdow n prod­
ucts o f uric acid.
last sample. Internal standards were added and the samples were reshaken, allowed 
to stand for three hours, and cooled before recounting.
The percentage of the dose/mg of uric acid in each serum sample was calculated and 
the results plotted against the time of sampling (Figures 3 and 4).
D a ta  Analx/sts
programmes with facilities for applying different 
for the data analysis. One of these was developed 
for use on the KDF9 computer (Computer Depart-
Two exponential curve fitting 
weighting factors were available 
by Gilles and B e n  H a m e i d  (1966) 
ment, Glasgow University). This programme,* which is written in Algol, is a least 
squares iterative procedure based 
gramme used was that devised by
on the Newton-Raphson method. The second pro- 
B e r .m .a n  et al. (1962) for simulation and analysis of
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biological models, which also allowed it to be used for exponential curve fitting. An 
advantage of this programme over the Gilles programme is that error estimates of the 
curve parameters are also obtained. The B e r m a n  programme is written in Fortran II, 
and was run on an I.B.M. 7090 computer at Imperial College, London University.
There were three specific points of interest in the urine data analysis problem. The 
first of these concerns the choice of curve fitting programme. The data were therefore 
submitted to both programmes, using initially a weighting factor on each data point 
inversely proportional to the square of the observation. In each case the data were 
fitted both with a single and a double exponential function. The goodness of fit of 
each of the functions to the data was then examined using an F ratio criterion to deter­
mine whether a statistically significant improvement in fit was obtained by fitting a 
double rather than a single exponential function to the data.
The second point concerns the weighting factor to be applied. The data were then 
re-examined using both programmes and substituting a weighting factor proportional 
to the reciprocal of the observation, since the primary sampling procedure consisted 
in collecting samples over a fixed time, and therefore such a weighting factor may be 
more relevent to this situation than the one used previously.
Thirdly, using the weighting factor proportional to the inverse of the observation, 
the data were re-examined leaving out the first data point. There \vere several reasons 
why this data point may be suspect. The initial sampling period was over the first 
twelve hours after the injection. I f  the patienfts bladder was not completely empty at 
the time of the injection of labelled uric acid, the initial concentration may be too low. 
I f  the time for complete mixing in the first pool, assuming more than one does exist, 
is slow, then the measured urine concentration may be too. high. Finally the points on 
the clearance curve have been associated with the mid-time of the sampling period. 
In the most rapidly changing curve examined, this plotting procedure would have 
introduced a 4 ®/o error in the time associated with the first data point.
The results were compared with the clinical findings on each patient, and the cor­
relation between the existance of two components and the presence of gout was 
examined.
The B e r m a n  programme -was then used to analyse the data in terms of a one com­
partment model, and of a two compairmcnt model in those cases where two com­
ponents had been indicated by curve analysis using the G i l l e s  programme and a 
weighting factor inversely proportional to the observation (see below). This analysis 
provided estimates of the parameters of the model and the errors in these parameters. 
This was a model fitting as opposed to an exponential curve fitting procedure. The 
erior in the data due to sampling assay and manipulative procedures has been 
estimated to be ±  5 Vo. The estimate was calculated from the computer derived errors 
in the curve parameters in those cases which were unequivocally found to be mono­
exponential. Since the average value of the ratio of the exponents in those cases where 
two exponentials were found, was greater than 4.5 :1 , and the data accuracy was of 
the order of ±  5 Vo, acceptable errors may be expected in the derived parameters with 
the number of data points used in these investigations ( G la s s  and de G a r e t t a ,  1967).
Results
The results of the mathematical analysis are summarised in Table 1, The comparison 
between the two computer programmes indicates that results compatible with the 
premise of associating two exponential components with the clinical diagnosis of gout 
were more apparent from the analysis of the data carried out by the G i l l e s  programme 
than that obtained using the Bhr.m .an programme (Table 1, columns 3 and 4). V\Tien
».
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the weighting factor was changed to one inversely proportional to the observation, 
this correlation increased (Table 1, columns 2 and 3, 4 and 5) but more so in the case 
o f  the G i l l e s  programme results. When the results '/.ere re-examined with the first data 
point omitted, the correlation decreased. The importance of the early samples is ap­
parent.
Although the correlation between the diagnosis of gout and the detection of the
two exponential functions in the data does not hold absolutely throughout the series,
the data from nine out of the thirteen untreated gout patients were better fitted by a 
double exponential function. O f the remaining two patients who yielded data which 
were fitted with two exponentials, the data from one of these, number 6, yielded one 
exponential only if the first sample point was not included in the analysis. This was 
a  normal subject.
T ab le  1;  N u m b e r  o f  Compotients D e r i ve d  f ro m  Da ta
B erm an Berm an G illes G illes Gilles 
all p o in ts all points all points all points 1st point 
P atien t in  in in  in om itted
N um ber VV.F. (1/Y^) VV.F. (1;Y‘) VV.F. ( \ /Y ^  VV.F. (L'Yb VV.F. (I,'Y) Diagnosis'^''
3 1 1 1 1 1 N orm al (R heum atoid  
A rthritis
11 1 2 1 1 1 N orm al (Rheum atic 
Fever)
6 1 1 2 2* 1 N orm al (M yocardial 
Infarct)
15 — 1 N orm al (A n kylosin g  
Spondilitis)
18 1 1 1 1 1 G out on  allop'#finol
7 1 1 1 1* 2 H yp ertension  and H yper- 
uricaem ia
10 2 2 2 2 2 H ypertension
4 1 1 1 1 1 G out, non  tophaceous 
and H yp ertension
12 1 1 1 1 1 G out, non  tophaceous 
and H yp ertension
17 1 1 1 1 1 G out, non tophaceous
13 1 1 1 2 2 - G out, non  tophaceous
1 2 1 2 2 2 G out, non  tophaceous
16 1 1 1 1 1 G out, tophaceous and 
H yp ertension
19 1 1 1 2 * 1 G out, tophaceous and 
H yp ertension
14 1 1 1 2 2 G out, tophaceous and  
H ypertension
2 2 2 2 2 2 G out, tophaceous and ' 
H yp ertension
S 1 1 2 2 2 G out, tophaceous
5 1 1 2 2 * 1 G out, tophaceous
20 1 1 1 2* 1 G out, tophaceous
9 — — 2 2 2 G out, tophaceous
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The total exchangeable pools and fractional turnover rates, calculated by the B e r m a n  
programme, are presented in Table 2. A hvo compartment model \vas used whenever 
an improved fit had been obtained with two exponentials by the G il l e s  programme 
with all data points and a weighting factor inversely proportional to the observation. 
However, in seven cases, this meant that the B e r m a n  programme was using data in 
which it had not indicated an improvement of fit with two components. In five of these 
cases, the parameter error estimates were, not surprisingly, excessive. For these five 
cases, the value of pool size and fractional turnover rate obtained from the single 
compartment model were inserted in the table. The turnover rate (mg/day) was calcul­
ated from the fractional turnover rate and the pool size. When two compartment 
analysis was used, the size of the first pool only was used to estimate turnover rate.
Table 2:  To t a l  Exchangeable Ur ic  Ac id  Pool  and Tur nover  Rate
T otal Turnover Turnover
Patient Exchangeable Rate Rate
Num ber Pool (mg) (D ay ■‘) (m g/d ay) D iagn osis
3 992 ± . 37 .607 ± .023 602 Norm al (Rheum atoid A rthritis)
11 1081 ± 41 .735 ± .026 795 . N orm al (Rheum atic Fever)
6 1650 ± 47 .508 + .014 838 N orm al (M yocardial Infarct)
15 1019 ± 26 .709 + .018 723 N orm al (A n k ylosin g  Spondylitis)
18 1031 ± 36 .305 ± .010 314 G out on allopurinol
7 1742 ± 52 .373 ± .011 650 H ypertension  and H yperuricaem ia
10 1362 ± 18 .450 + .006 552 H ypertension
4 1284 ± 64 .394 ± .019 506 G out, non tophaceous and H ypertension
12 1569 ± 49 .393 ± .012 616 G out, non  tophaceous and H ypertension
17 1324 ± 22 .494 + .008 659 G out, non tophaceous
13* 1928 ± 34 .400 ± .007 771 G out, non tophaceous
1 1388 ± 20 '.733 + .024 789 G out, non tophaceous
16 2282 ± 53 .361 ± .008 . 824 G out, tophaceous and H ypertension
19*+ 2933 ± 71 .320 ± .008 939 G out, tophaceous and H ypertension
14* 1943 ± 35 .413 X .007 802 G out, tophaceous and H ypertension
2 1948 ± 23 .961 i .027 1542 G out, tophaceous and H ypertension
8 1933 ± 49 .576 i .022 1000 G out, tophaceous
5 2471 ± 138 .562 ± .267 861 G out, tophaceous
20*+ 2475 ± 68 .464 ± .012 1149 G out, tophaceous
9 3199 ±  1477 .480 ± .031 948 G out, tophaceous
* The number of components depends on the inclusion of the first data point.
^  In  this report, all patients w ith clinical or radiological first evidence of urate deposition have 
been classified as having tophaceous gout.
*  O wing to excessive parameter error estimates, pool and turnover estimates were obtained from  
the single exponential analysis.
+ These patients would have a single pool if  the first point were omitted.
The patients have been divided into five groups and the average pool sizes and turn­
over rates have been calculated from the values in Table 2 and presented in Table 3 
(the association of high turnover rates with the presence of tophi is considered to be 
coincidental). The range in each group is also given, although because of the small 
number of patients in.each group these must be interpreted with caution. The larger 
than normal pool sizes in the gout patients is apparent. The pool size of the gout patient 
on treatment with allopurinol is within the normal range, but the turnover rate is well 
below normal.
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T ab le  3: S iiin inary  o f  T o ta l  Exchangeable Pools and T u rn o v e r  Rates
N um ber T otal Exchangeable Turnover Rate
in Pool (mg) (m g/day)
G roup A verag e Range Averag'e Range
■ N orm als 4 1186 992 — 1650 740 723 — 838
G out on  allopurinol 1 1031 — 314 —
H ypertension 2 1552 1362, 1742 601 552, 650
G out, non tophaceous 5 1499 ■ 1284 — 1928 668 506 — 789
G out, tophaceous 8 2398 1933 — 3199 1008 802 — 1542
On comparison with the values of S e e g m il l e r  et ah (1961), the pool size for normals 
is slightly higher (1186 mg compared with 1071 mg). The pool size in one patient with 
hyperuricaemia (No. 7) is higher than normal which also agrees with S e e g m il l e r ' s 
findings on three patients. The average pool size in the gout group who have normal 
turnover rates is 1499 compared with 1400 mg obtained by S e e g m il l e r , and in the gout 
group with high turnover rates the average pool sizes are again comparable (2398 mg 
compared'with 2450 mg). In this latter group the turnover rate was also comparable 
but slightly lower than S e e g m il l e r ' s results (1008 mg/day compared ^vith 1191 mg/ 
day). The value obtained for the turnover rate in four normals is 740 mg/day which is 
close to an average value for three normals of 758 mg/day quoted by B e n e d ic t  et ah 
(1949). Both these figures are higher than the average normal value of 622 mg/day 
measured by S e e g m il l e r  using labelled uric acid and the values of 671 mg/day 
measured by S o r e n s e n  (1963). The reason for this difference is not apparent.
In  the data from five patients the G il l e s  programme indicated that two exponentials 
best fitted the data and the model parameter error estimates obtained by the B e r m a n  
programme were not considered excessive. In these five patients, the presence of two 
pools is considered highly probable. The two compartments' sizes, the transfer rates 
between the compartments, and the errors in these qantities, are presented in Table 4. 
In the case of the three patients with tophaceous gout, the second pools represent 
1 0  Vq,  i s  Vo and 38 Vo of the total uric add pool. In the other two patients the second 
pool represents 10 Vo and 22Vo of the total.





Pool S ize (V i) 
(mg)






betw een  
Com partm ents
m g/day
10 1227 ±  17 135 ±  15 522 ±  11 77 ±  21
8 1736 ±  66 197 ±  64 1000 ±  55 148 ±  114
1 1076 ±  35 312 ±  32 789 ±  38 390 ±  101
2 1606 ±  46 342 ± . 35 1542 ±  70 329 ±  76
9 1975 ± 2 0 8 1224 ±  1283 948 ±  115 195 ±  39
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The possibility of obtaining reliable estimates of pool size and turnover rates from 
radioactivity measurements in the serum was investigated in thirteen patients and the 
results are compared with the results obtained from the calculations based on all the 
urine data in each patient, in Table 5. The serum concentration measured in samples 
taken between days 2 and 9 inclusive were used. These limits were taken to minimize 
any second pool effects by eliminating the values taken before day 2, and to minimize 
the effect due to the appearance of breakdown products of uric acid in the serum by 
ignoring data taken after day 9. This criterion was evolved after inspection of the serum 
clearance curves. A monoexponential function was fitted to this data and the pool size 
and turnover rates were estimated.
Table 5; Comparison o f  Pool Size and T u rn o ve r  Estimated f ro m  U r in e  an d  Serum
P atient N um ber Pool Size (mg) Turnover (mg/day)
U rin e Serum U r in e Serum
11 1081 975 795 906
18 1031 1474 314 392
10 1362 1446 552 665
7 1742 1455 650 611
12 1569 1570 616 631
16 2282 2689 824 789
19 2933 3092 939 1014
17 1324 1804 659 837
13 1928 2421 771 968
14 1943 3044 802 893
8 1933 1668 1000 938
20 2475 3084 1149 1545
9 3199 4006 948 1735
Standard Error o f Estim ate 
“  12.3 Vo on serum  m easurem ent
Standard Error o f Estim ate 
=  19.6 Vo on serum  m easurem ent
There is a very high correlation (0.96) between the same quantities estimated by the 
different methods but the standard error of the estimates are 12.3 Vo and 19.6 Vo for 
pool size and turnover rate respectively. This would imply that although the serum 
method can probably be used to obtain useful estimates of the quantities in large scale 
population studies, the application of the serum results in a particular individual is less 
useful than a study performed by analysis of urine samples.
Discussion
Obvious difficulties arise in interpreting the radioactive uric acid clearance data in 
terms of pool size and turnover rates when the clearance curve is not monoexponential. 
In general, attempting to treat such data as a monoexponential function will yield an 
overestimate of the first pool size and turnover rate. In most cases no significant errors 
will be introduced but in cases associated with large pools and high turnover rates, 
the errors may be 20 Vo or more. This is the difference in the estimate o f both pool 
size and turnover rate i f  the data from the patient 2, for example, are analysed first 
as a monoexponential function and then as a double exponential function.
During the course of this investigation, several factors which are of importance in 
analysing this type of data emerged. The first point concerned the weighting factor 
to be associated with each data point prior to curve analysis. The weighting factor to
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be used depends on the sampling technique and measurement procedure. That is to 
say, there are two main considerations which determine the correct weighting factor 
which should be used. One is in the primary sampling and the other in the measure­
ment techniques and manipulation. There were three stages in the sampling process in 
this investigation; firstly, the collection of urine over a fixed time period, secondly, 
taking a fraction from each collection sample, and thirdly, taking a fraction of the second 
samples for radioactive assay purposes. Fixed time sampling requires that a weighting 
factor inversely proportional to the observation should be applied. The data were 
analysed using this weighting factor. The data were also examined, for comparison, 
using a weighting factor inversely proportional to the square of the specific activity, 
and as shown this yielded results which gave less correlation with the clinical dia­
gnosis. The effect of the secondary sampling procedure is probably such as to make 
the correct weighting factor which should be applied inversely proportional to the 
observation raised to a power whose value is between unity and 1.5. It should be 
stressed that the choice of the correct weighting factor is independent of the final 
method of assessing the results.
The method of obtaining urine samples by collection over fixed time periods is an 
important consideration when the results are to be examined by exponential curve 
analysis. The concentration of radioactive uric acid in the urine collection represents 
the average concentration over the whole period since the last occasion on which the 
bladder %vai emptied. If  the concentration is to be associated with a particular time 
value, it is important that the bladder should be emptied at the end of each sampling 
period. I f  this is not done then the time to which each concentration estimate refers 
may be subject to a comparatively large error especially during the early part of the 
investigation. One further more elementary point concerns assigning the time value 
to the mid-point of the collection period. This assumes a linear function, and it would 
be more correct to select a time corresponding to the average value of the function 
during this period. This error is small and corresponds to an error of only 4 Vo in the 
time associated with the first data point. In the case of the most rapidly changing urine 
concentration curve observed.
The question still remains whether the initial curvature of the urine clearance data 
is due to a slow mixing effect or a second pool or possibly both of these. The effect of 
slow mixing would be most apparent on the first data point, for which, as mentioned 
previously, there are other grounds for suspecting its reliability. However, in none of 
the five cases in which it is suggested above that it is highly probable that a second 
compartment exists, was this result dependent on the inclusion of the first data point 
in the analysis. This would imply that even if mixing in the first compartment was not 
complete for twelve hours, the final result suggesting the presence of a second com­
partment, would have been unaffected. It seems unlikely that the immediate uric acid 
pool would be associated with a physiological pool whose mixing time would greatly 
exceed twelve hours. The decision to include the first data point was based on the 
greater correlation obtained when results were compared with the clinical findings.
The final outstanding problem posed by this investigation is associated with the 
choice of the curve fitting programme. The difference in the mathematical methods 
used in these two programmes is assumed to account for th‘e results obtained. This 
point is being examined at present. "R^ v ,Lwj :ui" G'rrôr"-e:K’'ln-t-atjr
Æîllgi: prng-.imm ' lu .;i'1 ■!<-inm jn. R must be stressed however that the theory of 
estimating confidence regions of non linear parameters is not well developed and any 
estimates obtained from the curve fitting procedures are only approximate. No mathe­
matical criteria of selecting a particular curve fitting procedure for any specific problem 
can be given by us at this time.
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Conclusion
The existence of a second pool of uric acid, or alternatively, the existence of uric 
acid in a physiologically different form, is highly probable in five patients. In these 
patients no inconsistency exists between the number of exponentials present, the 
magnitude of the error estimates, or the effect of the presence or omission of the first 
data point. The exchange of uric acid between serum and tophi has been suggested 
by S e e g m i l l e r  (1963) and S o r e n s e n  (1962) and it would seem reasonable to assume 
that the second pool here represents either microtophi or the exchangeable surface of 
tophaceous deposits. The two compartments analysis procedure provides a method of 
obtaining a quantitative estimate of the exchangeable uric acid associated with tophi 
or microtophi.
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APPENDIX B
PROGRAM I : Exponential C w v e  Pitting Program using 
Two Stagp Minimizati0^ 5r^thod ♦
PROGRAM II; Exponential Curve Pitting Program using 
Ghe Stage Minimization^bthod • 
PROGRAMIII: Exponential Curve Pitting Program using 
Bernan iVfethod *
INPUT DATA
The input data for the three progranoB are the sarr© , and . 
they are :
(i) N1 j { number of sets oT data to be fitted )
(il) Data set number j
(iii)Case ; ( weighting factor ; is either 1 i#e the observations
have a uniform weiÿits , 2 i.e the observations are
taken at fixed interval of time cr 3 i.e the
observations are taken at fixed number of counts )
(iv) N J ( number of trials : N is always eqml tp 1 unless it
is required to fit the data (the same set) to 
different number of exponents in this case steps (iiiv) 
and (ix) shoud be repeated with new values)
(v) m Î ( number of observations )
(vl) t^ ft2 j $..
(vii)y^ ;yg; ... ;y^;
(viii) n  I ( number of exponents )
1 ; 2 nj ( initial values of exponents )
OUTPUT
The following results are the output from each program : 
(i) Data set number j 
(ll) Wel^tlng factor ; .
(ill) Number of exponents j
(iv) Coefficients j
(v) Standard errors of coefficients and exponents ;
(vl) Exponents ;
(vli) I^ximum absolute value of correction in exponents j
(viii) Sum squares of residuals ;
(ix) Variance ratio (P) ;
(x) Probability of P ;
(xi) Number of iterations j
begin library AO,A6,Al4 j
comnBnt Ihis program is for Exponential Curve Fitting 
using W O  STAGE MINIMIZATION riBthocLj 
procedure EXP MAT(a,t^n, ra,E) • 
va lue a,t,n,mj integer n,mj array a^t^Ej
M&a ïstegen
f or it- 1 step 1 until n do
for j ; - 1 step 1 mtil m d^
Eli, j] :«exp(-a[i]xt[ j] ); 
end EXP MAT; 
pr ocedure MIT TRANS (E,n,m,D) ; 
value E,n,m; integer n,mj array E,D;
ÏD^eggr i, j;
for 1 := 1 step 1 until n do
■ f cr J:= 1 step 1 until m do
Et j,i]:«E[i,j ]; 
end MAT TRANS; 
procedure DIAG(t^m,T); 
y a lug t,ra; integer m; array t,T; 
begin integer i, j;
f or i 1 step 1 until m do 
f cr j:= 1 step 1 m t i l ra ^
T[ i, J] ;= If i= j then tt j] else O.O; 
end DIAG; 
procedure MM MULT (E,D,n,m,G) ; 
value E,D,n,m; integer n,m; 'array E,D,G;
begin i n b e ^  r^l gj
f eg 1:- 1 step 1 until n do 
begin f eg k:= 1 step 1 until n do 
begin g:«0,Oj
for j:= 1 step 1 until m do 
g:«Ell,j]xD[ j,k]4gj 
g[ 1 jk] î"g5
end;
end ; 
end MM MULTj 
^gcedure SMM MULT (E,T,n,m,ET) ;
i  ^
value E,T,n,m; Integer n,mj array E,T,ET; 
begin integer i,J,k; real g;
. for i:=1 step 1 until n do
begin f eg k:-1 step 1 until m do 
te gin g:=0.0;





end SMM MULT; 
procédure W  MULT (E,y^n,m^a) ; 
ye lug E^y^n^m; Integer n^m; array E,y,aj 
begin integer i,j; reaj, g;
for 1:-1 step 1 until n do 
begin g;==0,0;




end W  m o l t ; 
procédure SUB(G,A1 ,n,X) ;
yali^ G,A1 ,nj integer n; array G,Al ,X; 
i n b e ^ i , j ;
for i:=1 step 1 until n do
f or J:«1 step 1 until n ^
Xli,j] J=G[1,J]-Al[i,j]j 
end MAT SUB; 
real procedure MAX EL(*b,n)j 
value b,nj integer nj array b; 
be g to integer i; real eps; 
eps := O.O;
for i:«1 step 1 until n do
eps := ^  abs (b[ i] )>eps then abs (b[ i] ) e Ise eps ;
MAXEL := eps ; 
end MAX EL; 
real ^ ocedure PR0B(F,n1 jn2) ; 
value Pjn1,n2; integer n1^n2; real F; 
begin real prob,a0,b0^u0jx0,a1 ,a2,a3^a4;
aü:==1 .0 -2 ,0/( 9.0xn2 )j bO:=1 ,0 -2 ,0/(9.Oxnl );
uO : « (a OXPT ( 1 /3 ) “bO )/ ( (1 , 0 -a 0)xFT ( 2/3 ) +1 .0 -b O) T (1 /2 ) ;
al :-=0 , 278393 j a 2 :=0,2 3 0 3 8 9; a3 ;=0:0 0 0 9 7 2;
a4:=0,07 8IO8 ; xO:^uO/sqrt (2.0);
prob:«0,5/( ( ( (a4xx0*îa3)xx0*fa2)xx04a1 )xxO+1,0)î4;
FROB prob; 
end PFOB; 
procedure SOLVE (C,n,R^X,FAIL) ;
value C^n^R; integer n; late 1 FAIL; array C,R,X; 
iteSia integer i^iml JJ,k; real t,modt,p,modp;
array ROTC,RGl‘JR[l ;n] ; integer array j[ 1 :n] ; 
for i:-1 step 1 until n do 
begin RCM:p:=modp:=:0,0;
for j:=1 Step 1 until n do 
begin ROTC[ j] :«t:«c[i, J] ;
modt := to t< 0* 0 then -t e lae t ; 
to moit>inodp then
te gin p:=t ; modpi-modt; j j: = j end
end;
to p = 0,0 then g o W  FAIL; 
f or j:=l step 1 m t i l  n ^  
b ^ n  C[ i, j] :=ROWC[ j] :=RCWC[ j]/p;
R[ 1, j] :"RCWR[ J] :=R[ 1, j]/p;
end ;
j E i] !” jj; inii ;
fer j:-1 step 1 until Im1 jl+1 step 1 until n do 
begin
for k:«l step 1 until n do 
begin C[ .l^ k] ;=c[ .1.k] -ROWC[ klxfc ;




for i:=s1 step 1 until n do 
tegln JJ:«J[l];




procedure INVERT (M^n, MI^PAIL) ; 
value M,n; integer n; ,3atel PAIL; array M, MT; 
begin integer i,J; array R[1:n,1:n]; 
f cr i:-1 step 1 until n do 
f or J;«l step 1 until n (to 
R[1j j] := if i" j then 1,0 eIse 0,0;
SOLVE (M,njR,MI^FAIL); 
end INVERT ; 
pr océdure WVEC (n^ f >c ) ; 
value n^f j,c; integer n^f ; array c ; 
begin int^er i;
f or i 1 step 1 until n do
begin write (7û,f,c [ i] ) j
if i/4 -i-:-4 and n > 4 then 
write text (7<^j[X2c 24s ] ] ) ; 
end ; 
end. W E C  j 
procedure FCRM(A,c ^K^V^n^X); 
value A^c^K^V^nj integer nj array A,o,K,V,X; 
begin integer i,j;
for i := 1 step 1 until n to
for j 1 step 1 until n do
M g i n  J ]  : = A [ i ,  J ]  ;
Xli,J+n] :=X[ J4n,i] :-^-K[i, j];
X[ i-m, j4n] :=c[ i]xV[ i j  j ]  ;
e nd ; 
end F CRM; 
procedure FEEZ(Z,A,n,ra,v,b,F2);
va lue njîïi; integer n,m; label F2; array Z,A,v,b; 
begin inte^r i,j;
f or i:= 2 step 1 until n do
begin f or j:= 2 step 1 until n to
vIl-1] :=v[l];
end ;
in v e r t(z,n-1 ,A,P2)j MV MULT(A,v,n-1 ,n-1 ,1:) ;
for 1 := n step «1 until 2 do 
*b[ i ] : =b[ i -1 ] ;
■b[l]:=o,o;
end PEEZ;
integer n,ra,N,P,h,Nl ^ case,NI,I,i^ J,k,n1 ,n2^f 1 ,f 2; real prob^F; 
open(20); open(70);
Nl :=read (20) ; comment the number cf sets cf data; 
f 1 :-f crirat (^ndds ;]_) ; f 2:-f crnat ( 4^s-fd,ddddsdddds lo-hid; j_); 
f or I:=1 step 1 until Nl do
begin write text (70^U_p%DATA^SET^NUr/IBERn 3s%2) ; 
copy text (20,70,[^; ;]^ );
case !“ read (20); coiment the weighting factor;
N :« read (20); comitent the number of trials;
m := read (20); comment the number of observations;
begin array t ,y,f ,r,w[l :m],T,W[l : m,1 :m] ,S[ 0:N] 1 :N]
integer array df t 0:N]; 
f or J;~1 step 1 until m to 
t[ j]:=read(20); DIAG(t,m,T); 
for J:«1 step 1 until m do 
tegto y[ J] :=F ;=read (20) ;
w[ J] :=1,0/PT(case-1 ) ; 
end ;
comnent t and y are the values cf observations; 
DIAG(w,m,W);
write text (70, ^ 4s JVffilGHTING-^FACTCRUsXl);
write (70if1jcase); •
for. k :=1 Btep 1 until N do
Wgln n:=read(20)j c onrnsnt the number of exponents 
h:=2xn;
write text(7ü,ü_3clNUMBER*CF*EXPONENTS£8sn) 
write(70»f 1 >n) J
begin array EjEW,ET,ETT[1 :n,1: m] ,D[1 :m,1 :n] 
,B,C,K,V,Z,BK,CK,A,A1[1:n,1;n]
,X,X1 [ 1 :h,1 :h] ,alïha,a,o ,v ,z, 
delta alEha[1;n]j 
for 1;=1 step 1 until n do 
alïha[ l] ;=read (20) j






INVERT (A,n,A1,P2 )j 
MV MULT(EW,y,n,m,a);
MV 'MUIT(A1 ,a,n,n,c) ;
MV MULT(D,c,m,n,f ) j
for J s t e p  1 until m do
r[ j] ;=y[ j]-f t j] j
SMM MüLT(EW,T,n,m,ET) ;

















df[k] :=ra-h-1 } goto Qj
end ;
INVERT (Z,n,CK,P2);
W  MULT (CK,v,n,njdelta alfha); 
df [ k] :=m-hj 
Q : for i;»1 step 1 until n do
be pin alpha[ 1] :=alïha[ l]-de Ita al#ia[ l] ; 
If alphaEl] <0.0 then goto Pi ;
end;
S[k];=0.üj •
f er J:=1 step 1 until m ^
St k] ;=r[ j]wE j]xp[ j]+S[ k] ;
NI:=NI+1 j
IX MAXEL(delta al^ia^n) > m-4 
and B=Ü then got p LL;
FGRM(A,c,K,V,n,X);
to a [ 1 ] « 0.0 then
begin for 1:= 1 step 1 until n do
f or j:= 1 step 1 until n-1 do
X[i, j4n] :=X[ J4n,i] :=X[i, J4-1 -hi] ; 
for i := n step 1 until h -2 do
f ca? j:= n step 1 mti 1 h-2 do
x[i+1 ,J+1 ] :=X[l+2,J+2];
INVERT (X,h-1 ,X1 ,F2); 
for i:- h step -1 until n+2 do 
Xl[l,i]:=Xl[l-1,i-1]j 
XI [n+1 >n+1 ] :=. 0.o; 
end else INVERT(X,h,XI ,P2); 
write text (70,[X2olCCEPPICIENTSh 2s ]J_) ; 
WVEC (n,f2,c) j 
MS[k] := S[k]/df[k];
write text (70,[j_2c ]_STE*CF*PARAMSTERS£7s 
1);
for i:= 1 step 1 until h do
begin to XI [ i,i] < ü,ü then got o R ; 
f [i] :«sqrt (r^ [ k]xXl [i,i] ) ;
end;
WVEC(h,f2,f )j goto MJ 
B ; write text (70^[^****N0'^TE*EIElvENTS 
*CF *mTRIX *ARE *NE GATD/Ej ) j 
M : write text (70,[X2c ]ALPRA[_1 5s ]_****]^) ;
W E C  (n,f 2,alfha) ; 
write text (70,^2olmX-^ABS*DELTA* 
ALPHA^5s]l);
write (7Bjf 2,MAXEL(delta alïha,n) ); 
write text (70,£L2c1s™^QUARES* 
CF^ESIDUALSj^) j 
write(70,f2,S[k] );
P;=P*f1 j P=1 then goto LLJ 
to then 
begin S[ o] ; = 0 .0 j
f cr J:=1 step 1 until m do 
S [  O ]  : = y [  j ] x y [  j ] 4 - G [ 0 ]  ;  
df [ 0] :=m;
end;
n2:“df[k]; nl :=df [ k-1 ]-n2;
SM[ k] :=abs (s[ k -1 ] -S[ k] )/n1 j 
• t o  S r Æ k ] < r s l k ]  then
begin P :=MSl k]/SMi[ k] ;
FT Ob t~  PR0B(P,n2,n1 ); 
end else 
begin P:=SM[ k]/MS[ k] ;
prob := FRüB(P,n1 ,n2) J
end ;





write text(70,[[2c ^ NUMBER *QP * 
ITERATIONS [,6s ]_]_) ; 
write(7ü,f 1 ,NI-1 )J goto EXIT,* 
pi: write text (70j^[_2cXPAIIED*IN* 
EXPCNENTIATIQN]_)j goto EXITJ 
P2: write text (70,[X2c]_PAIEED*IN*




end ; clcse(70)j close (2o); 
end^
,library Aü,A6,Al4j
conmBnt Ihis program is for Exponential Curve Pitting 
using ONE STAGE MINIMIZATION nethod; 
procedure EXP MAT (a,t ,n jm,E) ; 
value a.,t,n,raj integer n^mj array a,t,Ej
lSS3 Ük ïabeger i, j;
f er i:« 1 step 1 until n to 
for J:« 1 step 1 until m do 
E[i, j] :-exp(-a[i]xt[ j] ); 
end EXP MAT; 
pr ocedure MAT TRANS (E,n^m^D) ;
Y Ê l m  i n ^ e r  n,ra; aiu^y E,D;
be^in integer i,j;
f or i:« 1 step 1 until n do
f or J:« 1 step 1 until m do
D[j,l]:=E[l,j]; 
end MAT TRANS; 
procedure DIAG(t,m,T); 
value t,m; integer m; array- t,T; 
begin integer i,j;
far 1 step 1 until m do
f or J:« 1 step 1 until ra do
Tti> J] if i= j then t[ j] else 0,0; 
end DIAG;
procedure MM MULT (E,D,n,m,G) ; 
yalue E,D,n,m; integer n,m; arrax E,D,G;
real gj
f er 1:- 1 step 1 mtll n do
begin fer k:« 1 step 1 until n do
begto g:=ü.üj
fer J;- 1 step 1 until ra do 
*
g:-E[l, j]xDt Jjk]+gj. 
Gti,k]:=g;
end;
- end j 
end m  rWLTJ
procedure Sî® MUEP(E,T,n,ra,ET) j
ù  ■ ■ ■ '
value E,T^n^m; Integer'n,m; array E,TjET;
begin integar i,j,k; reaj. g;
. fer i:“1 step 1 until n do
begin fer k:=1 step 1 until m do
MBia g:=o.o;





end s m  rCTLT; . . .
procedure W  MUET(E,y,n,ra,a); 
value E,y,njin; integer n^ ra; array E,y^a; 
begin Integer i, .1; real g;
fer 1:=1 step 1 until n do 
g:=0. Üj




end W  MOLTj .
j^QgedTffe MAT SI© (G,Al ,n,X) j 
value G,A1 ,nj integer nj array G,Al,Xj 
integer i, j;
f gr - i sjte^  1 until n d o
f œ  j:=i sjten 1 until n to
end MAT SUBj 
real îg*ocedure MAX EL(‘b,n)j
va lue b,nj inte^r n; array b; ■ * .
begin integer i; real eps: 
eps := O.üj
f er i:=1 step 1 until n t o
eps ;= to abs (b[ i] )>eps then abs (b[ i] ) e Ise eps j
I4AXEL" :« eps j .
end MAX EL; 
real ^ ocedune ?RQ3 (F,n1 jn2) j 
value F,n1,n2; integer n1,n2; real F; 
te gin real prob,aO,bO,uO,xO,a1 ,a2,a3 ,a4 j
aO:==:1.0-2.0/(9.0xn2) j bO:=^ 1.0-2.0/(9.Oxnl ) j 
uO:= (aOXFT(1 /3  )-bO)/( (1 . 0-ao)xFT(2/3 ) +1 .0-bO)T (1/2 ); 
• a1 :^0.278393 ; a2:=0.230389; a3 :=0.000972; 
a4 :=0.078108; xO:==uO/sqrt (2.0); •
prob:=0,5/ ( (( (a4xx04a3 )xx0-îa2 )xx:0*fa1 )xx0+1 .0)t4 ;
PR OB := prob; 
end PROB; ; * .
procédure SOLVE (C,n,H^X,FAIL) ;
y a lue C,n,H; . Integer n ; label FAIL; array C,H,X;
Integer i,±m1 , J, JJ,k; reaj, t ,modt, p,molp; 
array ROTC,RQ‘7R [1 :n] ; Integer array j[ 1 :n] ; 
f or i:~1 steg 1 until n do 
tegin R 5 7^:p: = modp;-0.0;
for J:-1 step 1 until n do 
tegto RQ'7C[ j] ;=t :==€[ i, j] ;
modt:- to t<0.0 then -t eIse t; 
to modt> mod p then
begin p;=t ; . mcdp:=modt; jj: = j end
to p » 0 .0 then goto FAIL; 
for j:=l steg 1 until n do 
begin C[ i, j] :=RWC[ j] :=ROn'c[ j]/pj 
R[i,j] :«nOJR[ j] :=R[l,j]/p;
j[1]:=jj; Irai :=i-1j
fer j:=5l step 1 until imi ,1+1 step 1 until n c 
begin t:=C[j,jj];
fer k;”1 step 1 until n to 
^gin et J,k] :=C[ J,k]-RCj.'/C[k]xb;
R[ J,k] :=R[ J,k]-RO'/R[k]xfc
e m  ;
end;
endj <
f œ  i :-1 steg 1 until n dp 
te gin J j:=j[ i] ;




procedure INVERT (M,n, lü,FAIL) j 
value M,n; integer n; .Ig-te l FAIL; array M, ME ; 
tegin integer i,j; array R[1;n,1:n]; 
fer i:=1 steg 1 until n dp 
f er j:-1 step 1 until n to 
R[i, j] := i= J then 1.0 else 0.0; 
SOü/E(M,n,R^MI,FAIL); '
end i n v e r t; 
procedure VTVEC (n,f ,c ) ; 
value n,f,cj intep^r n,fj array c ;
for 1 :« 1 step 1 until n do 
tegto write (?0^f ,c[i]) j
if i/4  =1+4 and n > 4 then 
write text (70,[J^ 2c24s J]_) ;
end ; 
end VATEC j 
ly ccedure FCeM(A,c ,K,V,n,X) ; 
value A,c,K,V,nj integer nj array A,g ,K,V,X; 
iabeggr i,j;
f cr 1:= 1 ste^ 1 until n do
for j:= 1 step 1 until n do
begin X[i, j];=Ati,j] j
X[i, J+n] :=X[ J4n,i] ;=-K[i, j]; 




value n,h,ra; integer n,h,m; label F2j array X,Xl,d,bj 
begin i n t e ^  i,jj
for 1;« 1 step 1 until n do
f or j:= 1 step 1 until n-1 do
X[i, J4n] :=X[ j4n,i] :=X[ i, j+1 +n] ; 
f or 1:= n step 1 until h-2 do 
begin for j:= n step 1 until h-2 do 
X[ i+1, j+1 ] :=X[ i+2, J+2] ;
dtl+1 ] ;=d[l+2] J 
end;
INVERT (X,h-1 ,XI ,F2); W  MULT (XI ,d,h-1 ,h-1 ,b); 
for 1 := h step -1 until n+2 do 
begin bt i] :=b[i-1 ] ;
Xl[i,l]:=Xl[i-1,i-1];
end;
b[n+1 ] !“X1[n+1 ,n+1 ] ;=0.0;
end FEEZ;
inte.ogr n,m,N,P,h,Nl ,case,NI,I,i, j,k,nl ,n2,f 1 ,f 2; read, prob
open (20); open(70);
Nl :=read (20); comnent the number of sets of data;
f1 :-f ornat (^ndds ;]^) ; f 2:=f crirat ([^4s+i.ddddsdddds io-fnd;2) ;
f or I;=1 step 1 until Nl do
bsjto write text (7 0J^.p2DATA*^ET*NUî-1BER^ 3s ]^]_) ; 
copy text (2 0 ,7 0,^; ;2);
case := read (20); conment the weighting factor;
N ;= read (20); comirent the number of trials;
m := read (20); comment the number of observations
begin array t ,y,f ,r ,w[ 1 : m] ,T,V/[ 1 : m,1 ; m] ,S[ 0:N] , r©,SM[ 1
; integer array dft 0:N]; 
f or J:=1 step 1 until m do 
t[ j] :=read (2 0 ); DIAG(t,m,T); 
f œ  j:=1 step 1 until m do 
begin y[ j] :=F:=read (20) ;
w[ J] :=1-O/Pt (case-1 )j
end;
comnent t and y are the values of observations;
write text (70^[L^s JWEIGHTING^FACTCB^^s^}) ;
write (7G,f1,case);
for k :=1 step 1 until N do
begin n:=read(20); comment the number of exponents j 
h:«2xn;
write text (70,2L3o2NUMBER*GF*EXPCNENTS28s12) j 
write(7ü^f1, n ) i
begin array E,EV/,ET,ETT[ 1 :n,1 :m],D[l :m,1 :n] 
,B,C,K,V,Z,BK,GK,A,A1[1:n,1 :n]
,X,X1 [ 1 :h,1 :h] ,alpiia,a,c,v 
delta alï^a[ 1 ;n] ,d,b[ 1 :h] ;
•for i:-1 step 1 until n do 
alpha[i] :=read(20);






INVERT (A,n,Al ,F2) ;
MV MULT(EW,y,n,ra,a);
MV MÜLT(A1 ,a,n,n,c );
MV MULT(D,c,rajn,f ); 
f œ  J:=1 ste_p 1 until ra ^  
rl j] :=y[ j] -f [ j] j 
S M  MULT(EW,T,n,m,ET);
•MM MULT(ET,D,n,m,B);











W  MULT(EW,r,n,m,z)j 
PCRM(A,c,K,V,n,X); 
f or 1:*= 1 step 1 ffltll n do 
begin d[i]:=z[l];
d[Hn] :=-c[l]xv[l] ; 
end ;
If alpha[ 1 ]«0.0 then
begin PEEZ(X,X1,n,h,rajd,b,P2 )j
df[k] :=m-h-1 ; goto Qj
end ;
INVERT(X,h,Xl,P2 );
MV MULT(X1 ,d,h,h,b)j df[k]:=m-h;
Q ; f or* 1:=1 step 1 until n do
begin delta alpha[l] :=b[Hn] ;
alphat 1] :=alpha[ 1]-(delta alpha[l] 
if aljha[l] <0.0 then goto El ;
end ;
S[k] :=0.0j
for J:=1 step 1 until m do 
S[k] :=r[ j]%f[ j]Xf[ j]4^ [k] ;
NI:=NI-H ;
If MAXEL(b,n) > w-5 then goto LLJ 
write text(70, ^ 2cXCCEPPICIENTSn2sXl); 
WVEC (n,f2,c); 
m[k] := S[k]/df[k]; 
write text(70,XL2ol^TE *QP «PARAMETERS
17811);
f or 1:= 1 step 1 until h do 
, begin If XI [ 1,1] < 0 .0 then goto Rj 
f[l]:=sqrt(MS[ k]xX1[1,1])j
end j
VnrEC(h,f2,f )j goto Mj
R : write text (70,[.****NG*STE*EIEr®NTS
*QP *MATR IX *ARE ^ NE GATIVEj ) j 
M ; write text (70, [[ 2c ]ALHJA[ 15s ]****]) ;
WVEC (n ,f 2 ,a Ipha ) ; 
write text (7 0 ,[_[_2clMAX*ABS^ELTA* 
PARAiœTER *]_) j
write(70,f2,MAXEL(b,n) )j 
write text (7 0,1 ^2clSUM*SQUARES*
• CF*RESIDUAL51); 
wrlte(7ü,f2,S[k])j 
P;=P+1 } ^  B=1 then goto LLj
if k=1 then 
begin S[0] :«0.0j
f OP j ;=1 stag 1 until m do
s[ 0 ] :=y[ j] j]>y[ j] 4G[ O] j
df [ O] :«ra;
end;
n2;"df [ k] j nl :==df [ k-1 ] -n2 j 
SM[ k] :=abs (s[ k-1 ] -S[ k] )/n1 ; 
if SM[k]<r©[k] 
begin F;=M3[k]/SM[ k] ;
prpob := PR0B(F,n2,n1 ) ; 
end else 
be^^ F ;=srf k]/MS[ k] ;
ppob := PRGB(F,n1 ,n2);
end ;





write (7 0,f 2 ,pro"b) ;
write text (70, [^2o ].NUMBER *DP *
■ ITERATIQNSl6s IJ.) J 
write(70,f 1 ,N1-1 ) ;  goto EXITJ 
Pi: write text (7 0,ll2olPAIIED*IN* 
EX PCHENT lATI ON ]_ ) j 
goto EXIT5 





end; close (7 0 ); close (2 0); 
end“>
begin library AO,a 6,A14;
Çomnant Ibis program is for Exponential Curve Fitting
using HERMAN method j
procédure EXP I%T(a,t,n,m,E) j
value a,t,n,m; integer n,m; array a,t,E;
b ^ i n  i, j;
f or i;« 1 steg 1 until n do 
f or j:= 1 step 1 until m do 
E[i, j] :“0xp("a[ i]xt[ j] ) j 
end EXP MAT; 
pr ocedure MAT TRANS (E,n,m,D) ;
■ value E,n,m; integer n^m; array E,D; 
begin integer i, j;
for i:« 1 step 1 until n do
f^ cr J:« 1 step 1 until m do
D [ J , i ]  
end MAT TRANS j 
procédure DIAG(t,m,T) j 
vaj.ue t,m; integer m; array t,T;
isÈâais.
f cr i:= 1 step 1 until m do
f or , J := 1 step 1 until m to
T[i^ j] ;= if i~J then t[ j] else 0.0;
end DIAG;
pr ocedure MM MULT (E,D,n, m, G) ;
value E,D,n,m; Integer n,mj arra^. E,D,GJ
fer 1:=^  1 step 1 until n do 
begto for k:= 1 steo 1 until n do
^ S i a
f cr J:« 1 step 1 until ra do 




end im MULT; 
prcpedure SM?4 MULT (E,T,n,ra,ET); 
y a l ^  E,T,njin;"integer n,rn; array E,T,ET; 
begin integer i,J,k; real g;
Uga i step 1 until n do 
begin f cr k:=1 step 1 until m do 
te gin g:=0.0;'
f <g* j:=1 step 1 until m to 
. g:=E[i,j]xT[ J,k3+gJ 
' Et [i,k] :=gj 
end;
end;
•end SMT-Î ?+lTLT; 
pr ocedure W  ?'rjLT (S,y ,n, m,a ) ; 
value B,y,n,ra; integer n,ra; array E,y,a; 
begin integer i, j; real g;
for 1:«1 step 1 until n do
gin g:“0,Oj




end r^ ULT ; 
ffpcediye KAT SUB (GjAl ,n^X) j 
yalvg G,Al ,nj integer n; array GjAl ,Xj
f or i:“1 step 1 until n do 
for '“Step 1 until n ^  
Xti,j];=G[l,j]-Al[l,j] j
end FAT SUBj 
real g*coedure MAX EL(b^n); 
value b^nj integer nj array b; 
begin integer i; real e^s; 
eps O.Oj
for iipl step 1 until n do
eps ■ ^  abs (b[ i] )>eis then abs (b[ i] ) e Ise eps ;
I^ IAXEL eps ; 
end MAX ELj
real ^ o c edure FRQ3(F,n1 ^ n2); . .
yaltie F^n1jn2j integer n1 ,h2; real F; 
begin real probjaO^bO^uOjxOjal ,a2ja3^a^ j
aO:=1,0-2,0/(9.0xn2}j bO:=1.0-2.0/(9,Oxn.l ) j
uO:« (a QxFt (1/3) -bO)/ ( (1 . 0-a o)x?T (2/3 ) +1 ,0-b 0)t (1 /2 ) j
al :«o, 278393 j a2:«0.2303 8 9j a3 1=0 . 0 00972 j
a4;*=0,0 7 8 1 0 8 j xO:s=uO/sqrb (2 . 0 ) j 
prob:“ 0, 5/((((a4xx0-fa3)xx04a2)xx0-fa1 )xxO+1 .0 )TÜj 
PR OB := probj 
end FR03J 
pr coedure SGD7E (C jnjRjXjFAIL) ;
value C^n^Fj integer nj label FAIL; array C,R.X; 
beglji. integer ijim1 ,J, Jj,k; real t^rnodtjP^nxdp;
array BO//C,RO‘fR[ 1 i n ]  I integer array j[l :n]; 
for i:-1 step 1 until n do 
Wgin RQ*f ;p:g=mcdp; = 0. 0;
f eg j;=1 s t ^  1 until n ^  
bsRln RaVC‘[ .1] ;gt;=C[l,.i] ;
modt t<0.0 then -t else t ;
if xnodt>n;cdp then 
• begin p:-t j modp:=mcdt; Jj: = J end 
end;
^  p - 0.0 then got o FAIL; 
for j:=1 step 1 until n 
Tjesdn C[ i, j] :=Ra;c[ j] ;=RD/C[ j]/pj 
R[i,j] j] :=R[i,J]/?5
end ;
jE 1 ] •" JJ ) iHi1 Î—i—1 J
for j:=1 step 1 until imi ^ 1+1 step 1 until n do 
begin t:=C[j,Jj]j
f og k;=1 step 1 until n do
j,k]:=c[ j^k]-RCT,VC[k]xt;
' . R[ jjk]:=R[ jjk].^Om[k]xt
end;
end;
■ m l ;  ' \
for i:-' sten 1 until n do 
begin jj:=j[i];
f or j:=1 step 1 until n ^
x[jj,j]:=Rtl,j]
end '
end s o l v e; ' .
pr ccedvgg DTVERT (M^n^MT^FAIL); 
y a lug M^n; integer n; label FAIL; array M^Mi; 
be ^ ^  .inte^r i^  J; array Rt 1 :n,1 :n] ; 
f cr i:«1 step 1 until n do 
f or j :=1 s te p 1 unt i l n 
R[ij j] := ^  i=j then 1.0 else 0.0;
SOLVE (M,n,R jMI^PAIL) ; 
end invert; 
g?ccedure VJVEC (n^ f ) ; •
value n^f.c; inte^r n.f ; array c ; *
integer i;
f or, i :« 1 step 1 until n do 
begin vfrite (?0^f ,c[ i] );
if i/4 «1*^ 4 and n, > 4 then 
write text (70j[ [ 2c24s ] ] ) ;
end; 
end VATEC ; 
procedure FCPM(AjBjC,n,K); 
value A,B,C,n; integer n; array A,B,C,K; 
begin irv^ger i,j;
f or i:- 1 s t ^  1 until n .do
fcr j 1 step 1 until n do
begin k [i,j]:«a [i,j];




procedure FEEZ (X^ XI ,njh,mjd,bjF2);
value n^ hjin; integer n,h^m; label F2; array X^XI ,d,b;
M s ï G  iQÈâsm J;
for i:« I step 1 until n do
f or j:= 1 step 1 until n-1 ^
X[i, J-ti] :«X[ J4n,i] :=X[ i, j+1 4n] ;
for i:- n step 1 until h-2 do
^gin f or j:= n step 1 until h-2 do
X[i+1 ^ j+1 ] :=X[i+2, j+2]; 
d[i+1 ] :=d[i+2];
m l ;
INVERT (X^h-1 ,XI ,F2); W  MULT (XI ,d ,h-1 ,h-1 ^ b) j 
fog i:= h step -1 untl 1 n42 do 
begin b[l] ;-b[ i-1 ] ;
Xl[i,i]:=Xl[i-1,i-1];
m l ;
b[n+1 ] :=X1 [n+1 ^ ntl ] :^ =0.0; 
end PEEZ;
Intepgr n,m,N^P,hr,Nl jcasepNI,I,i, j,k,nl ,n2,f 1 ,f 2j real prob^E 
open(20); open(7 0);
Nl :=read (20); coimrent the number oT sets cf data;
fl :-f ornat (Uidds ;1) ; f 2:-f csrmat (^4s-ki.ddddsdddds lo-had;]_); 
for I:=1 step 1 until Nl do
begin write text (70^^[piDATA ^ET-^NUP/IEERU 3s H )  ; 
copy text (2 0 j,7 0 [^_; ;2);
case :« read (20); cpn^nt the wei^ting factor;
N :« read (20); comnent the number of trials;
m := read (20); comnent the number of observations;
' begin array t,yjf,r,w[l :m],T^W[l :m],S[ 0:N],iyB,Sr^ 1 ;N]
integer array df[0;N]; 
f or J:~1 step 1 until m ^  
t[ J] : «read (20); DIAG(t^m,T); 
f or J:«1 step 1 until m do 
begin y[ j] :«P:«read (20);
w[ j] :==1,0/Fî(case-1 ) ;
end j
comment t and y are the va lues of observations; 
DIAG(w,m,W);
write text (70,[X4s IVffilGHTING^PAGTCnUsXl) ; 
write (7 0 ,f1 ,case); 
f or kt«1 step 1 until N d o
begin n:«read(2 0 ); comirent the number cf exponents; 
h:«2xn;
write text (70,LL3ciNOMBER *C1EEXPONENTS[^&XI) ; 
write(7 0,f 1 ,n);
array ,ET^ETT[ 1 ;n,1 : m] ,D[ 1 ; m,1 :n]
,B,C,A,A1 [1:n,1:n],K,Z[1:h,1:h],a Ipha,  
a,c>v,z,delta al^hall :n],b,d[1 :h] ; 
f or i;«1 s ^ g  1 until n do 
a 1 0ia[ i] :«read (2 0 );
comment the initial values of exponents; 
NI:«P:=0;
LL: EXP MAT(alpha ,t,n, m,E);





MV MULT(A1 ,a,n,n,c); 
m  MULT(D,c,ra,n,f ) ;
far» j:«1 step 1 until m do
r[ j] :=y[ j] -f [ j] j





W  MULTEETjrjnjiiijZ )5
f ar* 1 := 1 step 1 prit 1 1 n do 




if alpha[ 1 ü.ü then 
begin, FEEZ (K,Z,n,h,m,b,d,F2); 




Q : fer i:«1 step 1 until n do
begin delta al^ha[i] :«d[i}n] :«-d[i-Hi]/ 
c[i] ;
alfha[ i] :«alpha[ i]+-delta alpha[ 
‘ ];
if alïha[i] <0,0 then goto F1 ;
end;
S[k]:=0,03
far J:= 1 step 1 until m do 
S[ k] :=r[ j]xw[ j]xr[ j] +s[ k] ;
NI;=NI+1 ;
If MAXEL(d,n) > »-5 then gotg LLj 
write text (70,[^2c]CCEPPICIENT8[_12s%]_) j 
WVEG(n,f2 ,c)3 
m[k] := 8 [k]/dftk]j
write text (70, n_2o %8TE *QP *PARAMEIERS[^7s 
1);
far 1 := 1 step 1 until h do 
begin ^  Z[i,l] < 0.0 then goto R> 
f[i];=sqrt (MS[ k]xZ[1 ,1 ])j
end,
fcr 1 :« 1 step 1 until n do 
f [ i+n] :==f [ Hn]/c[ i] 3 
Vn/EC (h,f 2,f )3 goto M3 
R ; write text (70,[_**»*N0*8TE*EIEW1:ntS 
*□? *IVATR IX *ARE ^ NEGATIVE ]_) 3 
M : write text (70,ü_2c MLPHAM 5s 3
■WVEC(n,f2 ,alîiia)3 
write text (7 0 ,^ [_2cXMAX*ABS*DELTA* 
PARAr®TER8 ]_) 3 
write(7ü,f2,MAXEL(d,h) ) ;
write text (7ü,[_[.2clSUM*SQUAfiES* 
OF’-’fRESIDUAISj) j 
write(70,f 2 ,S[ k] )3 
P;=P+1 3 if then goto LL3 
If lo=s1 then 
^ i n  S[o] :=0.03
f or j :«1 step 1 until m do
s[ Ü] :=y[ j]x3/;[ j]xy[ j] 48[ o] 3 
df [ 0] !=m3
end ;
n2 :«df [ k] ; nl :«df [ k-1 ] -n2 ;
SM[ k] :=ahs (S[ k-1 ] -S[ k] )/n1 3 
If SM[k]<MS[k] then 
begin E:=m[ k]/SM[ k] 3
prob := FR0B(P,n2,n1 ) 3 
end else 
begin P :=SM[ k]/MS[ k] 3
prob := PR0B(P,n1 ,n2 ) 3
end ;
write text (70, U.2c jVARlANCE * 
RATIO* (P)[.6s].i) j 
write (7 0 ,f2 ,P)3
write text (7 0 ,U,2c]_mOBABin[TY*
OP*P[.&n) j
write (7 0,f2 ,prob)3 





write(70,f 1 ,NI-1 ) j goto EXIT3
write text (7 0,[2.2c2PAIIED*IN*
EX PONENTIATIONj)3
got o EXIT 3
write text (7 0, ^ 2c2PAIIED*IN* 




end ; c lose (70)3 close (20)3
end-»
APPENDIX C 
The Initial Estination of The Values of The 
Exponents Program .
INPUT DATA
(i) N Î (number cf sets cf data );
(il) Data set number j
(ill) m ; (number cf observat 1 cns );
(iv) n ; ( number cf coefficients ; n is either 1 case (a) , 2
cases (b) and (c ) cr 3 case (d) );
(v) 1 j (l is 1 case (a) cr 2 case (b) cr 3 case (c ) or 4 case (d) ) ;
(vi) d ; (first value cf r );
(vii) in; (increnent in r );
(viii) li; (last value cf r);
(ix) case ; (weighting factor );
(x.) t<j ;t^; • # #
(xi) Y
OUT POT
(i) Data set number ;
(ii) Vlei^ting factor ;
(iii) Coefficients ;
(iv) Exponents ;
(v) Mini mum va lue cf sum squares cf residua Is ; 
(vl) X ; (the angle in degrees)
(vii) r ; (the modulus)
bsslü. life.ïs-jcy. Ao, a6, ai p., ai A3
oompienjk This prograin is for estimating the parameters and 
evaluating the minimum; ‘
BToSgAim. W  MUI.T(a,t,n,r.i,A) 3
yaJU-ie a,t,n,m3 iniiî£§j£ n,ra3 gjzmy: a,t,A3
Msiji inigssirJ-» j 3
f o r  1 : =  1 ^ e jQ , 1 i m i l l n  âû.
£ 9^  J î= 1 âfeea 1 mill, m do.
A[i,j]:=a[l]xt[j]3 
g a d .  W  MUTÆ:
E^ aogdlire, EXP MAT(A,n,m,K)3
Ealue. A,n,Ki3 injfegsg.G n,m.3 a rrax A,E: 
bgglDlnte.Ç^ lfj3
£or. 1 :- 1 s_ËSIl 1 unMl n do
£sx j 1 Sim. 1 m M i  m ûo
E[l,j]:=exp(-A[i,j])3 
•g n d  EXP MAT3 ■
PJSfiêâUX fat TRANS(E,n,in,D) 3 
yalpe E,n,m3 iDigEgX n,m3 aXEax E,D3 
hmln. Inissgr i, j 3
fox i:= 1 Si.ej2, 1 m ü l .  n do
fgr j := 1 siex 1 mill m go
D[j,l]:=E[l,ô]3
end MAT TRANS3 
procedqne MM MTJLT(E,D,n,in,G) 3
Xallâ, E,D,n,m3 IniSSQK. n,m3 arïSX E,D,G3 
bsslTw.iniiaEex, i,J;k3 rg&l s3
£sx 1:= Is is îl 1 m ill, n do 
fcêslEL t o n  k;= 1 .gisa i i.jnill. n £Lq
Mfiln. g:= O 0O3
£sx J 5= 1 a i m  1 m i l l  m âa





EEQSg.d3iEe T/p; MUI/r(E,y,n,m,a) J
E B l m  E,y,n,mj Inigser. n,ni3 a£22S,X E,y,a3
b a g ln ln ie g e x  i , j ;  .r e a l e j
■ £ o r .  1 S “  1 m i e a  1 u n i l l  n do, 
iegln, g;=0„03
for j := 1 steo 1 mill, m âS,
gs=E[3.,j]xy[j]+g3
a [ l ] : = S j
end.3 
gn.d m  MU1.T3 
S E S S eiiiP e. SOI.VE ( C , n , R , X ) j  
Xalpe, C,n,R3 jjlieger nj aEESX. C , R , X ;  
feegla, Iniegex 1,1ml , j, j j,k;
real t,modt,p,modp,r3 aEEPX R0WC[1 :n]j 
inieger a x m x  J[ 1 :n] 3 .
£.QE 1 := 1 5iej2. 1 lînüln ds.
ROW : p : =modp :«Ü a0 :
f o r  j : =  1 s M a  I l f f l M l  n  d o .  
kSElO.. ROWC [ J ] :=t ; =C [ i , j ] j
modt:= If t < 0 . 0 Êissa ”t slse. tj 




for j := 1 sign 1 m i i X  n da 
C[l,j] :=ROV/C[ j ] :=ROWC[ j ]/p;
R[ l]:=r:=R[i]/pj 
J[l]:-jj3 1ml:“1-1;
fSE. j 1 SiSD. I m ü l  imi ,1+1 step, 1 unül. n do, 
bagla t:=c[j,jj]3
f o x  k : =  1 s i s a  1 m i l l  n  d a  
c[j,k]:=c[j,k] -ROV;c [ k ] xt 3 
R[j]:=R[j]-rxt
gnl3




YaJae t,m 3 lniê£er m3 arr^r t,T3 
haxül jjlixgr 1, j3
far 1;= 1„sien 1 y n M l  m do 
fa r  j :==1 sign 1 m i l l  m do
T[i, j ] := ibsa t[ j ] slsaOoO;
gîî.âDIAG3 
agggedüxe, SMMîroLT(a.,t,n,tn,,b) ; 
yalaa a,t,n,mjlniessr n,mj 8J 1 V & 2 C  a,t,b; 
bg&lr^ InMasx i,j,kj„real S3
fax i:=igiaa i m M l n  da 
begAnfaX k : ~  1 sign. 1 m i l l  m do. .
Issln. g:=OoOj





end, SMM MUI.T3 
n Z Q Ü S S h ü S S l  SELEGT( l,a,b,x) J 
Eâlas. l,b,xj Iniggex Ijxeal xj array. b,a; 
begin Sldliall SV.':==L1 ,L2,L3,LA3 goio, SW[l] 3 
Li ! a[1]:=xj Roto L3 
L2; a[1 ]:=ü.03 a[2]t=x5 e.qèq. L 3 
L3 : a.[1 ] :=xXb[ 1 ] 3 a[2] :=xxb[2] 3 goto. L3 
LA: a[1]:=0«03 a[2] t=xXb[ 1 ] 3a[ 3] :==xXb[2] 3 
L:ep.d, SSLEGT3
EEocedure ESTIMATE(t,y,v;,a,l,ang,n,m,mir.x,S,r,d,?.n,li) 3 
ySilne. t,y,v?,l,n,m3 Integer, l,ang,n,rn3 
a x m x  t,y,w,?.,r3 reg,lS,mlnx,d,In, 113
leglrLJ-niegex: i,J3 real theta,T,x,s3 arffiyA,E[1 :n,1 :m], 
D[1 :m,1 :n],vr[1 :m,1 :n],f[1 :m3,c[1 :n],b[1 :2] 3
T:=3.1 AI 59265363 S:=:o+53 DIAG(v;,m,W) 3
£ s x  J 1 a is p . 1 m i l l  20 go 
begin. theta:=2 .üxjxT/1 8 0.ü3
bC 1 ] : = G o s (  t h e t a )  3 b [ 2 ] ; = s i n ( t h e t s . )  3 
£ a x k  := d  afeea. in  u a iH  n  do
liê S ln . S E L E C T ( l , a , b , x ) 3  V ^ /M U L T ( a , fc ,n ,m ,A )  3
E X P M A T ( A , n , m , E ) 3 M A T T R A M S ( E ,n ,m ,D ) 3
SMW'1ULT( E , V ' , n , m ,  A) 3 m M U T.T( A , D , n E )  3 
M 'A / !T J L T (A ,y ,n ,m ,a )  3 S O L V E ( E , n , a , c )  3 
M V M U I Æ ( D , o , m , n , f ) 3
s:«OcO;
fax 1:= 1 Sian i m i l l  m do
s : = ( y ( i ] - f [ i ] ) T 2 + s 3
I f  s  <  S  i i i s j x
bssia. S:=S3 mlnx:=x 3 ang:=2xj 3
fax i:= 1 Sian i m i l l  n dg. 
r ’[ l ] ; = c [ i ] 3
g.D.d,5
■ a n d.3
i f  I  < 3 and j=i then 
k e g la . a n g :=03 g g in  M e n d ;
g n d 3
M : t h e t a : = a n g x T /18 0 , 0 3  b [ 1 ] s = c o s ( t h e t a ) 3 b [ 2 ] : = s i n ( t h e t a ]  
SELSG T( l , a , b , i r . i n x )  3
and estimate3
I n t e g e r  n , m , l , J l , c a s e , a n g , N , f 1 , 1 2 3  r e a l  m l n x , S , i n , d , I I 3
open(2 0); open(7ü);
f1 :-fomiat(Lndds ; f2 :-fonnab(LA+d.odddsddsio+nd;l) ; 
N:=read(20);
for k:= 1 sisp„ 1 yoijLL N da
begin write text(70,Ü2clDATA*SET»NUMBER**»**l) ; 
copy text(20,70,L;;l); 
m;=read(2o)j n:=read(2 0 ); l:=read(2 0 ); 
d:=read(2 0 ); ln:=read(2 0 ); In:-read(2o); 
D.i;==read(20) 3 case:=read(20) 3 
keglD, arX2X  t,y,w(1 :m],a,r[1 ;n)3 
farj :== 1 aiep. 1 yniii m do. 
t[j]:-rsad(2 0 ) 3 
for A := 1 atep. 1 yniAl. m do 




write text(70,jX2ciV/EIGHTIMG*PAGTaR**D 3 
write(7 0 ,f1,case) 3 
write text(70,]_L2claHE*CGEPPIGIENTSl)3 
£sr i:= 1 aiep. 1 m i l l  n do 
write(7 0 ,f2 ,r[i])3
write -text(70,jX2clTHE*EXP0NENTS**»l) 3 
fax i:= 1 step. 1 uni.il. n do 
wrlte(7 0 ,f2 ,a[l] ) 3
write textf70.r f 2clMINIMUM*0F*S^***1)3 
write(70,f2,S)3
write text(7U, rj 2olTHE*ANGtS*******2 )j 
write(7 0 ,f1,ang) 3
write text(70,IJ„2c,lTHE*M0DUlJWS*-»***2) 5 




close(2 0)3ciose{7 0 ) 3
end»
APPENDIX D
The Optimum Interval and The Ccrresponding minimam 




(I I ) a ; 
(ill) b ;  
(iv ) p ;
(v) c ;
(vi) d J
(vii) q ;  
(viii )Inc j 
(ix) , G ;
number of obs ervat 1m s  ) ;
first value cf EX1 );
increment in EXT );
last value cf EXI );
first value of EX2 );
increment in EX2 ) ;
last value cf EX2 );
starting value of intervale };
is either 0 If there is only one set cf data to be
run cr 1 if there is more than one )j
OUTPUT
The program outputs tables like table (4) , for examle *
be gl.n library AO, a6 , A1 2 j
cprmænt this program calculates the mini mum correlation 
coefficients between exp(-kxt) and exp(-lxt), and the 
ccrresponding optimum intervals of t for different values 
of k and 1;
real procedure CCHCCEF (k,l,m,t); 
value m, k, l,t ; integer m,k,lj array t; 
begin integer j; reaj. XI ,X2,S1 ,S2,sn ,S22,S12,C0V,V1 ,V2 j 
SI := S2 !« S11 ;= S22 ;» SI 2 :== 0 #0 j
for j :« 1 step 1 until m do
begin XI :« exp(-kxt[ j] ) ; X2 :« exp(-lxt[ j] );
SI := Xl-tôl j S2 :« X2tS2j
811 := XlxXl 4811 ; 812 :« X1xX2+Sl2j 
822:= X2xX24S22j
end;
VI ;« S11-SlxS1/mj V2 :« S22-82XS2/ra; COV :« Sl2-S1xS2/n 
CGRCCEF :« CCV/sqrt (V1 xV2) ; 
end CQRCŒFj 
prœedure BSSTIOT (l,ra,int,t); 
value m,I,int; integer m,I; real int; array t; 
te gin integer i ;
if I « 1 then
begin for i :« 2 step 1 until m do 
t[i] :« (i-l)xint; 
end else
begin f ^  i :« 2 step 1 until m ^
t[i] :« 2t(l-2 )xintj '
end; 
end BESTINTj 
irooedwe MININTANDCŒ ( k , inc); 
value k, l,ra,f ,inc ; Integer k,l,m,f; real Ino ; 
begin integer I; r e ^  yO^yl ,y2 ,s ,h,mini, mine or,lnt j 
array t[ 1 :m]j 
t[ 1 ] :« 0 . o; s :== incj 
f or_ I ;« 1 Bte^ 1 until 2 do
Mgin
M : mine or :«1 ,0 j int :«0,0;
L : int;«int+incj BSSTINT(l,m,int,t)j
^  CGRCCEF (k, l,m,t) > mine or then got g P; 
mLnccr :«CCHGCEF(k,l,m,t); goto L,
P : h;==int-ine; IT abs(h-ino) > lo-G then got o Rj 
inc :« 0 .5xinc; got o M;
R : BSS'riNT(I,m,h,t); yO:«CCRCCEF (k, l,m,t ) ;
BESTINT(l,m,int,t); y1 :«CCHCCEF (k, l,m,t ) ;
mini:«h-inc;
BESTINT(l,ra,mini,t ); y 2 :=CCRCCEF (k, l,m,t ) ; 
int :=y1 -2 ,ü>y0-îy2 ; mini ;«h-ü. 5xincx(y1 -y2 )/int 
BSSTIOT (I, m, mini ,t ) ; mine cr : =C GRC CEF (k, 1 ,m,t ) j 
write (7G,f, mini) ; write (7 0 ,f , mine or ) ; inc :« s ;
end ;
end MrNINTAÎE)CŒ ; 
larger k,l,m,G,n ,f2^a,h,c,d,p,q; real incj
open (2 0 ); open (70) ;
f 1 ;«f crnat (t_2sndd2 ) ; f 2 :«f ormt (^Ssd.dddd^);
NEXT ; m :«read (20) ; a :=read (20); b:«read (20) ; p;«read(20);
c:«read(20); d:«read(20); q:«read(20); Inc ;=^ead (20);
G:«read (20);
write text (70,^pX**NUMSSR *GP*0BSERVATIGNS^*1) ; 
write (7 0,f 1 ,m); new line(7 0,3 );
write text (70,[^h3slEQUAL*INTERVAL[_5sXEXPa^*INTERVAL[^ccll); 
write text (70,^**EX1 *^X2***MCNINT***mNCCR ***^MININT***MINCCF
Lcll);
f or Ic ;« a step b until p do
f cr 1 ;« c+k step d until q do 
begin write (7 0,f 1 ,k); write (7 0,f1 ,1);
MIÎTINTAI4DCCR (k, 1,m,f 2,inc); new line (70,1 );
end ;
if G / 0 then goto NEXT;
Close (20); close (70);
end“>
